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CHAPTER X
THE PROBLEM
SETTING- Of THE PROBLEM

This stu% was mads in a sixth grad© ©lass in Matthew
Whaley School, Williamsburg, Virginia, daring the school year
which hegan In September, 1936, and ended In Jane, 1937#
During the time these children were in th© fourth and fifth
grades they were taught by the same teacher, who placed emphasis
on mastery of shills, facts, and subject matter, rather than on
purposefully planned experiences for the development of
responsibility and other similar attitudes#
When these pupils cam© to the sixth grade they brought
written records, on which had been indicated by their previous
teachers such information as the followings native ability,
accomplishments in shills, home background, interests,
weaknesses, strengths, and health#

The sixth grade teacher,

from discussion© with these pupils, supplemented the information
on these records*

She discovered that one of her problems with

these pupils was the development of responsibility#
In this grade, some of th© teaching was by student teachers,
and to most of these pupils such teaching was a new experience;
and they had to learn to know and work with the other teacher©
as well as with the regular teacher of the grade#

Several of

the children were new to the school Itself and they had to become
accustomed to practice© with which the other pupils were already

?
familiar*
the supervising teacher was m

experienced teacher at

Matthew Whaley and understood thoroughly Its principles of
creating meaningful experiences for children! she also understood
how to encourage them to work In life-like situations#

She knew

how to guide children in their activities so that they would grow
in their power to assume responsibility#

This group of pupils

was, therefore, under a teacher who was skillful in guiding
pupils*
In addition to those for continuing the development of
skills and the mastery of essential facts, plans were also mad®
for the development of responsibility
individual*® capacity*

to the extent of each

Under these conditions, it was concluded

that this study was possible and should present significant
findings*

DEFINITION 0F THE FHOBLBM
The problem in this study is embodied in the following
statements

To show by evidence the growth of responsibility In

children as the result of their working together under guidance
in the Matthew Whaley School#
In order to secure evidence of this growth, the following
considerations were of great importance and received careful
study8 How does acceptance of responsibility show itself in
the child*s actions; how can these actions be recorded; how can
growth of responsibility in these actions bo shown*
In this study, it is not the purpose, nor will there be any
effort made, to study the method of the teacher#

a
CHAPTER II
PROCEDURE
PHASES OF RESPONSIBILITY

la order to classify descriptions of the child's actions#
twenty different phases of responsibility were selected.

Each

of these phases involved some fora of thinking# choosing# or
acting on the part of the child within his group relationships#
These phases grouped under four main headings, are as follow©i
A*

Growth in Responsibility in Individual Work*
1#
£*
3*
4.
5*
6*

B#

Growth in Responsibility in Class Work*
1*
2.
3*
4.
5*
6*
7*
8*

C*

Helping class plan for conditions*
Helping class plan activities*
Helping class plan use of reference material*
Participating in group laboratory work*
Sharing ideas* objects# readings found, etc*
Organizing and expressing class findings*
Helping Individuals in group*
Leadership in class activities*

Growth in Responsibility in Conduct#
1*
B«
3*

D.

Finding problem*
Planning work*
Using references*
Reading*
Investigating otherwise than in books*
Expressing ideas*

Acting as an individual*
Making contacts with others*
Participating in action of group as a unit*

Growth in Responsibility for Formal Evaluation*
1*
2*
3#

Evaluation of one's own work*
Evaluation of group*s work*
Evaluation of conditions for work*
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the m i b m m select®

For the purpose of this study, eight children in the class
were chosen by the writer and the supervising teacher#

It was

felt that this number would give sufficient evidence of growth
in responsibility for the study and also an adequate cross
section of the class#

The children ©elected differed in economic

background! cultural background! native ability, type of school
attended in previous years, type of school work don© in previous
years, and attitudes involving responsibility*

names used to

designate th© children in this study are not their true names#
Economic and Cultural Background# The eight children selected
were from various economic strata, extending from well-to-do
families to families which had been dependent upon relief
agencies for years*

Some of the children were from homes of

college professors; others were from homes of parents who had
no educational opportunities#

Some had at home all material©

and help necessary to encourage good work in school, but were
emotionally upset by unsettled home conditions#

Others had fine

home training which was reflected In their happy school lives*
Others came from homes which provided only the crudest living
conditions#

Still others who came from artistically inclined

families had very fine appreciations, and were eager to find the
beauty of expression for themselves#
Hative Ability*

In native ability the eight children ranged

from an I*Q# of 13V to an I#Q> of 96*

In a class of twenty-

four, the eight children ©elected for this study ranked as
follows:

second, fourth, fifth, thirteenth, fourteenth,

fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth*

on the Progressive

Battery Achievement Test, Fora B, the ei$*t children ranged from
a grade placement of 5*4 to a grade placement of V#3*
Previous School Experiences* Of the eight children, only the
three who had been in Matthew Whaley since the first grade could
be said to understand fully how they were expected to carry on
their activities#

Two others had been in Matthew Whaley several

years and could do acceptable work*

One had been there several

years, but because of unfavorable criticism of the school heard
at home, he was dissatisfied and had never entered into the work
fullyu

Two of the children had come to Matthew Whaley for the

first time and had never been in a school which carried on an
activity program similar to the on© to which they were
introduced*
Attitudes Involving B.espoagibliltv* Three of the children showed
enthusiasm, interest in learning, and a desire to cooperate with
the teacher, but they lacked Initiative*

Two others cooperated

with the teacher, but showed little if any enthusiasm, did what
they were told, but nothing else*

Two of the children felt that

they were lost in the activity of the class and waited to be
told everything they should do*

Th© other child was openly

antagonistic to activities going on in the classroom*

GATHERING EVIDENCE OF KESPONSIBILITY

Observation* Evidence of growth in reapoaeiMilty m m obtained
from observation*

the author taught at scheduled intervale and

observed the class continuously during the session of 1936-1937*
He noted in particular the eight children selected for this
study and recorded any significant incidents in which they en
gaged*
During the year rating charts and educational tests were
used to supplement and check the evidence from observation*

A

brief description of these charts and tests is included in this
section*
M & a a Steal 9& BfigBonsiblllty.

The writer devised a chart oon-

taialng fifty ways in which the children exhibited responsibility
la their dally school lives*

This chart was an enlargement of

one begun in the Citizenship Club by the children*
B a m s Steal 9& M O M . JBS. M l lalMfi*

***** the advice and co

operation of the Student; teachers, the writer devised a chart of
the habita of work and study, desirable and undesirable.
-ftWHflre S a S a & schedule, Mteftas I*
This test measured intellectual, physical, emotional, and social
aspects of oh lid behavior*
The Hgw 1SS& Ss$as& Ssate. M

Sateal Sstete*

®»*e test considered

nine trait© of behavior development which concern the child*#
action in m U m i t

attention, ne&tnc#©, honecty, interact* initiative
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ambition, peraietenoe, reliability, and stability.
Sfeiigsa:

Sail* £ e & £*. ® m ® ****

is gives by tbs school each yeas to determine levels at which
the- children have arrived incertain apeoific skills*
the grade placement for the followingi

It gives

reading vocabulary, read*

ing comprehension, arithmetic reasoning, arithmetic fundamentals,
language, and the total grade placement for the child*
*

OIASS ACTIVITIES COHTRIB0T1NG TO IHMVBJtAI, AND
flURffo

wwr

At th© opening of school there m m m
lag of unity in the oXmm*

©widenc© of a feel**

Bach child ©earned to think of him*

little

/ ©elf with »

thought of Hi© connection with a group*

A© © matt© of discovering and I©tor using th© chll&Vs 00©
personal and immediate interacts* th© teacher introduced a
Hobby <JXub*

ah© also Hoped to lead each child to appreciate

the contribution© of hi© classmates and so to develop a feeling
of group spirit and group acting*
the chief interest of the class m m science* so the
children started collecting lichen* rock* ©hell©* ©cod* plant©*
they made ©am© effort* when guided by the teacher* to mount*
label* and use these objects in building an exhibit for their

u
Hobby Club#

The questions which th© pupils were encouraged to

ask war© used as a haste of research and sharing the information
found*
One hoy* because of hie interest in chemistry* brought to
class a simple chemistry set and did some experiments for the
group#

He was also led to show by a simple demonstration how

rock is formed*

this problem had com© through the class

discussion#
As a result of the above experiment* the children became
Interested in coal:
some of its products*

how it is formed* how it is mined* and
The class was divided into sub-groups*

Hash pupil took a topic to investigate and was responsible to
the chairman of his group#

The difficulties which naturally

arose were overcome by teacher guidance#
findings were put into a class book*

The results of their

Th© pupils thus saw that

each could do a part of the whole class job and with
cooperation produce an acceptable piece of work*
When the pupils found that dye is made from coal# the
Hobby Club became lost in a more purposeful study of a unit on
clothing*

The class became Interested in designs*

thought of himself as an artist making cloth#

Each person

Bach felt drawn

closer to th© group in belonging to th© "Cloth Designing
Corporation**

Pupils became interested in checking Improvements

not only in their own designs but also in those of others*
Because of the interest in the study of cotton* a small
group volunteered to write a play about life on a cotton
plantation*

One day some visiting teachers from another school

saw tli© play being rehearsed and sent tbe class a cotton plant#
The interest produced by this gift gay© a sense of importance to
the small group*

Some children from a South Carolina school

sent h box of cotton and w o t © letters telling of the manufacture
of cotton into cloth in their home town#

lech of the Matthew

Whaley children took one of the letters to answer and told the
children of South Carolina what their class had done in the study
of cotton and of the work of the class as a whole*

this was a

lead in getting the class member® to think of themselves as a
part of oh© big group working together*

Each accepted th©

responsibility with some pleasur©* for he could express his own
feeling© of the work of the class and could tell what he himself
was doing#
One of the student teachers planned with the class nA March
of Time*"

Each child made a picture to show some step in the

development of cloth making and wrote the story connected with
his picture*

The pictures were to be shown in a projection

machine while each child told his story#

The parts were

assigned by the teacher who also listed the references for each
child*

The children responded happily and felt satisfaction in

the final production*

This was a case of introducing th©

children to the method of working as individual© and fitting
their work into that of the whole class*

The parts of absentees

were taken over voluntarily by other© so the "March of Time"
could be presented in its entirety#

If one had failed in his

assignment , the whole class would have suffered#
In th© next work, the children learned something about

IS
working in groups.

Th© idea of a family budget for clothes came

up, and different pupils decided to plan how to clothe various
member© of an imaginary family*

The class discussion led to

group formation*
The pupils responded to beauty in art, poetry, and music to
a high degree*

They loved to sing and they had superior singing

quality as a group*

The work in this field helped to bring the

group to a greater feeling of unity*

When the teacher explained

the need for vestments, with fair exception®, the pupils brought
them without further reminding*
Christmas program with interest*
churches by invitation*
their best efforts*

They practiced for the
The pupil© sang at different

They were prompt, cooperative, and gave

Bom© children even left off other possible

interesting activities in order to support this effort of the
whole group*
The class had now learned to think together*

Whan the

children returned after the holidays, the teacher created a
situation which required not only individual but also group
responsibility on th© part of each member of the class*

She set

up with the group a series of related individual problem©
concerning housing and all th© necessary material was provided*
Individual conferences were steadily held with the pupils, both
on materials and way© of working with th© materials*

Th©

teacher contributed richly herself and kept alive the idea that
each should have something good to share every day*

On© student

teacher from New York City helped by the beautiful word-piotures
she gave of the sky line and th© sky-scrapers.

Children brought

u
pictures, cartoons, specimens, poems, and stories and each
became interested in the others1 contributions#

Individual

development strengthened as each eagerly sought interesting
material and planned to present his finding© to th© group#
The climax of the study of housing came when one day th©
teacher suddenly asked, "What in the world would our grandfathers
think if they could come into one of those new-fangled apartments
with all the automatic contrivance© you are discussing?"
wanted to tell their ideas of grandpa1s adventures#
suggested that she would write hers#
reached for paper and pencil#
write*

a

All

A girl

With one accord, all

few seemed hazy as to what to

One suggested that she wanted to work with © friend*

Soon all were at it in earnest,, .singly or in pairs*
these stories was geniune joy*

Sharing

At last the class had an

experience in being both Intellectually and emotionally together
at the ©am© time*
The good feeling so aroused reached into th© work on skills#
Teacher and children a© a "matter-of-fact" went about making
inventories of their needs in arithmetic and in spelling*

They

used with energy the practice materials available#
One day th© art teacher was sought by th© pupils to tell
them the story of Bella Bobbin placques*

The teacher had

aroused th© curiosity of the class about some placques and bowls
from Florence, Italy, that were in the room*

From this

beginning, cam© a very happy piece of cooperative woxk on a
fruit border in the room#
When a student teacher said that she had heard about

If
^grandpa*e adventures" and wondered how he got fed, the class
was full of idea® on what probably happened*
realize how different are conditions now*

the pupils same to

With a little help,

they soon found themselves investigating how foods are preserved
and prepared in modern times*

they quickly gathered into large

groups for work on various topios*

A good deal of originality

was soon evident as eaeh group sought variety in ways of
presenting ideas*

Some planned questions to be discussed, some

food demonstrations, and some movies*
In the meantime, pupils became excited over the Mississippi
flood because the teacher read them letters from her home in the
flood district*
news*

Children brought pictures and watched daily for

The problem of what they could do if a refugee family

name to them seemed genuine to the class*

The question of how to

balance the meals for such a refugee family at a low cost led the
class into various Investigations*

Individuals studied various

foods and groups presented their findings on posters*
Self-control in the elementary grades was a problem*

To

help solve this problem, joint meetings of the three upper grades
gave an opportunity for general discussion.as to correct or
desirable conduct in the hails and in other parts of the building*
The sixth grade pupile were made to feel that they were
responsible as leaders of the whole group and should set worthy
examples of self-control#

Slogans and posters were used

throughout the school*
The suggestions made by the children in their meetings were
mimeographed and each child was given a copy, another paper

is
carried a resulting pledge and each pupil who was willing signed
the pledge, end wore the accompanying blue ribbon with pride#
The pupils In each room held meetings to -decide on their own
particular problems and as to how they could work with the
entire school group*

the Citizenship club was the result of the

meetings in the sixth grade with a banner, pins, programs and
much discussion of problems involving good citizenship#
A story was told by the teacher about hr# Carver1a dls**
coverles of many products from a few simple plants*

This

aroused interest in the children to study the by-products of
certain foods#

There was genuine effort on the part of each

committee to prepare the questions so that the remainder of the
class would get the basic facts shown in the posters*
A world map was made which showed where different foods
are produced and how they are transported#
cooperation on the part of all the children*

This called for much
Bach pupil by this

time easily fitted into the activity Wherever he was needed and
withdrew and found worthwhile Jobs for himself when he had made
his contribution*
One day before Easter vacation the teacher read a letter
from a school in Hewport Mews asking that a committee from the
sixth grade come to talk about Williamsburg*

The teacher called

four pupils, explained the need, and asked if they would like to
undertake the Job*

They-showed delight even in the face of

Indicated hard work* -During the Easter vacation on their own
accord the four pupils got together and made some plans, and
after the vacation they asked help from the teachers*

These

3.9
pupils organised,
wrote,
and praotloed
in the work1 room.
f
j
t •

They

selected pictures to taka, and spent their own money for post
cards and other pictures*

They interviewed the fourth grade

teacher who had taught them Colonial History*
library for materia!*

They went to the

One child-interviewed'the, superintendent

concerning the history of schools in Williamsburg*
The day before the committee went to Newport Hews'the pro*
gram wae presented to the whole class which evidenced class
pride and enthusiasm in the undertaking.

The next morning the

teaoher and the other members of the olaes went to the oar to
see the committee off#

The following day the members of the

committee told of the trip and expressed pride in what they con
sidered the advantages of their own school.
During the time the committee was preparing for the trip
to Newport News the whole olaes took a trip to the Paradise
House to see primitive American art exhibit*

The need for the

trip arose from a discussion of the differences in their draw
ings in the sixth grade and to those 'done in the first grade.
Some of the pupils brought examples of their drawings made In
the first grade and placed them by a more recent piece of work.
This led to a discussion of first painting in America and its
development* The pupils* response showed there was genuine
thinking end a relating of ideas.
On the trip to the Paradise House the pupils followed the
plans which they had set up for the trip.

Thus they

relieved

the teacher of any need to help them either eh route, or while
studying the pictures on exhibit.

So interested were they,

and with such understanding did they quietly disease the
pictures among'themselves'-tba-t-other vieltofa'CofcmenteO on the
splendid interest and manner of the group,

On the return to .

school, the teacher deliberately sauntered, hoping that she
would'-find that the pupils could return to the classroom add
each find his work without being directed,

When "the teacher'

unobtrusively entered, everyone was busy with bis work.

This

was the first tine that the class had been able to follow
successfully" its own planning for' a trip*
The next phase of study, which the children called "America
the Beautiful", started with genuine interest and enthusiasm
on the part of all the pupils*

This study came from a question

naire which the pupils filled'out to show their particular
interests in and out of school*
One question asked was, "Where would you most like to go If
you could take a trip?** This received varying answers*

later

teacher and pupils talked of these places, what they already'
knew and why they would like to see them*

The teacher said,

"X see you all want to go to'places, so let4a goi

We have a

room full of books that will help us and many more In the
library,

we have maps and magazines, movies, the radio, and

our own experiences to help us."■ The children wanted to start
at once*

They decided to see America first.

Discuss!one arose about an interesting place*

Books were

•ought and much hurried reading done, and the story hour became
especially interesting.
cated on an outline map.

The settings Of the stories were lo
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Glass di souselon brought oat the need for improvement In
sharing stories, in the time allotted for each parson, and the
obligation of the group to listen.

Among the suggestions as

to wavs of sharing stories, the following were given:

tall it,

sot it out, draw s' cartoon or series of pictures telling the
story, give a movie, make imaginary broadcasts*
The teacher found that many who volunteered

to

read were

poorly prepared and she suggested story sharing be held only
three times a weak, and the other two days be used to build up
a.better program*

She said she wanted to hear some part of the

story of each before it was ..presented to the class.*

this plan

helped curb the wild storiee which the children made up before
the group, and also festered better reading on the part of the
'Children*
In selecting places for the pupils "to go" In their travels
la this country, many were listed on the board and the pupils
selected those which appealed to them.

One boy said that he

would like a quiet plaoe where he could rest*

fhs teacher played

on this point for the whole elassf where they would suggest that
boy go for needed rest, and what reasons they could give for
their suggestions.

They suggested deserts, mountains, quiet

country places— Showing a rather vivid idea of what our country
affords those in need of quiet spots.

The teacher suggested

that she would like for the olaea to help her with her vacation
problem for the latter part of the summer*

This proved a

motivating point and from day to day the pupils planned how to
tempt the teacher to some particular place*

The children made
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imaginary broadcasts fromthe places they bad chosen*
made radios from old bores.

They

The teacher would pretend that she

was listening and sometimes she gars monologues about what she
had heard*

The pupils enjoyed this*

The children followed the

plans which they had made for broadcasting and enjoyed every*
thing new Which was presented.
,The pupils also decided to ash# a tourist folder of infer*
motion; on each place#

They suggested divisions for these folders

to separata various types of information.

/They -worked with the

Student •teacher who helped them, design and letter the dividing
pages.

The pupils sought the teaoher’s approval or disapproval

of the quality of the product} they were self-critical until
they were satisfied-with their work*
In a discussion of What made America so wonderful, and of
who had helped in making the country and the cities famous, the
children became interested in reading biographies of famous
Americans*

The children already knew about Burbank, Carver,

Roosevelt, McCormick, and other famous men.

They put a little

information about eaoh person on the bulletin board end celled
it "The Hall of fame”* When one of the children found something
new and interesting about eons other man, be would 'nominate him
-for-.the "Hall of fame" and the class would then decide whether
he deserved to be placed there.

When all the work on America

'had bean completed, the children-were pleased at having learned
something about their own country, and in having participated in
we many activities.
it the end of the year, it was apparent to obeervere that

S3
the group wa«:working as a whole, with each Individual definitely
contributing to the' ongoing movement of the pony*

Each child

had a feeling of fellowship toward the others in the room and was
interested In the'welfare of the group as a Dhole* 'She class
was a harmonious whole with pupils 'ranging in ability to accept
and maintain responsibility} yet it'was evident that each had
reached- a' higher level' in responsibility than he'had shown at the
beginning of the year.

CHAPTER XXI
TREATMENT 0? INCIDENTS FOB EVIDENCE
GATHERINO INCIDHUTS FOE EVIDENCE

The writer observed the class throughout the Tear*

®rom

February to June this observation amounted to two hours daily*
He talked with various teachers of the grade to record any
incidents which he had missed during hie observations or which
had taken place during his absence.

The children were thus

observed in every possible type of activity and the writer
obtained a fair picture of them during their life at school when
they engaged in those activities which provided for opportunities
to think, choose, and act sincerely*

significant incidents con*

earning the eight children were recorded in a diary.
Xn order to supplement the incidents recorded in the diary
of the writer, the writer and the supervising teacher referred
to previous records which had been kept in the school.

Case

studies made by former teachers were used for specific Information
about the children.

Samples of work done by the children in

former grades had been kept, and these gave information which
would not have been otherwise available.
While the children were in the sixth grade, the supervising
teacher and the student teaehers had written a class history which
proved very helpful in recalling specific incidents*

The super

vising teacher’s cumulative record kept during the year with
specific information about certain children was referred to when
necessary*
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Incidents from the diary were net always, sufficient for all
phases,

incidents from other sources, than the diary were used only

after they had been carefully checked by the writer and the super-*
vising teacher to make certain that they, represented an actual part
of the child’s behavior at the approximatei date given*

Ho such in

cident was used unless it was approved by each person doing the
checking#
m m P W Q THE INCIDENTS
At the end of the year all incidents for each child were
grouped under types of behavior by date of occurence.

An example

of such grouping is the following*
"March 1 - Came into the room late§ got the assignment
from another boy* and completed the work on
hand before the time set aside for it was up,
as he worked steadily after he started#
"March 16- hooked at work another boy was doing and
offered suggestionsf and then started working
on foods for the world map*
"April 6 - Started right in to work after missing several
weeks because of mumps* Noticed that some

foods had been left off the map, so he typed
them and pasted them on .the countries where
they belonged*
"April S3- Worked on the America booklet as he was the
only one who could do this work for which he
had planned and studied*"
Such incidents as these indicate that Charles had shown
some increasing responsibility under this type of behavior* Similar
findings about each of the others brought forth the problem of
determining what steps this responsibility represented*

vmrxsim
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SCALE1

flies*# incidents seamed to sbow that there are certain
recognisable stages or stars la the growth of responsibility*
These steps ranged from a negative status* when the child did
only what he was told to do by the teacher* to a positive status
in which he directed his actions m

a well-rounded and capable

pupil*
The Incidents gathered for one child war# used as a guide
to find the various types of responsibility and a scale was
developed showing what appeared to be thirteen steps in the
development of responsibility
When the scale seemed adequate* it was presented to a class
composed of supervisors and principals taking advanced work in
elementary education In the summer of 1937*

The scale was sat*

plained to the class*and was modified according to suggestions*
A H agreed that the thirteen steps of responsibility were present
in the child1s actions from the least desirable to the more
desirable steps*
To determine the accuracy and adequacy of the scale* the
writer used incidents for four of the eight children in each of
the twenty phases of responsibility*

It was seen that there was

duplication in several of the thirteen steps* so the scale was
again modified*

This time stage# were combined or omitted and a

1 The term "scale"is not used t o ^ c r S e " an instrument that has
been determined by statistical treatment as the term 1© usually
used* It is here used to describe types or levels of behavior
that are revealed through the evidence which has been collected*
Z See Appendix 0.

m
scale having six steps was developed which seemed clearer and
equally as adequate*
Incidents were placed on the new seal© of six steps and the
results compared with those of the first scale of thirteen steps*
The comparison showed that the six steps on the revised scale
showed as much growth as the thirteen steps on the original scale*
The newer scale was much more compact and clearer than the first
scale#
The scale of sis steps was examined by a class taking ad
vanced work In elementary education in the summer of 1930*

Each

member of the class examined the Incidents on the scale and all
agreed that growth was evident*
The following is the form in which the revised scale appeared
after a critical analysis of the data by the teacher , the super
visors * the teachers and principals in advanced courses of
education, and the writer*
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THE SCALE ON RESPONSIBILITY AS COMPLETED

X*

The individual neglect© acting or act© with heedXessnesa
to consequences for self and others; as this action la
"begun by ohanc© or by out side pressure*

2.

The individual performs mall formal actions made diear
by another or does in routine manner what others are
doing at the moment#

3*

The individual gives some consideration to others when
his interests are involved*

d<* the individual sees his part in group motion! then
consciously afreets his actions toward meeting immediate
and relatively obvious responsibilities*

it

The individual seeks to find more meaning in his motions
and habitually seeks to find his responsibilities*

e*

The individual seeks and accepts his responsibility for
the kind <£ person into which he is developing#

at

Qommma
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the following llliiattatiosi It an example of how several
incidents from the diary combined to form a significant step
on the seal#*
"May XX*

fas interested In radio pMgrnna* ana he
helped so much in planning them that the class
elected him announcer for the station*

"May 11-

Urged the members of the group to practice
their talks for the program the next day*

’’May 18** Went around to see that each person who was to
broadcast had a talk prepared which would be
worthwhile*
"May 18*

Wanted to make sure a member of the group would
be ready to substitute if the program ran short#*

these records appear in the fifth step combined into one
incident as follows:
"May

-

Was announcer for the radio broadcasts and
day got the programs for the following day
up by talking with each person and looking
his talk| arranged for substitute program©
the planned programs ran short#*

each
lined
over
when

CHAPTER m
GROWTH IN RESPONSIBIIITT DETERMINED BIT THE SCALE

with the scale as a baaia, the following incidents war*
taken from the diary and plaoed under the twenty phases of
v

responsibility in which the eight children engaged*

In the

following pages are showni
1* A description of the child at the beginning of
the study*
£• A deeoription of the ohlld at the end of the
study*
S* The incidents relating to the child*a life whieh
show hie development of responsibility in the
twenty phases by the seale*
>■

By recalling olaea activities* one may see from examining
the following cherts tits child's development of responsibility
according to the steps of the scale*

m

CASE 1 ~ CHILES
A* Statue tn September
0* Statue %n Juae
0* Development Accordlug to Seale
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ANALYSIS OF CHABLES* STATUS IS SEPTEMBER
At the opening of school, Charles was capable of doing
routine work* but be generally waited for suggestions from
others to set to work*

He followed directions given by the

teacher, but made no attempt at eelf»direetton*
Because his interest was with a few children, most of the
work which Charles did concerned the members of this immediate
group rather than the whole class*

He worked with a few boys

to whom he had been drawn, and he encouraged them to do better
work*
Charles knew how to regulate hie actions, although
sometimes he became a little unruly*

At such times, he usually

corrected himself and showed that he was sorry*
He did understand how to make his own work satisfactory,
but bis main concern was to please the teacher, and he accepted
her directions and ideas as the bases for Judging the value of
his work.
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Charles 01rested hi© ownactions and carried Ills work to
completion*

Although he sometimes asked for Ideas and criticism

on the work he was doing* he usually went ahead with the work,
hut he wanted the reaction of others as to the way he was
attacking his Job#
In September he was interested only in M s particular group;
in June he had a ^whole group consciousness** and was interested
in all of the projects of the class*

He frequently started the

class on a new phase of work*
He stowed a sincere desire to be a good citizen of the
class*

He kept hi© own actions beyond reproach* and often

reminded others when they were not conducting themselves
properly*
Charles was not satisfied until his work was done as well
as he could do it*

He had the same ideal concerning the work

of the group as a whole*

He kept urging the class to achieve

the best results possible so that its members would h a w the
satisfaction derived from a Job well done*

14
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lept* start04 working on Q m l booklet after be&cher tola him
others in his group would not work unless he did hia part*

Oct** Worked on talk and picture for March of time after cards
were given out containing questions and references and time
was set aside for that work*

Mar** Set up list of foods he had typed for world map* and
wanted to lieIp others get theirs done in the same manner for
he liked to write stories and type them*

Apr- Came in
went to work
and returned
interest and

late* got the assignment from another hoy, and
after helping another with his work; cams hack
to his work after an absence of two weeks with
determination to complete unfinished work*

Apr- Had some work to do to complete hook!at on America and
went to work on It whole-heartedly; would come to school early,
begin work on arrival, and stop only for necessary announce
ments or class work*

May- Beminded the group what to prepare for the radio broadcaste and volunteered to give his broadcast first as an
example for the rest*

0h&rlee*«£
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Sept- Did m b plan ahead on work on eo&X* but waited for
directions from teacher before proceeding further.

Sept* thought ho should have a table of contents to ahem what
his booklet on coal contained after receiving criticism for
nis poor arrangement and seeing how others arranged their
booklets *

Qot* Became Interested in drawing and mechanics brought out in
March of time and began to study inventions and how they
worked more thoroughly*

Oct- wanted to work an his story mare fully and help others
improve their work for presentation while seeking information
about Cartwright for March of time*

May- gad pictures and ideas clearly in mini before starting to
plan radio broadcast on parks*

May# Planned his work so that he would be up with rest of the
class | was usually ahead of them, and wanted to get self pre
pared to go on into high school by getting teachers to help
him see and improve weaknesses*

0hariee-#S
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Sept# Felt he knew enough shout oaal without using references,
but used them when pointed out and provided by teacher*

Oct- kept list of references used on Cartwright and sought
additional Information to answer questions other than those on
reference cards*

Pec- hooked up some information about Indians which furthered
the knowledge he had gained through reading about them*

Feb# Helped some of the slower boys find the type of infor
mation about foods which he had already found for himself and
was using to further his own knowledge and work*

Apr- Found out what he was to do about topic listed for study
and looked in encyclopedia for Montana, then combined stories
of two parks into" one$ wrote imaginary stories about places in
order to make the reference work seem more alive*

Apr# hooked in all available references for information about
Montana| concentrated on getting it clearly expressed,
stopping only for necessary interruptions*

Charleg*#*
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Sept* Bead books tor primary children unless teacher pointed
out specific pages to be read about coal or other work*

Oct* Bead pages set up about Cartwright on problem cards for
March of f ime- and also acme other readings suggested bp class
work, or bp other children which he ihooghtmight ha in*
teresting*
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Feb- Became interested in reading about the growing of foods
and told other members of the class about it and told them
where they could read about it* Would also read #o he could
follow the class discussions and participate in them#

Mar** Bead much information about the food- which came from the
British Isles so he could get the necessary foods for the
lists which were to be placed around the world map*

Apr* Bead stories about American art so he could know m o m
about paintings found in Ludwell-Paradise Bouse; looked for
some stories about western America which would help him with
ais story about Montana*

May* Bead widely In books which he found in variolas libraries
so he could increase his knowledge about many things when he
got to high school and would have a wide range of^knowledge
at the completion of the year’s work#
\

Charles
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Sept** Handled materials carelessly# bub looked at them anil
tried to use them after teacher shews*I him a piece of rook
which he had brought to el&ew and was shown how he could
illustrate how coal is formed by showing its different layers#
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0eb«* wanted to type story for March of time and drew a picture
of wartwrighb*s power loem as his part# following lead sag-#
gsetsd by the card of directions and by what other children
were.doing*

iim ii MMO . IWiM '11 HW

dan* worked to draw some pretty fruit for the fruit border for
the room because of beautiful colors % pointed out to others
how they could draw effectively and help complete the work*

Mar** Found a poem about oysters and thought It would be
interesting as the class was studying about foods and this
poem would help others understand about one kind of food, so
he asked permission to read the poem, to the class % placed it
on the bulletin board for others to read after he had read it
aloud *

Apr* Brought in some he*** which oould be used as radio sets
for the broadcasts and then helped set up microphone and
other apparatus needed for class use* Said that the Chamber
of Commerce could help members of class get Information about
Williamsburg and that information would lead into historical
side of America as Williamsburg and Jamestown were very old*

Kay** Worked to complete his study of America so he could help
others get theirs completed and then could review all the work
done on America# drawings# stories# etc*# and learn more about
ways of showing information which would help him later*

.1
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Sept* Kept idea© far expressing thoughts be himself until
teacher asked him to show hie group how coal was formedi then
he brought in information from home and led his group In
making booklet with help and advice from teacher*

Oct-- Wanted to draw a picture of a power loom by Cartwright
for his Starch of time after others began drawing and getting
stories ready*- for he felt that was typical in representing
Cartwright*

Feb** Made up some questions about food as a guide for the
class while it was studying bacteria and to help him remember
what he had read* Asked one of the benchers If he was doing
all right with ink after using it for first time* for he
wanted his story to be neat and well**writinh*

Apr~ Coming back after an absence and finding his part -on .
world map done * went over his part of world map and pastejt in
several foods which had been left off during his &bsencd|
went to seek other work which he Could do to help complete'the
mapi most of the obvious jobs having been taken while he was
absent#

Apr** Wanted to write imaginary stories about the western part
of America as he felt they would be more interesting and also
would snow how much he had read and knew about the west
because he would then be combining his information*

May** fried to express things he saw as they appeared to him In
everyday life and put in typical occurrences of Williamsburg
and at home in what he wrotet all the time expressing himself
as well as he could* Expressed self beautifully in poetic
language when the occasion presented itself*
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Sept* 0ove no consideration to actual conditions or work, tat
would change desks around so fee and otters sou Id get closer
together or move something he found In the say of teacher*
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act* Sam. need for rearranging reference hooks for March of
fine on bookshelves; worked with another hoy to put thm In
order so they could he found and he could locate some infer*
matlen he was looking for*

I
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fob- took his group off to itself in working on by-proaacts of
food so they would not be disturbed by others and would not
disturb anyone else* Suggested other groups do the same*

Mar*
more
list
they
time
-

Suggested that members Of class go to library and get
reference books for work on foci lists and keep accurate
of references so they could go back to the books when
needed them and would not have to keep the books all the
they were working.
,—
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May** worked with group arranging broadcasting station and
making radio sets so they could listen to the broadcasts*
Suggested how the room could be arranged to make it appear
more iife*llke and all could hear the talks given by various
members#

May- Said he was doing all he could in way of getting and
arranging information and everyone in the class needed to do
the same if all were to enjoy the work; after all, what was
dons concerned everyone in class and not Just a few*
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Sept- Agre ed that hi® group could melee a booklet on coal * hut
waited for teacher to make suggestions as to Its makeup* said
if each took a special job* they could get dons much ^utoker
when this- was gaggestsd t# him#

Oct* Planned* with help of teacher, to give a sketch of
Oartwrlght first * then tell about his invention of the power
loom# ieantsd to help set up lantern for showing picture#
for March of time#

-.pee* wanted while studying lousing, to go into the use# of the
various tools used in building, as ha liked to build things
and knew about the use# himself and wanted to let others
know as well as learn a little more himself*

fab- signs# for day*® activities on places provided on the
board so he could get right to work and complete what he was
supposed to do that day*

Apr* looked at all available maps and pictures of parks before
starting his work on lhemt sc he would know more what to dei
suggested that class combine findings on one large map of the
United states after individual maps had been completed*

May- Said all should try to do as well as possibie on broad
casts as that would help them learn more about different
places In this country* and what kind of a country the United
States was— Just what he thought all of them needed to know*

Charles— #
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Sept- Uses references after shown to him* then discovered by
looking in table of contents he could find what was in the
book without hairing to look all through the book after
teacher explained use; told another boy how to look up
references after seeing he knew nothing about finding them.

Oct- Found references given for work on March of time and told
others that the encyclopedia and book of inventions would heip
In getting talks prepared*

0eo* fold the class what he learned about the way Xndiam
lived when the class was discussing housing, fold them that
different stories would tell how people lived and they could
enjoy the reading, more, it found in such story form and not
in direct references*

Feb* fold .group when it was having difficulty finding about
bacteria# where to look in bocks for Information* Looked up
hard words in dictionary for definitions and pronunciations
and would put that information on board so all could use it*

Fab- fold boys next to him who could not find materials where
they could find what they needed and told them how to put the
information into an interesting story form about foods* When
he came across information for which the class was looking, he
told them where he had found it and explained it to them*

Apr- fold the class he was listing the references he had
found for Hall of Fame so he could go back and use them when
ever he needed them; for often people talkedabout things he
was supposed to know and he had a hard time finding about
them; therefore, he was going to keep a list of references and
suggested that others do the same*

Ch&rie& * * 1 0
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dept«* Bid little work until It was necessary> But would fellow
teacher*© direction# In designing cloth for Cooper Corpo^
ratten* although he did not do this work for sustained
periods#

Opt'** Went right to work- when questions and directions were
given him for March of fIme for writing stories and drawing
pictures as others in class were doing it and time was set
aside for that particular work#

<Xsn* hiked to draw and experiment with different kinds of
materialst so the work on the- fruit Border gave him an oppor
tunity to experiment and use the different materials as he
wanted to# although he did not interfere with anyone else who
needed them for completing his own work#

fob- Became interested in Bacteria, and led group in answering
questions about It and told them how to find more ways of
studying and learning about foods# took part in play given
By a group on foods and learned his part well as he wanted to
he good#

Mar* Would get help when he felt he needed it in making list#
for world map or finding other information and would tell the
class how he thought they should work during class periods If
they were to get their work done the way It should Be# Bed
disouasl ns on paintings prior to going to iu&we11-Faradise
Bouse# and gave suggestions to Boy as to how to get a map
drawn to scale#
dpr* fold group how By looking at finished map one could get
the complete story of the producing and transportation of
foods! the work had Been done with materials found right
there in the room and he felt the Job was well don© and
showed how well they couM do when they worked#

Charles-ll
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Bmptm Brought In a pebble which ha picked up fro® street when
teacher asked that children bring in strange rocks they found;
showed no particular interest in hie contribution*

Sept# fried to get the booklet mx coal completed for hie
group although he thought the hooka giiron for work on coal
were hard* fold the class how decaying trees formed coal
after millions of years*

Oct* tojoyed finding about machine# and how they worked and
then telling the class how they w orked* fold the claes how
he was going to tell about Cartwright first* and then tell
about his indention and what it did for industry*

Feb# Shared with the class some pictures and Information which
he found about food which made the die cuss ions more to#
tereettog* Found some pictures of coffee plants and berries
which more fully explained the te£sfter*e talk about coffee*

Apr* looked for ways he could add to the lists of foods and
pictures on transportation as map neared completion so It
would be more nearly complete and show the story which the
class was attempting to show; desired the map to be useful
for other groups which might see it*

Way# looked for poems and stories which were interesting and
helpful to the class as he wanted to make his contribution to
the group* for he was capable of making helpful contributions
and wanted to help as much as he could*

Chart.os***!^
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Sepb*» Followed'in m meager -^1 eertate specif to directions of
teacher In his committee to making a section of a class hook
on study of coali was satisfied with commonplace result#

Oct# Followed the questions set up on cards by teacher'to
finding about the life of Cartwright and his invention* but
was .more totcrested to the invention than to the other part,
and would talk with other boys about the invention# which
they were studying*

Oct* Suggested to others that they keep a list of reference#
used when he found how much easier It was to keep a list of
reference#* in order to go back when he needed additional
information* Said that he could have a better talk with two
stories and pictures* one of Cartwright and one of hi#
Invention#

iar# Wanted all to hand to typed list# of foods so they could
be more easily checked by the committee in charge of checking
and the one# left out could be found; offered to help other#
see that their list# were complete for he had found how to,
look up the various foods produced to different countries*

Apr* Wanted to help the group going to Newport Hews gather
Information a# it would help him learn more about Williamsburg
and they would be able to make better talk# when they got to
Newport Hews*

May# &sked teacher what else he should learn before going to
high school which would help get along better there and would
help him get a Job 1ster#*a&id he wanted to be as well pro*
pared as possible at the end of the year* for he had tow ork
some to help his familyand aidhH know how long he would be
able to stay to school#

Charles**1 3
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Sept* Helped boys around Mis who needed help in getting work:
done when the teacher or they ashed him to help with some
©lass work#

oot* Helped his brother find Information he needed for March
of fime and worked with others planning the order for the
talks for this# Showed What they should Include in their ,
talks to make them fit in with the general idea of a March of
t%me9 and help in finding information when they needed that
help#
fob* Asked the teacher if he could stay after school to help a
boy who needed help In working arithmetic# m e w how to do
these problems# arithmetic being one of his strengths#

Apr* fold another boy who wanted to knew about a motor tripthrough Virginia# how to locate cities on the map and then
look at the highways leading from those cities# Had lust
finished his work along that line and felt he could help the
boy if he tried to help himself first#

May* Helped another boy get his work for Hall of Fame com-*
plated when he was having difficulty getting it donei got one
of the more backward boys later In the day to tell a story
about hunting and helped the boy make it more interesting by
adding remarks and suggestins as the boy progressed#

May* Went over and helped in a pleasing and encouraging way
whenever he saw another having difficulty# Would try to
help another boy get his work don© satisfactorily# Had a very
pleasing and encouraging way of working and helping others#

Chari#0W*l4
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LEADERSHIP X5 CLASS ACTIVITIES

Sept# Would make casual suggestions about class work* but did
not put toetv into practice until told to do- #0 by toe teacher*
then he showed them what had been done on the Coal booklet by
hie group*

Oct# Helped arrange reference books for March of Time and told
others where they could find them; suggested that another
class be incited in to hear them when they presented the larch
of Tims*

Dec* forked with others in planning work on lousing* with
especial emphasis on the uses of various tools in building*
for he was familiar with them and wanted to find more about
them*
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Feb* Had a group working tm the by*producte of food so as to
have m attractive poster* then went to work on nest phase of
food* producing and transporting* urging that "all Information
possible be gathered*

lay#'fas timekeeper in different activities*,such as story*
telling* .then suggested that talks for broadcasts be planned
to fit in with toe time allotted and run just like a regular
broadcasting station*

May# Helped in setting, up standards for the work on books on.
America so they would all have good work and do what they
were supposed to do* Would be possible if they followed the
directions and plans set up by members of the class*

?
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Sept* Found It rather difficult to keep fro© talking with
those around him and teacher had to remind hi© frequently to
heap at the work planned*

Oct** Wanted to get the work on March of f 1©# completed and
kept at hie work In order to get it finished* Interfered less
with., those near hi© in keeping the© fro© getting their work
completed#

Feto Wanted to get as high a rating a© possible on-the
Citizenship Charts and told others how he was getting hie
conduct Improved# said that all needed to be more prompt in
their work and quieter in the tolls; told how he was getting
higher ratings each week#

Mar** Realized that he was wrong In snowballing and took the
blame; told teacher he was sorry and would not do it again#
quieted down at once and performed what he had done ever again
when to came Into the class making noise* but quietly showed
he knew how to behave#

Apr** fold class they were still disturbing the whole school
with noise in the hall# and ft# was willing to try to do
totter and thought mil the rest should 'try to do totter also#

May# fried to make himself work harder as he wanted to go on
through school and then to college and asked teacher what to
do to make self ready for it# He wanted to behave himself at
all time# because he realised that he should do that. If he
was to become a good citizen*

Charles*—16
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MAKING CONTACTS WITH OTHERS
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0ept# Helped others when teacher asked him to and- he could
help them# but for the most past his contacts fere Of the
^social*1 nature and not hekpful to himself or others#

.Oct#- Asked teacher# If hi# -work was all rightf had learned to
let others alone more then before except when working with
them* Had not realised that he could work with other# help#
fully #nd not disturb them Or self*

Feb# Mar# Wanted to show teachers how .he could work mod often
consulted them about art work on ..foods or list# of foods a ;
wanted to be friendly with the teacher# and appreciated their
talking and advising him on his work#

Apr# Offered to help ether# when he had don# hi© work for that
day on America and talked quietly with them on. the work to be
done*

Apr# Reminded the whole group that the work of America was the
work of the whole class and each should work hard to do a good
job* said he was going to do his part on his book and thought
-all the others should'do the same*

May** Had worked on a story for some t irae and earn# over for
teacher to see how much he had done and help him Improve it
before presenting it to class*

Charlee-«17
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in action

or GROUP

as a unit

Sept* Found It difficult to got into the work of the whole
olas# and usually- -sat by baiting ton something to do.or t# be
told by teacher what ho could do* Usually lot his work run
along unless reminded that ho could do hotter than that*
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■®et# Was told that ho- was not 'getting the. correct information
foWSHroh of time* so he went hack over referenced and worked
the story over, then practiced the.talks for March of fine
with group in workroom*

Feb* fried to Improve hie conduct In Oitissonahip Chart
checking© and urged the whole class to t ry to make less nolee
In the building so all could benefit by the work they were
■■doing-In the ditiefmehlp ^lufb-e

Mar* Waited until time presented itself before entering into
claes discussion although he was eager to offer worthwhile
information! went in and suggested 'to boys in workroom how
they could do better’workon the map- in- drawing- it to scale#
Could do this© things and wanted to help the class* but Aid
not interrupt in order to tell them*

Apr*- Saw difficulty boys were having getting letter© set at
top 'of map and ..helped them until they could start' again! .felt
this was the work of the class and he should help when
needed'and it was something- he could do#

Map* Suggested that all 'take..part in broadcasts by .preparing
interesting talks and ©haring them* then they could work on
their books for America and ©hare their findings with the
other members of the class by showing their books and
explaining what they had done*

dharlt##*lS
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EVALUATION OF ONE*S 0»N WORK

Sept« Corrected mi0takas after they were pointed out by
teacher, but often left many in the paper} aid not look for,
ways of improving work other than by corrections of teacher*

COLLEGE Or WILLIAM &MflHg

Cot*' lealis&ed that the information asked for on b&okof card
about Cartwright was not sufficient for a good report and
began looking for additional, information to make it complete
after seeing others writing more interesting stories#

Deo** daked art teacher to help M m with the drawing material#
#0 he could illustrate M s work on housing! asked a boy to
tell him about the West as he saw it so he could better
understand the stories he was reading about Indians#

Feb- Head more when he realised how little fie knew about
bacteria and followed discussion with open book so h# could
understand better#, and. the else# could also understand! cam#
back after being sick# looked over his work on the map and
tried to check on the'mistake# which remained to prevent it
from being a good piece of work# After using ink for the
first time# -asked teacher how It looked before going any
further a#'he wanted It to be neat#
Apr* Wrote imaginary stories about parks he had in America and
asked teacher to help M m correct them; did not mind doing it
over if there were only two or three mistake# on them;
finished putting names on map# went to readings saying he had
finished M s work all right and wanted to read# Felt he knew
how to evaluate his work m- he had a feeling for what ho was
supposed to do*
May* Brought hi# notebook to teacher and said it was almost
finished and he thought it was all right; felt teacher would
agree with him# but he wanted her to look It over carefully
and give him her opinion to see how well h# could Judge#

CharltHffid
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Sept* Wag sat latied to X®t group go along as directed and It
ha gave any criticism, he offered no conetruotlve suggest long
to offset it#

Oct# thought of hot group could Improve Its March of flise work
following lines suggested by cards made up by teacher by
adding extra, thought# of children, ouch a# showing more
directly the effect# of the invention# studied on suujpif&c*
tuning and transportation#

Mar#? hiked to read and check over work of other# | wanted
members of group to keep list of references on food lists and
hand them to other# so they could be checked before being
listed on -map#

Apr# Suggested after map had been completed and class was
discussing the work# that some c o u M have worked harder to the
work would not have fallen to the lot of a few* for the entire
class received credit for the map and everyone should have
d m # #0*#! work on It*

May# Said In planning the work on America that the booklet#
and ...broadcast# were to give a good Idea of this country- and he
thought they should work to show all phases of America and
have a good Job when completed*
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May* fold the members of the group that he thought they had
worked well together in getting the different jobs done for
the work m America and could be proud of what they had done
as the information was very complete#

Charles*~20
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EVALUATION OF CONDITIONS FOR WORK

8ept# Would change desks or make use of tlme as suggested by
the teacher# but felt no need of changing them because of hie
oim decision*

Oct# Signed •up for tasks on board m he could u m the material
to the beet advantage in March of Time work; suggested that
group work in committees so they could help each other ant
give ■suggestions*'

Smtm Brought in materials which would help ■self'and others -in
drawing the fruit for the bofder* ploturee*- crayolas* ‘paper*
etc** thus saving the trouble of moving around for materials
and making it possible to plan work according to materials on
hand*

Feb# Brought books for class to use on food-and-told th#
others -whore they could f ind' references, thought of getting
information on byproducts of food from grocerymen in
Williamsburg as they would be familiar with the ones they
used* Cleaned out his desk on one occasion so he could work
better and it would b# m neat as he felt it should be*

Mar# Worked quietly and busily when working on the map, re#
placing materials when he had finished them so that others
could have them#:

Apr# Bought information for group going to Newport Hews 00
their reports would be accurate and told them where they could
find more*
M a y Suggested that the broadcasts bo planned so that each
could take part and have his part well done*

@4

CASK XI ~ JACK
X* Status In
S# status in Jus©
3* Development Aooording to Scale

ANALYSIS Of JACK'S STATUS IN SEPTEMBER

Jack took little responsibility for bis individual work*
He thou^it be knew more than anyone else in the room*

He

worked only when the teacher kept after him to show some
results#

He made no attempt to see further work for himself*

He made suggestion© and gave criticism of the work of the
class in a rather derisive manner#

He did not attempt to

further the efforts of the class unless he was the leader in
the activity and had a chance to show off before the rest*
Jack felt he could act as he pleased at the moment*
annoyed the student teachers purposely*

He

Any corrections were

resented by him*
He applied few standards to his work*
was to get by*

His only desire

He applied standard© to others only when such

application would give him the chance to make cutting remarks
about the work of some other pupil#

m
ANALYSIS OF JACK'S STAWS JJJ J i m

Jack lint grown In power to plan ant to to his individual
work-in keeping up with the class activities* -Me- sought' kelp
from teaks and tried to find job© for himself*
Ha wae interested In the work of the class ant felt
himself a part of it*

Ha learned to plan with the group ant

tried to blend hi© individual effort© with the work of the rest
of the class#

He planned many activities for the whole class

and considered their value before suggesting them*
His conduct had improved*

He had won the confidence of

the others in the room and habitually directed his action©
toward maintaining the good impression*
He applied to the work being done the standards of which
be had always been aware, but had not used*

He wanted the

beat possible work to be done by himself and also by the class*
He frequently offered constructive ‘criticism*

When he realized

a tendency to get back to- his old selfishness, he quickly
checked himself*

Jaok*»l
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PROBLEM

Sept** Resented suggestions from teacher or class and withdrew
frost class to, follow interest in reading stories! did least ;
possible when finally drawn into the work on coal#

Feb- Failed to see the Importance of the study of bacteria for
self or class# but would look for information in booh which was
placed m hi a desk and m m teacher or children showed his
what he was to dof wanted be try to find as many questions as ^
others were finding*

Mar» took pride In work- on world map as. he was- one -of- leaders!
wanted the class to share the work fee had done; worked with
another boy in getting the foods- for Italy placed on the map
first# for he Wanted to give the work a good start and. told
others to try to have accurate information for the map*

Malm''- helped pick up loose -ends in -completing the map. and
wanted to know what else he could do to h«in others although
it involved much extra work tor him* Sought much information
for' trip- to Mmport Mews and planned how;to arrange the talks'
and want the different ones should prepare" t m the talks when
they got there*

Apr® Saw that the group would need a spokesman when they got
to the other school and asked if he could'haw that job*-then
he worked on his speech for that* Wanted to make a key map
for the study on national parks as he felt he knew how to
make good maps and thought the- class would need one to sum#
mart2© all the work done* Kept up with his work while out of
school with the measles*

May® Announced music program given by school for its patrons*
Was- In -charge of radio broadcasts and worked hard as
announcer to put forth the best ^programs11 possible by
c
helping others plan their work ahead of time scheduled for
the broadcasts*

m
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Bmpt* Gave no thought for planning ahead for work on coal, hut
went on with first work which came into his mind*

ysn*rFeb* Would work on ©pacific John presented by teacher or
other members of the class* Knew what his work was supposed to
he and thought it over# hut had to he reminded to get to it at
times# Answered questions on foods which were placed on
hoards*

Feh«, Wanted to work in group on chemistry of foods as that was
his hobby and he planned an exhibit on the preservations of
foods to be given in connection with a -play which he wrote and
directed on the part chemistry plays in the preservation of
foods#

is&r*» Would plan the work group was to do on the large map
before rushing into any drawing as he wanted to have a neat
job#. Would keep at the map until his part was finished and then
v helped others get their parts done On the map* such as let*
taring at top and placing the foods in the right spaces#

Apr* Would get at his work without disturbing anyone else on
coming into room late* fried to let others have prominent
parts .before the class as he had been leader on several
occasions and ©till liked to do it# but felt others were
entitled to a chance*

May# thought through his work on national parks carefully so
he could bring In all the outside material and work hard for
himself# for he was also making a key map for the class which
took much of hie working time#

yack##3
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0ept# Saw no need In look ins «P information on coal as he,
felt his experiences furnished him with enough information for
any fiork ho &«6dM to do on bis booklet*

fob# Worked with another boy in looking tap information on
foods* but soon tired and often had to be reminded where his
work was and waht he was to do about It*although he managed
finally to get the work done#

Mar#, forked with another In making world map and continued
working On- other jobs##W0tiid take the. other boy’s advice on
certain information ah ait producing foods and tried to make
the work satisfactory as another also wag concerned In
getting the work done#
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Apr* font ■to all available sources of information for help on
talk bef ore children at Newport News school about Williams#
burg*.

Apr#, Would compare work done by children In other years to see
their reactions to same material- which he had and try. bo get
n m Ideas for presenting his information# hooked at the
books placed in room •sines he had been out with measles to
find out what they were to be used for and how he could use
them*

May#- Would tell the group about Information he had found about
certain national parks and where they could find similar
Information about their own parks# Would search through many
references and list them when working to make out his reports
and talks before the class as he wanted to have them in#,
teresting and correct#

m
HEADING

ffepb« Wanted to tell otoera about previous experienced or
information he already knew rather than read for further
information#

Feb# Would read pagan on f ood when bools was given to M i and
questions set up for answering or would read during story
hour because others were reading#

K&raApr* Became very much interested In reading ”Swiss Family
Robinson*1 and almost Had to be pried from book to do other
work# Would read and then tell others-about the experiences
the people in the book were having and why he liked to read
it#

Apr# Would read about information class was discussing when he
was not familiar with it In order to be able to talk about lt
toe next time It was discussed*

Itaym fold to© class his opinion of a story he had read and
tried to put- It into the everyday language and experiences of
the other members of the class so they would want to read it
or could ©hare toe pleasure he had In reading the book*

May# hooked for further stories he could share with teacher
and class during any spare time during toe closing week© of
school when class needed some relaxation at times*

<Jack~~5
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Sept* Bid little investigating in anything* for he felt he
tee*'all about coal and all the ways- of ©tefseeing it*

Feb.* In drawing fruit border^ made attempt© at drawing several
kinds, of fruits# but would, make excuses that' they weren’t what
he wanted although he had previouelv aohed for that fruit to
go toyI when teacher worked with M m or appointed another child
to help him# he would get some fruit drawn*

Mar* Worked hard on world map and ©aid that It was for the
whole class and they should take care of It and' try to make It
better when they put the food© on it* Used geographies and
other paps for help In getting the map drawn to scale and had
to use arithmetic in figuring locations*

Map* Brought his chemistry and set up an exhibit showing the
effect of chemistry In the preservation of foods; worked with
group to present a play on that*

Apr* Brought In picture© he h$d at home for his booklet on
Washington and looked at work done in former years on that
city In order to make--an interesting and accurate booklet on
Washington which would help the ilass learn more about the
capital of the country*

May*- Would visit places In ?lllllamsburg so he could help
other© with information and wrote Chamber© of Commerce for
additional information which he gladly ©hared with others|
enjoyed searching for information and worked for the benefit
of other© as well as for himself*
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Sept* Wanted to tell a U his information about coal and could
m m no need in drawing picture© or writing explanation*

Oat** trot# explanation for bis pictures of the Crusades for
hie larch of time talk* hut did not write anything like all of
hie; talk, for the f inal talk was much longer than M e written
©toiy*

Feb*. Became interested in chemistry of foods and wrote ex**
platiatione for hie experiments demonstrating the part of chemis
try in the preservations of foods* Wrote a play on chemistry
m m took part in the play# for he felt the chemistry of foods
was important and wanted other© to knew,about it*

liar* typed his list of food© for the map first, for he and
another boy had started the map and wanted the work m It to be
good; told others how he thought* they should make up their
lists so as to conform with the rest of the work on the map.

&py* Bald that the information he had in his booklet on
Washington was firsthand information for he had visited every
building and place about'which he talked and wrote about' in
the book; worked hard Oh the booklet 00 it would conform with
the work of the rest of the group and be a good piece of work*

May* Helped another write a letter to a chamber of commerce
for Information about parks; explained programs and announce**
meats which would help the group understand the broadcast©
better and would make them more interesting*

Jaek»«.7
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HELPING CLASS PLAN FOR CONDITIONS

Sept* Was Interested in tola own working conditions when he
felt Ilk® working* but saw no need of arranging conditions for
the ’benefit of others*

Oct# fold claes where they wight find some references and then
how he Intended to use. material© in the room to illustrate hi©
talki worked in group when the room m m working that way*

Feb* Helped plan what was needed to make the experiment
showing the part of chemistry m the preservation of foods and
set up material© for the demonstration*

Bar# Worked on world map* using the workroom; set up signs
and -notices warning others- that there was important work on
the floor*

Apr# fold how he wanted to tell of places he had visited in
America and wanted to bring in work don© by other classes to
show how they might do their work*

May# f eok charge of setting up the radio station and preparing
the programs for the different broadcasts; worked hard to
make the room resemble a broadcasting station and to have the
different radio sets look as much like real ones as possible*

Jack— 8
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HELPING- GLASS PLAN ACTIVITIES

Sep t* W aited for e t h e r s t o make s u g g e s tio n s as t o p la n s f o r
c l a s s a c t i v i t i e s and wanted t o g e t toy w ith a s l i t t l e work a s
p o s s ib le #
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Dot* Worked for bio speech for March of time and helped seme
of the children outline thf If talks; ©aid that they might talk
in order the date of the w e n t or Invention and them it would
he a real March of time*
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Mar**' Planned with another hoy how to make a large world map
according to scale and t hem wanted to place the different
foods on the countries to show where they were produced#

Feb* Wanted a group to work with hi® on chemistry for be knew
something about it and wanted to show the class about it* but
needed some help from others in order to put It over#

Apr* Volunteered to be announcer for the group going to
Wewport lews and helped the others get their talks ready,
warning them to have complete information about the places
about which they were to talk#

May* Suggested that they have a time-keeper for the radio
station so it would be more like a real m e and they could
pley the chimes when it was time to change; wanted all people
to time their talks so as to use time given them and not run
over or fall short as that would Interfere with the day1©
schedule#

HELFIN0 THE CLASS FLAN THE W % OF REFERENCE MATERIALS

Sept* Felt he knew enough without using books on coal ant-’
offered to tell Other© the informat ion which he teew*

Oot* Looked tip several references m coal after they had h e m
pointed oat by teacher and ahe tod.told him what he already
knew was not sufficients then he told class of the references
and where- they might find them*

Feto Told class about some Information he had found about
foods in one of the reference books in, the room-when he was
looking for some additional information? suggested the use of
geographies for getting the food lists prepared for the world
map as they were complete*

Mar^ Looked for information at home-to help complete work
being done and used the best referenoe books In the room for
hi© food lists m. he wanted to get complete lists* Shocked
over plans for trip to Newport News and told the others what
they needed to look up to have their talks more complete#

Apr* Told class what toe thought was the most effective way of
getting material set up for use on broadcasts and what 1
important facts they should look for to preparing them#

toy* Offered suggestions willingly as to way the sixth grade
of the next year might use reference materials to help them
In their work and how they could get Into the use sooner if
shown the different parts of the books#

Jaok*»10
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Sept* Scoffed at some of the work others were dolus with rocks
whfh school first started and said they were Just playing* ■

Oct# Performed experiment showing how rock is formed in layers
after teacher suggested he bring his chemistry set to school#
Followed directions fop setting lip^pictnrie and expimnatione
for March of time#
'
l

Feheiiar^ M$oye& giving demonstm i 1one when he could explain
thorns gave one on the properties of milk and another on the
chemical processes in the preservation of foods*

Mar* Worked hard to have a, finished product for the nee. of the
class after seeing work to he done on elans map* devising
ingenious ways for blocking off sections of the map to make It
to seal#! helped others In seeking to complete the map and
showed them ways of working more easily on the large piece of
material*

Apr* Worked on key m p in workroom for national parks as h#
found working in there eaelsrj told others how to prepare
symbols for the map to show the locations and places more
effectively#

May* Worked with others in making different articles for the
broadcasting station and as he was the announces took the
leadership in planning the broadcasts and getting the
materials assembled*

-
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SHARING IDEAS, READINGS, OBJEOS’S, ESC#, FOUND

0at#~Feit conferences unneeeeaaiy ,an& was minberosted'i n .
those pertaining to coal mining* although he was willing to
tell someone about coal mining when asked questions*

Oot^ Felt he could tell what ho had read and already knew
about the Oruaai.es rather than writing and reading much more
additional Information*

Feb# date a chemistry exhibit after class planned and asked
him to do so; t o M class about some- Important facts he had
found In read lug about chemistry, recommending that they look
up the inforsmtien for selves*

Mar* Wanted to-share M s work on the world map- with the entire
class; helped other children find their countries on the map
and place the foods on them because of his familiarity with
the map and because of his fondness for geography *

Apr- Brought In pictures he had of Washington and read more to
see if he had left out anything when he explained them to the
class for part of his worn on America*

May# Bead m national parks eo he could make the key map more
effective; rearranged the talks m the radio so they would be
more effective and instructive*

Jaelc— 12
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ORGANIZING AND EXPRESSING CLASS FINDINGS

S e p t- Waa n o t in tes? ee tea Wben c la s s f i r s t s t a r t e d study o f
c o a l, t o t h elp ed h i s group when s u g g e s tio n s were made#
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Oct* Brew a picture of a Crusader for March of fins; read
many stories so Me could make a long talk* although it was a
.rather .mmhling presentation*
dsn** Followed forma suggested for studying Mousing*
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Wanted to work on foods from Italy for ai&e#etrips for
map a© that was his favorite country* Helped group in pro#
paring notes for their, talks in Hewport Mews*: ■

Apr# looked through many hooks to find information and
pictures about Washington for he wanted that report to be
good as he Mad lived In Washington and wanted others to like
it as well as Me did*

May# fried to arrange radio talks In some manner of Interest
to the class so they could grasp the significance of the
v a r io u s places mentioned*
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*

lay* Wanted the class to use a key map for the national parks
in order to eummariise the information they had found and
volunteered to make it as he felt he could draw one after his
experience with the world map*

m
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Sept* Let -other# seek’material on coal when he eouM havehelp®# them with suggestions If he so dssired*

Oct* Began helping ethers get their pictures drawn towards
close of study on coal'a# he had visited coal mines and knew
what should he drawn to. O h m >one*, and class had started
tllustratlng the various Booklets on coal#

Mar# Wanted tow ork on map and helped others -gef'the, correct
locations of the countries and the map drawn to scale* he was
strong in geography# Worked to get his food *lists drawn
and told others what to look for in -getting the lists up* and
©aid he would help them get the food© located on the proper
countries*
:

Apr# Saw a girl was having difficulty in getting the lettering
•at the top of the map and patiently helped her line off the
top and place the letters lifthe correct places in order to
have a neat map-*.

Apf* Helped other members of the- group get their talks pro#■
pared for the trip to Newport n m n and make the outlines which
would help them when they got there in making their speeches!
helped them praetiet. their talks*.

May* Worked patiently in getting the broadcast© ready# going
around to individuals and offering suggestions as to what
they needed to prepare for in their speeches if they were to
have good ones; encouraged them to have good talks as the
whole class wanted to enjoy the work#

LEADERSHIP IS CLASS ACTIVITIES

Sept* Was inclined to push himself whenever possible rather
than'make- constructive suggestions to olassj M s attitude when
asked for suggestions for work on coal* was that he knew it
all and everything he said was right*

Oat*' Mad# -some suggestion© for preparing the presentations of
March of Time and wanted to announce when teacher asked for
volunteer# to announce, the talks*

Mar* Was interested in getting map completed with the
pictures as well as possible because he had worked on *itj told
the others to be careful in handling it and suggested way© of
getting the information in place* Eeminded the class to .go
easy on spending money in treasury as they owed the teacher
some and should pay that before spending any more during a
discussion in class meeting*
unj.iam n y nriij. .
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Marsapr* Was in group giving a play on foods and led a die#
eusston in planning the play; took leadership of group going
to Mewport news in discussions and asked that he be allowed to
announce the speeches when they got there#
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May4 fa© announcer for the ‘radio broadcasts and each day got
the programs for the following day lined up by talking with
each person and looking over his talkf arranged for substitute
programs when the planned programs ran short #
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May* Urged the members of the class constantly to seek the
best materials and to prepare their work on America as well as
possible so they could give good program© and have good
results in their books to show for their efforts in that work#
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Septa Bid what h© wanted to and allowed that he fait such ws#
hi#1right whether it di@ty.rhad other© or not# changed hi#
actions only when K»fe*«* to do hy teacher.
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Feb*- Agreed t o - t h e m l a© -of th e C itiz e n s h ip clu b and ga v e up
h i e ’rib b on when he g o t i n t o a f i g h t w ith a n o th er boy f o r hb
f e l t h e had broken hi© p led ge# a lth o u g h t h i s d is t r e s s e d a
g r e a t d e a l#
~
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Feb*lsr% fried to modify hi© conduct and wanted to get back
Into good grace#' of others after losing M s ribbon; would
admit doing wrong and urge the class to improve ita conduct in
dlaouselms* ■fm % out "of hi© way to he courteous to'others#. '
such- as holding the door: open for them and helping clean'up"
aft#r:working to show he -had good manners*

Apr** Would tails: quietly when talking was neeeaeary# for he
felt that the work on the world sap needed to he completed and
talking would Interfere with-' it and he wanted to get his own
work done as well as possible*

Apr** Would work quietly at all times when others were talking
and" th e class was working# for he wanted to get Ms-, work, on'
the key map for national p-rk© completed and did not want t o
feel that hie talking had interfered with It*

May** Had. a splendid attitude.toward others in the room and
wanted to be a part of the room in all of Its activities whether
he was the leader or notj had acquired the group feeling and
Such subordinated hi© own wishes to that of the group*
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0ept* thought of others only when they would help him in
carrying out some plan for himself; impulsive Is carrying out
hie own wishes os playground and is classroom*

®ob* Found it difficult to refrato' fro® talking to others
during class hour ana often interfered with their actions* hut
began to consider how they could help is working on clothing
when teacher suggested working is groups and he ©aw that
others had 'ideas as well as himself#

Feb** took an active part la setting up rules for Gltisenship
Club and helped a girl make pins for class members to wear*
worked well w ith her and in his group giving the play on
chemistry* although he was leader* he tried to work in with,
the others*

Mar* Was asked by a group of children to play a game with them
at recess after, they had told a more bothersome boy he could
not play with them* others enjoyed having him in their group©'
because he played well, in groups and was good in games they
played# Helped in cleaning up dishes after a demonstration in
order to get back further into the good graces of other
members of the •class after losing his ribbon* and the children
appreciated hie efforts*.
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Apr* Changed his conduct and attitude ..greatly in trying to b#
a real member of the group and be like others in the gro up*
Was not ^bossy*1 and worked and acted well with other children*

Spr^ Entered readily into discussion about group conduct and
criticised self and others when it was obvious a change was
necessary* wanted to work on same basis with others and
realised that members of the room stood or fell together and
the efforts of each involved the entire group*
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Sept# Felt no concern tor what class was doing as long as he
could do what he wanted to# night sometime# oar the work wee
unnecessary ana atop working until reminded by teacher or
others to get hack to work*
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©eb# Worked on speech for larch of -lime when he saw
give him a chance to talk before the group; already
something about the Crusades# hut he worked to find
information so he could give a good talk# following
Suggested on cards*
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Feb* Made many suggestions for setting up the Citizenship
Club and said he though all members could follow the rules j
was anxious for the class to check the various behavior
charts at times appointed*

Mar# Saw that another boy who could typo better than he was
waiting for the typewriter# so he let him take his turn*

Apr# Checked over his information and pictures on Washington
several times to make sure he had It complete .and as well done
as it could be# for he knew a great deal about Washington and
wanted to have a good contribution in the class book about it*

May# Carried a placard proudly in the health parade for it
showed him as one of the group; told class how he figured the.
names in ^Famous Persons^ game by guessing names of those for
whom h# had seen others looking! offered suggestions as to
how the sixth grade the next year might benefit by the mis#
takes of his grade and improve on the general work they had
done*

*4
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EVALUATION OF ONE'S OWN WORK

Sept* Unconcerned whether or not ho made good reports on coal;
felt be knew enou^i about it himself and it didn’t matter
whether others could understand and use his material and
Information*

®©b*> Arranged his materials according to directions given for
preparing work for March of fime and though little of cor
recting mistakes until reminded that he had some in his work*

Feb# Would sometimes destroy drawings he had made When he felt
they were not as good as others, he wanted to do good work so
he could show others; he contributed to class discussion on
foods although he felt his material was faulty and he could do
better*

Mar# fried to do as good a job as possible on world map as It
was for the whole class and they looked for him to do a good
piece of work on it*

rtii! 111 li ini i * in.n w m i i » »i win* .

Apr* Asked teacher for some help in spelling a word, saying
spelling had always been hard for him; when working on map
for the parks, he ©aid he wanted to do a good 3ob on it, but
was afraid his own work would suffer from time he spent on
key map*

Apr#Msy«* Kept group work in mind and tried to do his best on
work on Washington for he knew he could do a good job and
wanted to do as well as possible; when teacher told him he was
doing some good work* he said he wanted to improve it more for
it was weak in some places and he wanted It to be good all the
way through*

m
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Sept* bet group work at whatever it started# without making
any helpful suggestions as to .getting more authentic infer#
mat Ion on coal; m m t of hie criticism Was Restructure*

Oct# Said the group ought to try to arrange the larch of Timm
talks according to sequence of happening m d the members
should answer all questions m cards and try to'make their
reports as interesting as possible*
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lar# Volunteered some Information as to how class could use
the geographies .in. getting their' food lists and how they could
check their lists for accuracy by using several books*
;

Mar# fold teacher he was not going to help two girls in
getting their foods on the proper countries although he had
been 'helping others get them correctly located* tow their' would
ask only foolish questions and take up hie o m time and that
of others waiting for his help*

Mar# Offered suggestions as to way members should gather
information to show effectively on elde#sirips of mmp the
production and transportation of foodsj helped his group get
their talk# prepared so they would be interesting and accurate
when they spoke to group at Newport News*

llay# Offered suggestions as to getting broadcasts helpful and
interesting and tried to show how they helped the group see
the different parts of our country and the place of each in
its importance; showed how the broadcasts would help all make
better speech## a# well as learn more about teeriea*

EVALUATION OP CONDITIONS FOR WORK

Sept* Save little or no thought to conditions for work, hut
went aheaa with w«y Which seemed easiest for him*

©cto Helped In uturdagtog come-reference booto for poo of
ela## on larch of Tim# and m M Ife&i $to member# e ® u M point
to toe picture# m bulletin beard thou they talked tootoad of
netog to# lantern machine* which waa broken*

©oto Was tot to toll all’to teew^atoub tto Crusade# instead of
writing his story on tto tools of tto picture for to could toil
a m m U batter story than to could writ##

f#to Would go to library for material on food; at other times
to would got hi# group-to work wtore;itor# wan.meet material
available*- la room.# workroom* or library# Said.the workroom
was the beet place 'for tto world map toeauee the map wa# so
large it would get in children* s way#

#$**»• Eeminded class that all should, cooperate ■to put radio
broadcast# over if any were to benefit:and suggested ways of
preparing for them# Helped to. making ito m m resemble a
broadcasting station by making Instruments out of cardboard#

Apr* Asked teachers* opinions on how to prepare broadcasts
better* giving his opinion and asking for suggestions on that*
Wanted the class to have ample time to prepare the broadcasts
after he had gone over the talks with them*
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CASE III * HICHABD
I» States An September
£» States in ^Time
S# Development Aeooraing to Seale

fS
ANALYSIS OF HICHAHD’S STATOS IN S W T m m m

Blehard barely got bis formal assignments done*
planning his own work was concerned, he was lost#

So far as

He waited

for the teacher to tell him what to do and how to do It#
He had no thoughts on how to take part In the self~directed
olass activities.
they were working#

He merely watched the other children when
He found no jo%& which would fit in with the

work being done* nor could he suggest anything for the class to
do#
Bichard gained attention by pinching and teasing others in
the room#

He felt that he could do as he pleased as long as

the teacher did not correct him#

fhe freedom of the class was

used by him to talk and to laugh whenever he had a chance*

He

took the corrections of the teachers politely, but when he saw
that they were not looking, went back to what he had been
doing#
He felt no responsibility for the work itself*

He did

what he was definitely instructed to do and then waited for
the teacher to approve or disapprove his work*

ANALYSIS Of RICHARD*0 STATUS IN TONE

During the year Richard improved greatly#
jots well#

He chose his

He used the facilities of the classroom to gather

information when he needed it and looked for ways by which he
could do further work for himself*
He had become very much a part of the class*

He looked

upon the others as his friends and they appreciated him as a
friend*

He helped the class in making plana and volunteered to

do his part in furthering activities in which the class engaged*
Richard could now be depended upon to manage himself#

He

controlled his actions so that he was one of the leaders in
conscious effort to improve school conditions*

He not only

governed his own actions* but in acceptable ways reminded
others when they forgot the ideals which had been chosen*
He became conscious of ways of good work for himself*
was not satisfied until he had done his best*
critical of the work done by the class#

He

He had become

When the results were

not satisfactory, he would suggest ways for making them better*
without the aid of the teacher*

Richard*-1
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FINDING PROBLEM
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Sept**- Was not interested In looking for anything to do# but
waited for teacher to- tell-him. specifically what to do rather
than merely make a -suggestion to him#.

®eb* answered
or card about Fulton .in naroh of time#
but felt he had finished'aw soon as he had answered those
listed there#
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Feb* Saw how he could help the class- In discussions if be
knew more about foods and bacterial looked up some information
on the##.* Became interested in different foods' and wanted' to
show others what he could do* ae it was all new to him#

Mar* Planned and looked for problems which would, face him on
the worst on map rather' than blunder into it when he foist*& he
had been selected to work on map; figured how he could work
without getting on'the map m d how to use a email map to get
the scalei be wanted this to be a .good Job ae It wme for the
class#

apr*- booked for as much information m he could find m
Williamsburg for he knew his information was not enough for
the. talk in Newport M mm$ tbwafore* he saw what he was up
against and went to work to Overcome his difficulty#

May- Knew what he could do and thought of-ways of improving
big work on America m d making.it more Interesting! knew that
what was suggested was not sufficient for a good Job and
looked for ways of improving his broadcasts# booklet# and
nomination® for Hall of fame#
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Hleh&r!#^a

Sept* Had been going to a formal school where be wee usedto
barring the teacher malt* ell the pliant an! bad no Idea of hew
to plan h i s 'work for himself* *
■

8et* fried to answer the questions on cards for March of time
and do the work set up for him on them after the m o o of the
card# were explained to him*'

d '

■

Feb* looked carefully oyer the pictures of fruit which were
placed.on the bull!tin boards*, planning how he would make hi#
drawing# of fruit "took'at natural a# possible* ' ■
.. .
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Mar* Fiimne! how to get the world map-drawn to scale before
starting an! looked for way# of drawing it ao it would be
accurate, planning his Work each day before starting in to
work on it*

' #pp* Ha! planned how to arrange picture# for his booklet „on
America an! looked for picture# to go on hi# ^Famous People11
page in order to have a'complete'booklet*

May* Knew what to do with hi# work and planned hie action#
before he began them for he realise! the importance of getting
his plan# clearly in mind before beginning the actual work*

tyl** *#hi3I
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Sept.# Looked at some books on Coal which .ware placed before
him* hilt It was because the teach#** had placed them there
rather than hie seeking the' toformation*

Oct* tlsed hook# suggested* hut only pages listed for work, on
Fulton to March of time*
'

Feb# Had been into rested to reading about the ator tog of roods
in cold storage warehouse# and told the class about the else#
of some-, of them*

Mar# Looked for hie list# of food# for the world map because
he wanted hi# H a t to he correct! used several different
reference hook# to find,,all possible food# which might be
listed for.hi# countries*

dpr# Locked for different source# of information about
Virginia and fhoma# Jefferson in order to have much tofof#
mation for his booklet on America# Looked to school library
and public library to seek as much Information as he could
f ind when preparing for his talk to Newport Hews; used as many
different source# of toformsbien for reference work as he could
and made -a sort of cross check of his work*.
May# wrote to outside place# for -information'-when he felt he
could improve upon that found to reference books at school*
Wanted to have good work on hi# reference# mid had learned of
the many difrerent ways of getting them*

READING

Sepfw lead in primary ■books which .lie tod found on tow -book#,
shelve# In the back of the room or which tod been placed on
hie desk by th© teacher if ho did any reading*

Oct* Read come to find m o m about Fulton for hi# March of time
talk* tot failed to do much sustained reading*

Feb* Road about the way meat is prepared and stored until
used, sad told the class about what Ixm tod road*

Kars Road about dif fspent- places in Williamsburg which he tod
la his talk in Newport Hews; tried to tove some stories to
tall if to# occasion presented itself*

Apr* Road many different short## about America and seemed to
en joy reading outside books for -hi# own amusement after some
of to# other children tod told to# class about books they tod
read and told how to find good books and what mad# them good*
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May#' Said to had selected a book because It was good and felt
he knew how to judge whether a book was good or not because to
tod read quiet a few by now when on# of to# teachers remarked
that' he had a good book about Virginia on his desk*

R ichard—»5
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INVESTIGATING

otherwise than in books

S ep t* Looked s t e x h ib it s of rock brought i n t o elms* b u t made
l i t t l e e f f o r t t o oonnect I t w ith stu d y o f Coal*

§et# toked some others about. the steamboat as M # talk m m m
Fulton| brought in aoi8# ootsif# picture# which to tot fount m
that* for In# m m not star# of wh&b lie had found In reference
book on Fulton and wanted to too# a little more when he m m
other# ■seeking additional information for their talk#*

feb# 'Looked in magazines and talked with people about: the- way
food is stored until used* for he. though ttoi- m m interesting
and that the peeking companies tod put 'out material which m m
helpful on the subject*

tor# Began ■ueing manf map#' bo locate countries and continent#
on world map and get food# In proper places* Wanted to show
the trad# route# -of the world In addition to foods produced
in each country*

tor* Found some'picture maps on Virginia and saw how they
told many of the historical went# which tod happened In
Virginia* used some of the information he found on his work m
dmeriea# stayed 'in town: when to was preparing his talk for
Bewport Hews so he could talk with the men at ito old Jail tod
find out about it for his talk a# the booklet# cost 35p$ and
he did not tor# enough money $ for to had to buy some pictures
to take with him*
dpr# Went to the Chamber of Commerce for information about
Virginia and used whatever he c o u ld ; the other t o gave to
persons needing it in their work on to e r io a * Had learned
many different ways of gathering information and tried to us#
ail of them when, seeking information*

Riehara*«*6
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EXPRESSING IDEAS

Had little idea of horn to m p r & m himcelf \ml®m told to
writ# or toll a aior# when the $l&&a v&a worktog on Coal;
wool# writ# what the teacher told him, Oat would not e*'a&
other Way# of «wpr*&*tos himae&f*

Oct** Started writing a etoyy about BUIton and drawing a
picture although he needed much help and advice from th#
%eaehtr while he was doing, the work#

Feb# Worked hard to get an apple and orange to look natural
although drawing vas»*t e&gy for him; eald he knew how one
ehottid look and wsnte&lt to look real! the teacher*a com*
pliment# spurred him on to more effort#

Mar# Worked well in making the world map and getting the trade
route# drawn on it; g a id with the aide s t r i p s it would show
the story of the producing and transportation of food##

Apr** Brew with another hoy a picture of a waterfall scene
which followed, what they had seen to a travelt&lk picture
several’nights before* also in starting the work on America*
the olaes had been shown some pictures of scenes to the West*

Apr* S u g g ested making b o o k le ts when c l a s s was d is c u s s in g ways
o f stu d y in g America* f o r be s a id th ey co u ld p u t a l l th e In
form ation In I t and s e p a r a te i t in t o a s many d i f f e r e n t p a r te
as th ey r a n te d t o . He knew th e c l a s s was str o n g in making
b o o k le ts* tout f e l t i t was th e b e e t way o f stu d y in g a s la r g e a
u n it a s America*
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HELPXKG CLASS FLAB FOB CCTOITIOBB

Sept* Had no Idea of planning and improving class conditions*

Oet^ Wanted to do- th e work on March of' fiat .in com m ittees* for
ho preferred working with children and, setting suggestions
from' them rather than, from teacher#.

Feb*» S u g g esta d
w orking on th e
th e room oould
o th e r s or w ait,

th a t r e fe r e n c e s on fo o d s and m a te r ia ls t e r
b y -p ro d u cts o f fo o d s ho p la ced where p eo p le in
us© them When needed w ith o u t hawing t o d is tu r b
f o r other© t o f i n i s h u s in g the**
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Mar* Helped a s f u r n i t u r e m the workroom so group oould
work m the world' map without interference- from others^ ‘
thought it also was the hoot, way to prevent soiling the map*
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'Apr* Helped in' arranging for the radio broadcasts 'M the room
by moving desks* making the nstation11 or other necessary
improvement#, in'order to make it' a sueoeM#

'Msf* Wanted the 'class "to work •'under the 'most 'favorable
conditions m m Ibis and warned others when they were did#turning those around them? placed materials where they could
be reached by all#
-

RIehard~-8
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HELPING CLASS

PLAN

ACTIVITIES

Sept- Watted tor teacher to mice suggestions as to ways of
studying Coal *

Oct# Made a few suggestions m to how the class could make the
March of time ^presentation better by each doing .Me part* !
Said be wanted to do hie .part although be did not understand
ail the necessary things be should do#

Feb#; Became interested in .studying about' ways of storing
foodsi led- class to discussion of c o m storage warehouses and
their uses#

Mar# fried while sorbing on map to think of ways the story
could be told by means Of the slde#strips which were to go
around the map and said that When the class finished they
should have a complete abery of how foods are produced and 4
transported until they get to Williamsburg or other places in
toerica#

Apr# Was one of the group going to Newport Mews and wanted the
group be have all the ideas to mind for talking about their
home and school*,- Helped others get their talks on cards and
worked bo get M s in shape so he could make a good talk*

lay# took part in all discussions about how the class was to
carry out its activities* for he tried to think of many
different ways in .which the class could put forth its work for
the best rssultsi said that only by planning could they accom
plish what they desired! would keep others from rushing heed
lessly into some activity by telling them they should get the
plans clearly in mind before setting out to work*

?
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Was satisfied to use and lei others m e the books
suggested by the teacher for work on Coal rather than look
for additional references*

Mfi
Oct# fold others how -he,-had found-hi# laformatleu 'for
Tli»e by following the instructions given on.the cards
had found a little more by looking .fa the hack of his
under ^Fulton11! said they' could do the same for their
and might be able to find additional Information,

March of
and also
hook
work

w rit*

Jan»- Said there were magazines in the library which told
much about housing and the Indentions which made better ;
housing possiblej suggested that other#'use the same magasinee
he had used if their wanted the infwmmtion*

**•
Feb#, looked for information about' foods which he felt would
be of value to the-whole elans ■and~lbl& them about it in
discussions# especially information about storing foods*
Wanted to take part In the discussions and did the reading and
reference work to be able to participate in them*
rift*

■ to w

Mar# fold the class that be and another boy had kept,a list of
the references which they had -used In seeking their food lists
and suggested that, all'do that'-as It would make it easier to
check up cm their information and would also show that the
Information was accurate*
riw ria ri

m<§*fm

M/mm

Apr* Wanted the class to use all available materials to work
on America and told them >how he had used the school library*
public library# chamber of commerce# and had talked with
peopi# who knew something about those places which he was
studying.in an effort to improir# his knowledge and store of
information*

Rlchard-lO
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PARTICIPATING IS GROUP LABORATORY WORK

Sept* Worked alone in trying to find something about Goal.
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Got# Worked on Fulton -for Starch of fliao when he taw other# in
the olsse doing the m m ® and the work wseset up for hfa| said
h# wanted to- do what the ■rest of the close was doing*

3m m Wanted to draw m m ® fruit for the border in the room and
tried' to have his fruit as natural m b possible* had, the
feeling of working With the group-: and wanted to do whatever
was being done in the class at the time'* -

Mar# Worked with another boy in staking the'- large world -map and
finished It while the teacher under whom they were working was
absenti ‘said they knew what' needed to be done and wanted to
finish It as soon as possible* ted' worked on. the map faiths
fully whenever they had. a:chance*

AppM Worked hard to get hi& story on Virginia done well* tried
to find as much information as posslble for it# working
quietly and industriously at all times* would come into the
room and get his plans made bp for the day fs work, or whatever
work was at hand# and go, right at it without waiting for
directions# after he knew what was onpeeted -of him*

May* Planned his work so it would fit in with what the class
was doing at the time# Participated well In all forms of ,
laboratory work which took placef did his part in using
materials he needed and letting Others have them when needed*

Richard--.11
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3HARIRG IDEAS, OBJECTS, FLEADXWGS, ETC., FOOT©

S ep t* Ha& n o th in g t o aha r e w ith oth ere*

O et* fo M h oys arotmO him h m th e f i r s t atoamboat worked and
showed thorn p t e to r e e w hich ha found o f i t in a c tio n #

fob#', fow id .some pam phlets o n ‘b e e f and- c o ld s to r a g e said t o ld
t h e - e l a s s ab ou t th e in fo rm a tio n th ey c o n ta in e d ; showed them
some p ic t u r e s he th ou gh t would g i v e a good id e a o f th e e l s e o f
the pachlhg industry*

Mar# Brought in some p o stc a r d s w hich h e had bought about
W illiam sb u rg and w hich he in ten d ed -to show a t Hewport Bewe;
shewed -the®-, t o th e c l a s s s a y in g th ey m igh t en joy the® 'and g iv e
him some s u g g e s tio n s on h i s 5'bc&te*

jiMi>»ilili. i ' <>i»^ |t.
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Apr* Thought he ana a n o th er hoy co u ld make a nap o f th e U n ited
S ta te * f o r th e work on America; ©nought In earns paper w hich h e
s a id th e members o f t h e c l a s s m ight need i n w orking on t h e i r
b o o k le t e .

May* Would b r in g in b o o k le t* and pam phlets which he thought
o th e r members o f th e c l a s s co u ld u se in t h e i r work and t o ld ,
them t o h e lp th e m se lv e s t o any' which would be o f v a lu e t o
them! seemed g la d t o b e a b le t o h e lp th e c l a s s in any way he,
c o u ld and o f t e n t o l d them i n t e r e s t i n g s t o r i e s about Xorktown,
h i s home.
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o m m i z z m ahd expressing class ’v m m m
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Sept-* Interested to doing what teacher told him to shout Coal*
but mmrn not interested to wrga&i&teg It Into other work being
don# to the class*

Odt* lasted "hits, story for March of f toe to fit to with’the
plana for' hairtog a real presentation by the Ola##! asked
other# for their opinions mm to whether hi# Information and
work were iofficlent*

$*#b* Helped make- one. of the, poatera showing- the hy*prodncts of
food# and their u###j aought. aaditlowal pictures and' infer*
mmtlm' so he could tell the clati more about it*

$tarw.W&w interested to getting the food# placed to the' right
countries on the world map and to making the atrip# accurate
to telling the story of the production and- transportation of
food#* for he said that was a large job and should be done
well for it represented much bard work on the part of the
etoM#

Apr* fried to help to getting 'toto»atlot* afeewbled and to'
order for the broadcaeiing station, 00 the broadcasts would be
good and the clae# would W able to do efficient work on It*

May* Wanted all to see the worfc done on America by members of
the class, for he felt they had mad® a good study of America
ant everyone In the class had don© hie part in showing the
phases of life and scenes of different sections of this
country *

Hi,oh&ra#**i]|

mtmm im xvinma m mom
Sept* Needed help himself In doing any kina of school work*

Get* fold some other boys how they could show their indentions
end-- the importance of them for March- of time-’when they were
talking about some ships* for he'- knew about them*:

Feb** B m tha.% teacher and a girl were hairing difficulty in
finding something about oats for the poster, so he stopped
What he'was doing and came orer'to' show them where he' had‘aeon
something about them that morning*- helped another boy with
hie poster and said he thought the pictures of animals were
good*
I" iiin i«M
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Mar* swept up broken glass, on workroom floor for he saw: those
working on the. map might- cut themselves as they moired'from
one section of it to another*

.Apr* took charge of helping, others get their foods placed on
the' correct locations on the map* for he toes as much about
the locations as anyone to the -rooms spent quite a bit of time
doing this work* but wanted the map to look good and also wanted to help other# who did not know where the countries
were*.

'Mey*. Would see where he could help others with any work he
could 'and gladly help the^v then he would go back be Mis' own
work on America* had-read rather-widely during the work on
ImeriOa and could show others where to find Information-or
help when they felt-he could criticise their work an&offcr
helpful' suggestions*

Rlcharft**l4
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LEADERSHIP

IN

CLASS ACTIVITIES

Sept# Took n® leadership WIs&tewPf but seemed rather lost 'With
aetiviib m going on all around bis?*

Qct*- Did hia part for March mi Time and helped a little, in
planning for giving the ehow| waited for suggestions from

classmates or teacher moat of the time* however*: ?

M m m Worked with another hear -on the world amp and made plant
for showing about foods on the side# of map*’

Mar#- Suggested another as head of'the committee working' on the
pictures* because he could draw better than anyone else in the
room dupfug discussion of way# to show location of foods on
sides of Sap#' Worked hard-with another to get m m f food# from
their -countries placed on the map as they wanted to start if
off with good work*

Apr*’Took- an active .pari- .in planning ways of finding out about
the famous person# in America and wanted to make class hook*
lets for the work on dmerlea m® that would he the host way
for' -showing ail the information they had gathered*:

M#y*r Did his part in the work on America !
and filled in when
anyone was absent from tfce> broadcasts; was one of the heat
athlete# in school and won several prises on sports Day*

Richard--15
ACTING AS AN INDIVIDUAL

#eptnr' -Had to b» guided If teacher 'te hie actions when be first
started to school*

'i«
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Oct# Want©# till individual part •to 'be'done m well m m u M to
in the torch of fi.no and worked hard to got it. so; tad to to
reminded at times btoi it too a work ■period* etc* t ©ha he was
not to taitc to much tot tat to work| to went to work after
being re$tnie&»

- fto# Worked to make the- dibisenshtp einb a success ©to tat on©
of those chosen totouae of outstanding conduct to to a leader
In reminding other© of their pledge to the club*

Mar# Wat interests# in answering the questions on ■the various
chart# place# at hit disposal for tohsirtor ©to interest and
urge# toe whole else#-' t o ’try to get the toot mark© possible

on ttos*

Apr# Showed whenever to made ©mistake by coming in late or
making wm@cm&&r? nolee that he realise# it was wrong an# *"
made special efforts to overcome the mistakes by staying to
an# catching up 'on his work or telling someone he-was sorry
without hawing to be b o M he was in the wrong*

May# Was tme of the outstanding pupils in toe room ©to kept
his actions up to that standard* far he wanted at ©llrtimes
to behave himself and be well thought of by others#
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Ss-pb# Kept- to himself most of the time#

Cot* Asked- others. for, advice on working on March of firne an#
talked with hoys about work or-thtog# of Interest to th©J»f
/sometime# it. was. j m t talking and nob planning or working of
any kind*

fob* Was one of -the- leadersof tb# class now and was selected
to tell others when they were' breaking- mile# of the Clfcls&en*
ship Olai** Knew how to- work with ether#- and' received and'
gave help in getting work done*

Mar* Worked in group making world map and really'took the,
leadership of it* giving suggestion# -and telling them what .ho
thought they should do if the 'map was to be any good#

Ii»i»n;jr tggj |^ |ili»|» i|i»-aBlUi»*i»i;' »
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Apr~ Went with group to Newport lew#
ihc'trlp a successi -entered into,the
there and mad© himself quite popular
•there,* ail of the children seemingly

Hi
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and worked hard to make
playing- of the class ,,
for the short time he was
being fond of him*

May# felt at home with a group whatever it was doing and tried
to make hie contact# helpful and worthwhile! Imew what the
rights of other# were and so respected them*

Rlchar<2»-1T
PARTICIPATING IN ACTION OF GROUP AS A UNIT
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gept# Bid class work only when teacher''started him working#

©Ot** Worked Oh hie March of flme speech -on Fulton during the
hours for the work■when, he ■saw othera doing the- same.kind 'of
work for ..their talks#

>I|11*.»BW<I»I >» f . l | ! 'i-i n n » : Him'
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FefcM Found facta shout bacteria and told the class what he had
found; placed the information on the hoard -no all could share
It*

liar*' felt' that the world map was the. work of the -whole class
and told owtfono 'to-work t o .get it ecnpieted-.anil. ad^nratei
seemed proud of the part he h~:& in making the map*

Apr# Helped in the broadcasting work and gave hi® help when#
ever he could $ said he had-father someone d i e he leader a#'he.
had m ® d similar jobs shortly .before and felt someone elm
should have a chance#

May-#' Entered into whatever the class was -doing at the moment
and felt himself a part of the group i made a fine broadcast;
took part in a play on chemistry? participated -in athletics
for the group against other groups* Was definitely a part of
the group and wanted to help better It whenever possible*
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EVALUATION OF ONE’S OWN WORK

Bspt<# Wnit # 4 for teacher to tell.him what was wrong before t

tnying to go m & t his mmpk#

Oct# «3Tudg$& hie worte by that being done by others around him
for Hareh of §ims*

Feb-r Hated to admit hie
but': imcw what, h# could dof
such as arithmetic* and ashed for help along those lines so he
c o o M become a better student#

Worlced with the map until he thought he was doing all
right| did not say much* but showed he Imew whether it was.
right or not* by number of times he went over one,place until
he thought, ii right#

Apr* Worked hard with hie. talas * after he thought them ready;
ot help and criticism at home and at school* then corrected
hem again* for he wanted to be sure he had good talas for
those in Hswport Mews*

t

May* Applied carefully standards for all of hie work and
tried to do the test possible work in everything he did* Had
learned his own capacities and wanted his work to be up to
then.

Riehard**19
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EVALUATION OP GROUT'S WORK

Co«J4 a## no value %n .group work* so never &ppiie& any
starjiardE to t M | tltof wore, doing#

Oct-*- Said .ho thought the #orh on March of ftiEO would ho
interesting 'if everyone did hie part in sahing it a success*
A*

Fob* Worted hard to got hit .aoOTittae,a poster oh hy**producti
of foods neat and aceuratOi for he wanted the work of the .
group’to be good and that .was hie part in making it so*

Mar*, Urged .ail: 'to do go©d’.worJt on the slde-strlps of the world
map and get the foods on the right countries* as that was a
hie Job which concerned them all ana they could do well with It
if they tried.

Apr*. Wanted the group going to Newport Hews to practice every
day and get the class to hear-the. speeches and offer criti*
diem# for ha felt the class could-give them a good idea of how
the talks were*

Hay*; Said he thought the broadcasts were going along very well
and the elaSe.must,have-been.working on them; was sure the
booklets on America were ''going to he good.because of. the .
efforts put forth on them* Knew what the class needed to do
and kept after them to do what they were supposed to do* .

Richard— 20
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EVALUATION OP CONDITIONS FOR WORK
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Sept* Oave no thought as to the worth of conditions under
which the oXase worked*
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Oci~ Wanted to get mat©rials■so .he could work on his March of
fisse?' seemed a little confused by the action of children
moving around for Information*

Feb*' Bald all could dorbetter if:tbgjr need the reference bboke
placed in back of the room and had less talking to one mother
aid lose coming into rossi late*
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Mar* hiked; having the workroom set aside for •the map work*
saying they had room to do the work and there were not so many
interrupt1 one *

Apr* Bald hard work on part of class on America brought about
•the'beet conditions for work*

May* Wanted to have the beet conditions for work on Hall of
Fame which the class could afford ae they needed to do much
work and the only way they would do it was. by having favorable
conditions for gathering and going over information#

too

CASS X ? > TOM
1. Status it* September
2* Status in June
0» OeireiopaBient According to Scale

ANALYSIS OF TQM*S SfATOS W
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Tom felt keenly M a responsibility to got a task done*

Ho

realised that he was a fart of the class and planned his work
eo that It was a help to the class and fitted In with the work
being done#
He took part in all class activities*

Hie own work was

done very nicely* but he made little effort to lead the class
on to broader activities*
He was an even tempered boy and 00 conducted himself that
he seldom caused any disturbance in the class#

He worked well

with the teachers and was willing to follow suggestions made by
them#
He thought of his work frequently and applied standards to
make It of good quality#

these standards followed the lines

set up by the teacher for some particular study#
feel called upon to criticise the work of others*

He did not

mmmts m mum

status nr

mm

Tom realized what the el&as ae a whole could to hud planned
activities which could ha accomplished and which would give
everyone in the class a chance to to m m m good work*
Ho participated mors fully in the general work of the class*
H e.wished to further the class as a whole#
His conduct continued uniformly good*

The other children

respected his attitudes and opinions because he always handled
his own affairs well*

They permitted him to help them regulate

their conduct#
He was helpful in suggesting how improvements could take
place*

Tea applied the standards* previously applied to his

own work* to the work of the entire class* with the remit that
there was an improvement In the work tone by the Class*

tm*%
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Sept* Worked along line# suggested fey teacher for studying
coal, feet said it ess hard work looking in all the books
trying to find the information to show in booklet.

Oct* M i the work .suggested m cards for Kerch of time* and
drew some extra pictures showing now Stephenson’s engine
worked, so hie talk would fee clearer*
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M&p* £&w that tm aomlA he&p m%fh th# 6 XBmmtzm mi hattarlni*
mm hm mmu0i% m&ltimnat mumtlonn ant tofp»&MPi* to help too
ml&m im ita tisouaoiom*
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Apr* Waa m m of tha ioattra mi the g m u p iiiuotratiiiE the napt
pltiura# of ditfarasii tfpti of traiaaportatioii to
follow in the trawingai tolt group iliustratM praotioall^r
mvepy type of transportation m i food w&ieh ha-4 httn found hy
uoaihori of tho $£*#**
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App» Helped in arranging the art w ork for America the Beauti
ful and gave advice to others when they were in difficulty*
fried to find ways he could nee his knowledge and ability in
art to help carry on the work of the class*

Kay* hooked around after doing his own work for the day to
help others complete theirs in any way he could* eueh as
helping with drawings* reference materials. Felt the welfare
of everyone in the class was the responsibility of all the
others and looked for ways to help the welfare of others*
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S«p|# W&# will tog, to foil#** pinna suggested If %#&to#r to too
.ooris, on, too coal booklet*; but ®*V# liftis toougbb ## to h m lit
ooiild do Mis Most sorfc My planaing in
’
m m m

•nMfm

©ef* hooked for way# to wait® hie March of Tims drawing,and
story attractive tar patting In some extra information after
hearing teacher tell others that would he a good way to m&k#
him
m m m interesttog# Wanted. Mis *or& to to as go-od os
too root in too class and planned aooopiinglf -*

foto font to- «#*% on- to# fsedUfc- toriti* and osniod %% to# fruit ho hod & m $ m for a charcoal drawing on cloth beoauae
of his tetorost in drawing* dskod advtco and planned With
another for aiahing to# fruit hordor for tooy woro both
intorostod to to# work and both woro good, to art work*
«^w»ijliii.
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Mar^- ihooktd over food- lists toil# wait tog, to start ilios^
brat tog to# map as he did not Want to wastActi»# and saw that
to# lists would haw# to ha oh#ok#d hefor# to# drawing could
to dimtf wantsd to. work with to# group illustrating, to# m m
for h# folt he couM, help in that and it mssdsd much plaiming
bsfor# it would show worthwhile rssulba*

Apr* started working on a drawing for bis America booklet
when he had finishes hie arithmetic'1» order not to lose, any
more time while waiting for a conference. Helped chairman ;
plan the broadcasts as he had bean chairman of the group
before and taw* what to expect to getting such work done*.

Key*.lad budgeted hie time eo ae to bare something, to do all
the time and o o u M go from one task to another without having
to wait* Sept all of. the work geftag very well ae he wanted t#
do well with his work even though he had to work hard#

' Sept* Felt he knew enough about coal without having to use any
references* but used one or tea books which were pieced at hie
disposal ana the information pointed out to bin*

dote Kept notee on the information he was seeking on Stephen#
sea. tor Hareh of time* and went to the library when given time
to do eueh In search of further information*

ie e* » * e * e« e ^
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Pete* Seowae Interested in study.of bacteria and wanted to
draw them; worked with a girt in gathering questions so they
could take part: in the class dleoueeion and toll others where
they might find the Information*

Hare (lathered Information at heme about hit foods for the sap
and brought the exact references to class so he could show
where he obtained the information; sought information at heme
bb help other members of the e Iasi when they could not find
the Information at school*
# !iP W p iilij!lii ^
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Apr* For the Information he needed on America the beautiful*
Stayed at beograptey'shelf working! there was only a little
information in each (me and h# had to combine the findings!
told members of the close where he had found the Information
and suggested t m they could get theire. Wrote to the Chamber
of ooewteree for additional information when reference books
were Inadequate and shared the Information with other members
of the class#
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Hay# Looked over several books and pamphlets before starting
to write the story for his broadcast* so he could css what
information was available and where be would have to seek it
when he started on his story#

1?oin*-4
HEADING

Sept* Seemed more interested in reading lower grade books fc&an
those on sixth grade X«wel, but read some stories about coal
mining when they were pointed out to hi#*-

Hob# looked to* book# m Hie-pheneon m a seemed b#
mm%
of the stories Sbotif.lit# im England 'which he found whll#
looking fop infoi^S-tien for' March of time* read additional
stories because lit bad finished felt tort ahead of ‘asst of bb#
$].***•

Jan* load 0 0 X8© about -Holla Hobbia at a© wanted to draw some
fruit and waiiisd to % til the class about the great art lot and
got % h m ail Interested to. drawing the fruit border*

Fob* Bead for additional Information on bacteria and oft ©a
followed the els## discussion with open book #o he could add
to..it and be sure of hi# information* Hid much reading about
■bacteria daring hi# spar© tim©*

Mat# Read about different hinds of information when he could
not find picture# for the iiMatmtlon# which he was drawing
and wanted description#*
Apr* Read In different booh# about toeriea so he could write
big story and draw pictures illustrating the storyi read many
etorle# about famous men in this country so he could- make sons
nominations- for the Mail of Fame and also could understand
those already nominated*
May* Mead carefully booh# which he thought would help him and
give him idea# for hi# work* Bead also books for pleasure
which he thought beneficial in other way#,*

Tom-— 5
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INVESTIGATING OTHERWISE THAN IN BOOKS

Sept* Was dissatisfied with materials at hand* but draw a
picture of eto##*#tetlom of coal attar teacher told him he
could do ft and ft would be Just what ha wanted; triad to draw
a design *fer the wter of his coal booklet*

Oota- fried to illustrate his talk tor -the Marsh of time m
Stephenson; this had boon suggested when the cards were gitrem
out* but. he tried to do it when ho t o d .w#fk period#

Smm wanted to mate* a charcoal drawing of different fruits on
a plee© of cloth and desired it on paper first* them
practiced with different orayone so it would he m worthwhile
effort; used hits of wood from shop to design airpldmei* which
were his h#bbf*

Mar# Used material#.-sarefuily while drawing the illustrations
for the world map; had looked for 'picture# at tome whom none
were aimilabl© at school* showed others proper and more use#
ful. ways of handling materials# Suggested ways for decorating
the map by arranging the pictures according to #1m and color#

Apr** fold class wtot he knew about the budweli*£ara&lee House
and “'told them- what to draw- to- get used, to early American art
and know wtot to look for when they irisitsd the exhibit there#

Apr* Would look at different type#' of buildings in Williams*
burg and study about America so he could make a good talk and
toire some good pictures; felt the information and picture# im
the books were mot as good as first hand information and he
wanted to do good work*

£om~«6

ioa
EXPRESSIHG IDEAS

'Sept#- lade a halfhearted attempt' to fril# a story and draw a
Picture on coal when told to do so by teacher* but was not
interested in the work*

tot* Brought. %m plan for gluing his story for March, of fiat
and told how k# expo cted to wmM® his draw log £ saw several
other childran writing and drawing for March of f im# and
started doing some work himself #

Feb* Brew some pictures of bacteria and their different f orms
on hoard to help in study of foods# fold class some infor#
matlon he had found on carbohydrates and fats as body*
builders# Worked carefully m by-products of foods, making

frequent erasures! as he wanted to do H geot job m

111us#"

traiing the story he had written#
.
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Apr# Had to US'S.- several different -pictures of parts of a camel
to draw a full picture# but finally pieced the four drawings
together to make a good -picture for the map# Wanted to go ■
■ahfad and start' coloring pictures# but agreed it was best, to
wait, until all were completed before starting to color any if
they were to be colored correctly*

Apr#, Decided on some shields. *to denote the.history section of
his notebook on.. America as it would acre clearly show the
dividing pages if he.'-used such drawings and he felt he should
have', ■mere art work -In his-booklet as that was his strongest
point*-.
-
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.
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„..

lay# brew pictures .and made explanations in order to' make his
reports clearer for those seeing and hearing him describe
,
America# for he wanted to express himself as well as he could#

few**?
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HELPING CLASS PLAN fOR CONDITIONS

Sept# Made- no effort to Improve conditions la class unless he
could see it was of m m ® benefit to him*

-
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0©%* Wanted to tave- books and materlain for- work' ©a March Of
'Mtm® where all could use them a# neededi took charge of. hawing
them to right place after they had been used*

Jan# look hta charcoal sketch to tack of room where he could
leave It and other material# teatil needed.by him and wheta
they could he found and used as coon as he had' time*

Feta rlaced questions on tao tenia on hoard and explained W
drawing pictured* ^old members of the class they were not
reading hooka on food ana they needed to do thie to understand
about bacteria and he able to&uswer questions they were
discussing ana try to chow in work on. foods*

Par#- Wanted -to he in group which illustrated' the map for foods
and means of transportation-as ho felt he could do that well#
Eominded that some- in the class had not handed in -their food
lists and said that some had headed la 'inaccurate liehs#~thls
wag holding up the completion of the map#

dpr* Urged that members of class check the work charts pro#’
pared by teacher and suggested aiding some about keeping at
iota Said the charts were good reminders for work they'should
do if they were to complete their work each day#

Tom#* 8

ixo
HELPING CLASS PLAN ACTIVITIES

fepte W m mot inter©©ted |m elate activities, although b© did
follow w teacter*©- mqnm% i m ©mggtettom© Of sating wu$*
section for illustrating ite coal booklets*

Oct* Suggested ways they could present their report# on the
Same size card#* Said they might have the report# of the
earliest times, first -'and fellow up to latest report* Said
someone shoold he in charge to see that reports were ready an
time and were well#prepared*

$tm*- Coined im ©tud^ of tella Hobbia and helped flam ih# fruit
border for the ro©&*
fete Wonted with girl to put additional Information ©m board
about badteria Im food which *te mob im- ite pamphlet© given
the elate*

MOT#- Ifaiptd else© ptem for piomiof teggtebcd voting m place
they won# going* offorM to fiat ©om© nomejf to the cite© bant:
and mfgoi otter© to do ©o ifttef wanted a plemte* for it
would eo#t mom©$r#

Apr* Wanted all to participate im completing the world map
ami making tit© food Itete and ©iiggwtei that each tate &
defteite job* ©mob a© list teg or drawingf ©md ©igm up for it
on board*

May#- Helped with aiseutelen about radio broadcast©; told tte
aimotmoer what to m p m % of each im the room; told each child
What' he could do to mate hi© broadcast complete and
imtereatteg by finding tofermaiiom and practicing*

HI
HELPING THE CLASS PLAN THE USE OF REFERENCE MATERIAL

Sept** Uninterested in searching f«? reference material for
aeif or class,

Ooto fold class where
found useful information for his
March of fime talk* ani eel# the encyclopedia Hat especially
useful; ‘said a hook on inventions explained how the locomotive
worked when teacher asks# him where he got s m s useful infor*
mutton*
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tfem# Brou#ib in some magazine picture# of foods and their by#
products to use in.,making posters.*.
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Mar* hooked in reference hooks at .horns for information others
could not fin# in school* hooks# for pictures to illustrate
the map an# ha# to use several pictures of parts of animals to
draw the whole animal* by pieoing together the pictures of the
different part#* Cheeks# over list# of reference material# on
fee#* hands# ah# told what was needed to sake them complete
an# where the information could probahlf he found#
Apr* would go to the encyclopedia whenever there was disagree*
sent mm to what kin# of picture to draw while working with
group illustrating the sap* Place# pastures and stories
about America in hack of room m desk so pupils having those
topics could get the information*
1
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Apr# fold the class he ha# listed the
seeking information about their foods
foods under the countries as he found
kept a list of references so he could
information should the need arise*.
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countries first when
and ha# then written the
the information# ladgo back to check on his

Tom—
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PARTICIPATING IM GROUP 1ABGRATOKJT WORK

Sapt* Showed no interest in wo#*fc m coal* but would work when
teacher told him what to So -and he saw class working on coal.

t#f# Worked m pietmre for Mafoti of time after feelmg. tola what
fee Was to show ana wfe&t phase of his story he sfeomti Ulutt#
trate*
orayomii*- pictures* hooks with Mgr Mart to his
m

east* needed them to- wofl on his plot w e * all th# time he- was

toing hie work and tiding to complete what he had started ‘
time# the plan hat M e n gtwen M m *

Jan- Worked bo make the fruit border attractive by arranging
the fruit into patterns. Began practicing with charcoal so as
to stake a charcoal drawing of fruit on cloth.
Feb- Helped others find some information about bacteria as he
had started the class working on it by his questions.

M&r**- Helped itotn help was needed Im wompXwtlmg the world &as>*
tomli sign tip for M s day*© work m i stink t# the sefeedule h#
llmi arranged for Mmwiif* im tfeis way few -001114 s#f material#
when fee needed them and 1st others haws them when they
needed them*
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Apr* Had worked on foot lists While waiting to start drawing
illustrations for etae-strips of world map* turned over hi*
job on that to another and began drawing when it was time to
start# Although working in the workroom he stopped and earn#
la to class discussion so he could listen and take part in
planning the broadcasts about America*
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lay# Helped ether memfeers work m their motefeook© on toeriea
fey" telling them how to p t m them ahead and use the material©
Im the room to the host advantage* Had worked fea.fi ami
f imlahei hi© work feetore other0 ami them dewnied felt time t#
helping them Im order to keep fenny himself and l e a m more than,
fee had ‘learned im hie own work*

Toia»*ll

US

SHARING IDEAS, OBJECTS, READINGS, ETC., POUND
***
Sept* Brmgfat tot some ebsew&tions when something recalled
them to mind an# whan h# could atop talking an# laughing*

Sept* fold ofat# how he had found leaf## in the layer# of a
pi### of coal an# showed .drawing, he had made* Explained how
the drawing Showed the beginning of coal#

Feb* Became Interested to study of bacteria and looked for
plication# to a#k the clast#. Explained different types of
bacteria by making drawings on board* Brought some, picture#
to elate which could be used in making the poster# of the by
product# Of food*
■-■■
'
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Mar* fold class about life to early Williamsburg a# told to
him by his father*' an old' resident, and suggested the group
going to Newport Sew# use the information* Offered to find
some store information for them* Would read to book# and make
contributions to the class discussion# and help class over It#
difficulties*

Apr* fold class
all should knowparing talk#*
Apr* Brought in
the children to

they should listen to broadcasts on America a#
about It and other# were spending time pro*
some boxes Which could be used a# radios by
listen to broadcast# .

Apr* Saw there was some t me left at the end of reading time
and asked for permission to read a poem he had found on
America which he thought was interesting? had found It pro*
viously and kept it until proper time presented itself*

114
ORGANIZING AND EXPRESSING CLASS FINDINGS
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findings to tils work#

Oct* Worked on his March of time presentation when he saw
others doing the Same* Sought information explaintog the
mechanic# of the- loeomeMire* when teacher ashed him some
questions which he cowJlnH answer*

Mar* fold class how to organise lists so they could he checked
more quickly* Worked-with, group to 11tostrat© the map for
means of transportation and foods of ,the world* Suggested
pictures around the map so as to Show the story of toe
historical development of ire^spertat toa*

Apre fold the class about lu&weltoParadtss House and early
American -art there so- they would he prepared for the visit
when they went there*

Apr* fold class that using cards for information would make
It easier when they started to assemble the information into
stories about America* Said all should make cards with
nominees on them and post them- after nominations were made e#
all could sc# the biographies contained on them*

Hay* Made very worthwhile report about natural bridges to
Utah which all could understand and which showed work and
'practice m his p rt to getting the information together*

HELPING INDIVIDUALS IN GROW?

Sept* Oawe only information asked o# him by others and then *
■mm not vety willing to giro ft*

Oct*- Planned with hoy who had next report to his in torch of
time in order to work *the irs together* Helped another draw
picture of cotton gin an he -was interested to meehanies and
the boy had no idea of what made it work*

feh* Helped one of the ©lower hoy© with hi© story on bacteria
and foods* Helped draw pictures for the hy^producta of food
and then sought to explain them to olaas*

Mar* worked with 'hoy react to him tiding to get him to under*
stand his work on foods of the world by pointing the dif*
ferenee between their topics* Helped hoys draw map according
to scale by show lag them how to use ruler to measure and at
game t ime get a straight line*

Apr* Said that all could greatly help the group going to
Newport Mew© by giving them a wiend*off*1 and encouraging them
to do well, when they got there.*
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May* Helped el&aa plan broadcasts by telling them the
difficulties to be expected and now to overcome them by
practicing end getting Interesting material*
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LEADERSHIP

IN

C3LA33 A C T I V I T I E S

Sept* feck charge of group working on -Goal booklet aftor
teacher appointed' hi® to the |ofef but Was not particularly
interested in loading the group*

Oot# Helped children decide how to illustrate their talks for
the March of fitae* Wanted to arrange* lantern to show picture©
and. tried to got it working-*

fob* Was chairman'of Citizenship Otob and led to the dta*
cession, giving his thought© In matters which he thought
needed attention to improve act ions of the class* fold class
what they needed to improve their conduct and also brought in
actions of other classes in an effort to improve conduct of
entire school*
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Mar* Eeiainded class that, the charts had' not been ahecked -for
the past, two- days and they all needed to check their conduct*
W&s^Mr* How'1in m chemistry play -and worked hard to get dis
part learned and get others ip. the- play to do well# -Urged
all to study on- phases of art’which they would see in visit be
Lu4w©ii*Psr**dts# House*

Mpr*- Wanted all to he able to read -orally after those who had
signed up had read and there ©as time left* feeling that the
time could he better used that ’way*

May* Volunteered to give his broadcast; worked hard to give a
model talk so that'Othersw ould •give good, reports* Was
nominated a# announcer -for broadeasting station* but eug**
gested that someone have a chance to he leader as he had h e m
chairman of group before*

Tom<*-15
ACTING AS AN INDIVIDUAL

Sept* talked m h m ho felt like it ana quiets down only m h m
to!4 'tejr the teacher that h# had to b# quieter#

Fe%* Signed Slttaenehip dlto agreement tod. tried to follow the
faiil a# he m m leader*

f#%<* Wanted to get his own work dome and lot others got theirs
dome om t s&e, so he worked by himself and remained quiet*
letted until'others ha# a chance to talk during the die* *
eusslon^ periods before trying to answer quest tom# or- make

remarks*

Mar* fried to control
of the class, shoeing
handkerchief "when she
story he realised was
himself*

his actions to he a more helpful member
courtesies, such as picking tip girl* s
dropped it* them he starts# to tell a
to exaggeration, he quickly corrected

Apr* fold children coming into the room to he quiet and get to
work, for they were disturbing others who wanted to work#
Would mot pay' attention to- children too had Smithing tiaim*
portant to tell him*

key* Shared typewriter with another child when his time was up
although he had not completed his work with it* Went to hack
of room to do some work, hut did mot talk to hoy next to him
although they had plenty about which to talk* hid not want to
disturb others or Interfere with his own work, hut wanted to
behaye himself tod do good work*

MAKING- CONTACTS WITH OTHERS
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0epl# Interested In others mainly because of hie desire %m
talk with them*
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fet# Helped boy nm%. to him get
atopy written for March of
time after being asked .to do so* Worked with several others
while they wort planning their talks for March of f Im# and
wanted to hart soffit $ onilnuity in them#
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f#b* Worked with another boy Starring some pictures which they
wanted to draw; planned and talked with him about hit own work*

lap* Worked well With the group in getting the map completed
and pictures drawn* following the auggsstlcna of. tb# leader
and sharing ideas with the others with little wasting of time*
Began to share more with others and work so that all could
do their best to group ■■iiodertaiingt and help themselves
individually as well*

liar# Said that the group going to Hwwport hews represented the
whole ninth grad# sod #11 'should help them and they should do
their' best to make a'good impression*
#pr* Offered suggestions for beginning study on America and
told class- some of his ideas on 'the matter of illustrating the
stories which they gathered*

May* Offered help and cooperation to announcer of the broad#
casting station| tried to' help the whole class in other ways*
Wanted his contacts with others to be worthwhile for he was
interested in the whole group*

PARTICIPATING IS ACTIOS OF GROUP AS A USJT

Sept-* Interested in bis own work, if he was working, and not
that Of the gr&up.

Sept* agreed# when one of the members

0#

hi# group reminded

him that ho had to work faster to get the drawing# done by the
time the s t e m # # were finished#
Dot# fold some of the children that they were not doing good
work with their March of f ime report# to h m e m good report
ready when the class was ready*

feh* Wee chairman of gitl&enshlp Club and wanted .the class to
improve it# conduct Im hail# of' school 5 urged all to sign
pledge of club end lire up to it#

Her*#. Eeminded some of the Ole## that they were not working m
the- food list# as they .should end they were holding up the
progress of the whole class in doing a good piece of work with
the map# Worked quietly and moved around quietly so as- net
to- disturb others and reminded other# when they were disturb*
lug-the class*
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Her#- Wanted the various group# working on the map to take
certain section# of the roomf then they could all b# working
at the same time and not hart so much- moving around* a s k e d '
teacher if there were any other way# la which he could help
the class get its work done on the map and if he were doing
his part correctly*
*

Apr* Helped the group prepare their talks m Williamsburg by ,
hearing their talks and going over the stories they had
written about themi knew much about Williamsburg and could
check on the accuracy of the information*

EVALUATION OP ONE*3 OWN WOES

Sept- Gave little thought as to the value of bis town work, tout
tried to get it done as the teacher told hi®*
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Oct#- Wanted lit# work on gtephsnson in the March of time to
look a# wait' and W as ©oiipisbea# the ■work W i n g doite fey
other# in the ©las# and. even ailed the art teacher for some
help in setting the drawing# completed*

talked with another slisurfc Hie
of fruit which.h#
had ■started i planned w itfe him how to make them look hottor*
Feb* Said that he needed i© work .harder during the study
period# in order to hart' fete work done on tint#*

Her# Replied, ut think ffve don# -right much work so far* n when
one of the- teacher# remarked that he had not done much with
his food Lists*
4pr# Had drawn- a pietore of a triiok# fent ©aid it was no good*
hot he would let .it wait until he ® m m to school the next day
before doing it ©trepf he then looked at the one he had done
and work## it ewer until he had drawn a good picture*
Apr* dame in early in the morning and asked', the teacher where
he could find some necessary information about hi# state which
he had been unable to locate and told, her what- fc# had done so
far looking for Information*
dpr# went m m ail the places, missed by the stencil '.after
feeing given a mimeographed drawing of a map so the map would
fee complete and presentable*
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lieyw fold the teacher h# was perfectly satisfied with what he
had done and was ready to do some more work after- finishing
the dividing page for his booklet on America* Had learned to
judge the value of hi# work and wanted to- do the best In all
of his efforts*
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GROUP'S WORK
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&#pt* Offered deatruetive erlticlem of elam work when asked
for hi# opinion^ gave no h#kpfuX suggestion#*.
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Oct* fold. the class that the work for torok of f ime should
eontato helpful Information and should to elsar who road ortoard It* Pointed out the different phage# of March of Wtoe
and told tow-' ooto 'toMod to improve on.writing while others
needed to make their drawings- totter and suggested that each on#
go to t##ohow for help along hi# particular lino- of weakne##*
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Fob- Suggested that his group type stories on- foods* a # .they
would look totter and the g r o w would #n|oy that kind of work*

Mar- to id following when teacher # a M she wa# topecttos pro*
gram# Monday and if any group# needed help* **1£#.s, we*d very
much like for you to help-me with o w » #
Mar*- Worked over H o t # of food# handed to for map to order to
get them.a# complete .and accurate as p#$&tbx.#* calling
children*# attention--to omissions and mistake# and suggesting
that they make the horrent!on#*
4pr~ told he thought the elans had don# a good Job to com*
pieting the world map| wanted to leave it- hanging where other#
co u ld s e e i t *

May# fold the el&## what kind# of speeches should he made if
thlg-part of the work on toerlea was to he good In planning
for the broadcasts*

Tom--SO

EVALUATION Of CONDITIONS TON WORK

Bept*- Worked in. manner which ^esed easiest for him with no
thought for hotter conditions#

0<st* Suggsstod that enough hooka he put in the class to Imre
erne for each pennon when working on March of time#. thus saving
waiting# Wanted to work with another hoy so they could help
each other* 0aid that the workroom was a good piece to work
as It was quieter and he would 'have more room for materials*

Petr* Said that different group© working on by-products of food
could each take part of the room and thus say# moving around
and disturbing ©there in the room# Suggested during Citizen-*
chip Blub discussion that there he lees talking during the
work periods and everyone start: working an soon m they came
into the room# Brought in tome magazines and suggested that
Pictures he used on posters of byproducts of foci#
Mar- Suggested that imsbudying about foods# they first work on
those they used in Williamsburg and find out about them*
Bemin&ed some children where to put materials and paper after
they had finished with them, so they would be all right for
others to use and could be found easily#

Apr?* Bald he thought all in the room should take part in the
wofk on America and thus they would all have something of
which to be proud#

1T[r j -n - - uf Y p

May# led the discussion about the radio broadcasts and told
how each could help everyone else to make a good speech*
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1* Status in September
Zm Status in June

Bm Development According to Seal#
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miaxsis or ©bct¥*s stawb m
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Betty appeared more Interested to th© social contacts
afforded Her to Softool than to doing Her work#

6ft© worked on

feeing told fey tfte teacher that all© must do certain thinga#
Seldom did eft© try to see work for herself or plan how her work
would fit to with that planned tor the ©lass*
She made little effort to further the work of the entire
class unless It affected her and gat© her a chance to fee the
”actress"b©for©
the other children# She would do her
o
individual work only after she saw her feast friends doing
similar work*
Betty found it hard to refrain from talking with those
around her*

She frequently had to fee reminded that she was

disturbing others and that her talking was also preventing
her from getting her own work done*

She followed the teacher*s

specific directions* feut found It difficult to maintain good
behavior tor any length of time*
She was satisfied with whatever she had don© if it was
accepted fey the teacher*

Its value to her or to the work of

the class made little difference to her#

IBS
ANALYSIS OF BETTY’S STATUS W

JUNE

It was evident that Batty was really interested in school*
She did her work so that it fitted in with the plane of the
class*

she had learned to plan woik in advance and then to

direct her effort© toward carrying ont these plans*
She was also interested in the work of the entire class
and thought of way© in which ©he could participate in its
various activities#

she kept at a Job until it was acceptable

even though it Involved extra work*

She started her own work

without waiting to see what other© were doing*
Betty had acquired much self control*
when it was necessary*

She talked only

She. checked herself when she realised

that her action© were annoying others or were keeping her from
getting her own work done*
She did not become discouraged when ©he realised she had
not done a very good jobf but set to work to improve it*

She

readily thought and planned with the class about what could be
done to improve any work under consideration*

Betty kept high

standard© of work In mind and constantly applied them to her
work*

Betty*~l
FIHDIHO PROBLEM

Sept- Showed no interest In any problems which arose from her
worts*

Oct- Worked on problem in larch of 'fine when that wee given her
as she wanted to do what the others were doing*
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Feb- Was in a play on the chemistry of foods and triad to do
her best in It as she liked to act; looked for ways of playing
her part as well as possible*:
.

Mar* Saw sh e would h a m to do more than |w#t look m the sap #
for tli# foot# fm m the count rie# she had in the world tsap
work# so all# loo'loO for all lb# t&foftt&blon which was airallable on tli# countries an# checked the information she fou n d .

Apr- fried to ### What would be expected of her whan she
talked in Newport M m e and a ought additional information which
would help her with her talk! knew it would he nor# than lust
a talk on Wiiiiamahur% 00 eh# pim m & to toll**of the school
life# hen###* and the life in her 1101® %m m *

May* Was wary tmaoJi interested in the work on America and tried
t# at# what she was to do and then get ail the information eh#
could find# Wa# at the point where ah# liked to go deeper
into a subject than Just to find the leant amount of infor**
mation or draw the simplest picture# for her illustration#!
saw what was expected of her and tried to Hire up to the##1
expectation#*.

Betty»*2
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Sept*? Talked to those around, her and paid no attention to her
work and how it would be done*
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Oct* Sought information about people *10 lived on the manors
In Bastor&X Sngi&na when oho was given a -mal€ with the
questions on iif did not try to m e in advance what the could
do with it*

fob* Saw the need for a fe&mtlcte for measuring the peetemp
to she got one fro® another room ana brought in other
material# which eh# ana the group might need while wording on
the hj^proauet# of to©#*

_ Mar* Planned how she. would look In the different hook# for
information on food and how it is transported* how she would
keep such Information when ©he found iff easing she wanted her
information to be aeeup&t# and wanted to avoid using the same
book over and over or 'duplicating other work# such a# the
A
1*:T
*P#
«*t
Wsr1n ttisti

dpp* wanted to get- all the work for her trip to Newport hew#
together so ©he could practice the talk and know when to show
the poet ward# which ©he had bought to m n m with her for she
wanted to have an interesting and valuable- talk*

Maf# OOuXd hot remember how to pronounce flAlbuquerque,f and a#
she wa# to ©peak on that in her radio talk# she found out the
pronwnciation and practiced it until she had it corrsot* Saw
her work in advance and wanted to do the best she could when
her time ©ame on radio work*
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USIMG REFERENCES
Sept# Wag satisfied with What she already knew about the mm
of coal and told teacher she ® m no n##4 in looking in any
books for gistm Information* '

Oat* Used the references given on card© for JSaroh of flsfc
during the work periods* but fait they wars enough £ m her
work and did not see the need for seeking any store information*

Feb* looked in magazines and books for pictures which- could be
used in illustrating the posters-on the by-products of--'food'
and explaining hot they were first used*

liar# hooked in several books for information about the foods
from various countries and kept a list of references to she
would be able to refer to her references should the need
arise#

dpr# Had taken two sets of countries to seek products for the
world map because of the lack of people in the room* She
was having some difficulty with Veue&u#la* but kept trying
until she found the foods which cam# from there* Had don#
M f t m work because she felt she could use reference* properly
and wanted to help the class in its work*

Hay* Used the books in the room to find information about
'Texas for her broadcast# then had written to the Chamber of
Commerce of Pallas and used this Information to supplement
that found in the books#

Betty»*4
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Sept- Did tee touch talking ana looking at others in the room
to have any time for roadlog.
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OofeW Bead the %mUm placed at her di&poa&l to got a desarip*
tion of Bogland and the manor© m & m the page© war© pointed
out to her*

febr Bead some. of the hoot;© placed in the rooms by the
teacher, especially those about hoarding echool© and girl© a
little older than herself because ©he imagined herself In
their place©*

Hare Bead to find out ail ©he could about Williamsburg and
Colonial life here so ©he could hare a more interesting tain

©hep ©he got to Newport new©*

Apr- Enjoyed reading adventupe stories of the American West
and often followed up suggestions made by other children in
the class about good book# she could read* Wanted to read for
pleasure and found she could also learn something by reading*
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May- Bead iu order bo share her reading with the rest of the
c l a s s ; produce© a play on on© of the booh© ©he had, read* S aid
she had ©aJoyed that ©cene and felt other©, would life* to see
it acted-*

INVESTIGATING OTHERWISE THAN

IS BO O K S

S#pt# Pid mm tavoitlg&tlag mi any kind*

Sept* took#© at a&0. m w g & m m i oloth and eotton w h m n
thought cotton wai and how it was made Into cloth#

mhtmm

h#^ fcy tmarnhm m & trial to write a *%$$$•#fcrnrnt *h#t ©h#
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Wmb* hooked in magazine# for way© food byaproduoi# enter into
the everyday life of the people to WiXXlameimrgj looked for
pteture© i l i i i B t r a t i n s ty^prodnot© and a to r ie © e x p la in in g then*

Mar~ Bought'information in geographiee for information on the
conntriee which '©he had in the world map work and ©ought
pieture© which would help in Illustrating the various type#
of food© and the way©- they are tranaported*

Apr* Wrote to several places for information she could use In
her talk on Testae* for she wanted some stories which seemed
real and which described conditions today* Brought in some picture® of Saw ■Xowe which she had bought when she went there
on a visit and which told about one place in daeriea*

May# looked for information wh#p#war eh# thought there m m
amyl wanted to find out asmuch aa all# could about anything
#h# m m ©t^dyihtf mot |m#t a itttl#* fa# mot ©atiafiod umtiX
«fo# fait ©ho had exhausted #v#ry po##lMlity#

EXPRESSING IDEAS

Sept- Expressed herself only by talking*
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§0%*- Decided to write & story on March of ftoe after ah©
found the ■teform&iioii in boohs; wanted to draw a picture which
would illustrate the atoff* finally euoee©&©&#

fah* Worlted to design a rooter which would attractively ©how
the hy-product© of food©} felt that if it m m attractlveiy
a
i
t
would m m acre than a long story#

Mar* fold class hoe she was heaping a list of references of
the eomtrtee and their'foods ■«h lefi ■she had for -the world map
and which aha wanted to show- -on the- sld©»strip# of- the map#
Made suggestions to the committee a m they might arrange th#
drawings'in the most wffwwwtww maimer#:
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Apr* W m in the group going to Eewport Hews#, wrote her t e l k
first and had someone go over it ‘and mahe suggestions* then
practiced it until,©he -knew it well# Sad some pictures she
wanted to show and explain to the children there#
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May* Expreeeed hebaelf effectively in- many ways; writing,
drawing* and talking* Had preactleed and worked until she
could talk Intelligently and not stumble over everything She
had to say*
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h e l b x r g cl as s b l a h f o r

■80$$* Was not interested in conditions of tee class*

Oct* auggested that the class arrange the pictures around the
room in order of the % alks m they would he easier to follow*

that materials for nee on the map he kept in
one place and only those needing then nee .them; if the class
stayed and worked where ■the ©roup was- supposed to be# 1there

Mar* Suggested

would he leas confusion add everyon# would hare a hotter chance
of getting. * o m work done#
1
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Apr# &sked that class imagine they were the group they were to
apeak to in Hewport Mews and offer criticism as they felt
their speeches needed It; this helped those-' going on the trip
to see what they needed to proper# for in their talk##

Hay# Asked that time allowed for each broadcast he determined
in" advance so the -ciaae-- would 'know how to. figure the-time for
the t alks* Said that if- the station wasn*t going to* he run
iitee a real cme* there was no need in having one*

May# M k # d that tee Glass -he allowed tog# to hoard to ■look
over W e names of the famous persons so they Would he better
prepared for tee-game which tee class was. to play* Was not
n n m of the names ■on the- list and thought maybe oteers would
like to look teem over alsoi thought tela would- mal# tee
same sore teterestteg and pvr# eveffon# a chance#

Befty*»8
HELPING GLASS PLAN ACTIVITIES

Sept* Showed no Interest In any of the class activities.

Got# Thought It would toe a good Idea for a member of the class
to announce the other members of the class as they made their
talks for March of time* thus keeping up the feeling that all
the talks were part of One piece Of Work#

# s M s i s e # i i i e e # e p » w # # M # ! M s w e |N i W f i s e w i |W| i i » $ e t i W # ^

1tor# Planned with group how the #types of feed .and the ways
that food is transported oould toe- shown on the world map in
the most effective manner toy grouping the related topics.

Apr* Planned with ethers going to Newport News how they would
make their speeches -and how each would toe introduced* said
they should remember to address the children and teachers
first and show them other courtesies.

Apr* started the discussion on what to look for in visiting a
elty«*beauty# how to get then* what to do when you get there,
and some things to see. 'Helped the class plan the outline for
studying cities and started off with some good thinking toy her
observations about New fork which she knew from visits there**

May* Was interested in everything the elaee did# -so she helped'
plan the activities la which it would engage. Wanted to give
everyone a chance to do some work And show what he could do#
tout was especially interested in plays* as she usually took"
part- in them. Was willing to go along'with the others# how*
ever# offering suggest lone when she- thought them necessary*

Betty»»9

313*
HELPING CLASS PLAH USE OF REFERENCE MATERIAL

idpt* Said it was too m u m trouble to look to books for infer*
mattom about eo&l*

#et* Followed references given her for March of time work on
Pastoral England and- toil others how she had read some other
stories to see what England looked like then so she would traw a good pictore#
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fdb* Kept a list of the questions asked to class about
bacteria SO- she would hat*# m guide in studying the books- and
seeking additional infonaation*
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Mar* Should the class how she had kept a list of references to
seeking the lists of foods so she could go back and check on
the information whenever she felt it was not clear# 'Said if
all did that# it would fee much easier to make up the lists and
there would hot be so. many mistakes*

dpr# looked for information to geographies and then wrote to
the Chamber of Commerce to Dallas for information about fsxa#
for her work in America* fold the class there were m m say#
of using references besides reading to books for the infer#
mation♦ fold class how she combined the findings- to-the
various books and folders into one story *

May* tooked to several books until she found lust what totor*
mation she needed about men to the Mall of Fame* Would n m
stop until she had found all the information necewsaft tor the
nomination • let the other members of the class know how she
looked to. the references until she found-the necessary inform
matlon before stopping and told them how to find what they

wanted by searchtos to she bed searched*

135
PARTICIPATING SB GROW? LABORATORY WORK

Septv Spent most of box* tlae talking to the girle around her.

Oct* worked vslth her material on March of time when there was
time. set as M e far the work and others m o m doing the same;
wanted to do at the rest of the class was doing#'

Feb* Worked with mother girl in'making & large chart on the
by-products of fooif asked for toms help when she could not got
arithmetic atsigmashti .m soonest the girl showed her what to
do, she went to work and finished the work with no mors
talking*
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Apr* Was working with mother girl writing stories for a
poster on national parks* wrote four of the stories when the
other, girl went away on a trip* Began, working much arithmetic
so as to get1it done by the wad of school*

Apr# Worked on her booklet on America* hut had the sections
for the two classes' confused and their were both about America$
wanted to work so as to .-get them, both completed* hut felt she
should work on the right one during the right period*

Hay# worked on her broadcast, so as to have a good one when
her time came* had gathered information from many places ant
combined it into one story which was very interesting# Had
learned to use the work periods helpfully instead of talking
Aid.laughlbg constantly* Kept right at what she was doing
until she tad finished*

Betty****!!
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SHARING IDEAS, OBJECTS, READINGS, ETC., POUND
**W*
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Bcpkr4 D M not hair# any timing* to share with other# tm l * m
there was much talking ant latightogf. which brought no
###ir&bl# reaolti*

®cb* folt about pictures ant stories she had* reat which were
about mkgim& In the dark -agee#* hat b##fr iigjpt the oonit fint
those descriptions which would help her with her drawing* ant
after she fount them she told the class1as It might help
other##

Feb* Brought lit some magazines which could be used for
gathering information for by*prodtaets of food and told others
to us# them if they needed them#

M&r* Had brought in two pretty pictures from Esquire which
could be used in the work on America* Was congratulated for
getting some pretty picture# for the bulletin board and
arranging them prettily according to colors j. this had been
voluntary on her part* and,she desenred credit for bringing
them and arranging them soothe class could enjoy the beauty#

Apr* Was trying to get her booklet arranged so it would b#
attractive and others would enjoy looking at it| had an eye
for beautiful color# and wanted to arrange them In her book*
let so they would be attractive* fold about some pictures she
had seen In BLlfert about a party which was held underwater,
when some in the class began talking about beautiful lakes in
this country#
May- Had a picture of a residence for a dividing page an
buildings in Dallas, then some pictures of a Texas city which
she w s b going to put right next to it in arranging her worfc on
Texas* Was going to say those buildings were those of a Texas
city* Had used the picture of the residence because of the
beautiful colors in it*

ORGANIZING AND EXPRESSING CLASS FINDINGS
I

*

* '

1

Septf* W a s not Interested, in the olaae findtnge, so took no
part in organising and expressing them#

ogfcr Wasted her work m March t# time to bo as- well dons m tee. .others because tee H i # planned to have a continued atopy
from one to the other and weak ’links In tee chain would
destroy tee efforts of others*

'fob# Wan head,
one of tee groups which made posters on tee
by-products of food* others in group brought her tee .infer#
matloa and pictures which aha combined Into the findings shown
on tee pester*

Mar#- dheoked over the lists of foods .handed In by others in
the- m t m m as- to have them ready for tee elde#ebrifs of -tee
world m & $ helped in arranging pictures systematically around
tee- map*

dpr# Helped get tee i site ready for tee- trip to Newport Hews
by reading over-tee-work-of tee others and her own* Urged
teat- they avoid duplication, of information and yet. get all of
tee information in' tee talks jabout fl.lliiu»abwg they could.*

I8ay# Helped summarise tee work on tee Hall of Fame * Pointed
out tee famous m m and what should be remembered about teem*
fold tee class what:’she thought they should know in the future
whan they heard of some of the ■men in their Hall of Fame*
took a leading part in making up tee questions for the gam# on
famous persons*

Bettjr--13
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HELPING INDIVIDUALS IS GROUP

Sept* #ffsred no help to %h&m around hep#
«r»

$et*' Helped- girl nekt .te-'her draw seme pictures on .togieiiil at
it looked in the pastoral stage; tod found some Illustrations
of how -it looked on the manors and felt eke could kelp the
girl some after teacher asked "he!* if' she had any ideas about
the work the other girl was tiding to do#

Feto Helped her group look for information- on by-products of
food, showing them what magazine pictures could he used and
what information could be found In the reference hooks*

liar- numbered some pages for a group working on a play so they
would fee ready for a written lesson as soon ao they finished
practicing*

Apr# Asked a feoy some questions to get'him hack with the
right, story when he became miked up in telling it; did so in
a nice maimer which helped him and also was a help to the
class for they tod lost interest to the rambling*

Hay# hooked for ways in which she could help those to the
group get their work doncf did not try to push herself * hut
waited until they saw they needed help and then offered to
help them*

LEADERSHIP

m

CLASS ACTIVITIES

iept* t m k m

active part in clage activities unless drawn
1non them through her desire to talk or set for the classj
Showed no leadership*

©et* Suggested now girl# around her might illustrate their
work for i&arch of time* hut did not carry suggestions to
entire class*

tor* Worked with another girl in presenting a demonstration of
the'“different types- Of milk* ■such as- pasturlaed and ohn&Snsedi
purchased from,their allowances these samples for others in
class to try* gxplatned about some type of milk and what it
did for the body*

Mar* Was in group going to Newport M m & and looked for ways in
which the whole group might work better-and haw- amore ■
interesting presentation, when they went there* sought post*
Cards showing the buildings she had and suggested others do

the m m *

Apr* Said* rtlet#e get' to work or we never will get anything
don# in our work*" when --a■class discussion, cm national park#
seemed to he dragging along*

msr+ Acted in pantomlne with ■two other girls a scene from, a
chapter from ^Little Maid of Virginia*1 which-she had recently
read* Mad drawn signs ana taiked them to- chairs to represent
places-dr-thingsi explained the parts and-meanings to- the
class* lad been the leader and shown the others- what to dti
it was a very fine way to bring a good hook before- the class
and also showed leadership and originality in planning the
play and getting the others to take part m well m they did*

ACTING AS AN INDIVIDUAL

Bmpt** is$d$ no attempt to control her actions, talking when ah#
fait the desire mid Stopping only when t o M alio must by the
teacher*.

Oct#
quiet during toe time m% aside for working on
March of time after oh# had been reminded that oh# was die#
turblug others when she talked and l a u d e d so much#

P#b* Admitted ah# had b m n do tog wrong during recess 'when sh#
encouraged toe-boys to fight* but ‘teg--willing to-.take- soar#
punishment for it as she should hay# known better and was
letting toe class dawn when eh# behaved a# she did#

Mar# Realised hot: she should act then the class was working In
order not to disturb toam and also get’her work -done,when it
should b# finished*, 'had respect for to# teacher and rebuked
others when they failed to show prefer reapeet for tier*

Apr# Reminded other# to keep quiet and listen to toe person
reading when others became- restless because of -too much time
being token by one child! said it was their duty and they -owe#
it to each other to remain quiet during recitations- by
another*

May# Bad become a quiet, courteous child# who did not disturb
others by much talking and laughing* Beemed to know how she
should behalf# and bent her efforts to control herself in order
to get the most out of school -and be a good member of to#
claSs by not disturbing others*

Betty*~16

MAKING CONfAOTS WITH OTHERS

i#Pto Mad# ©oiitoat# ©niy %# toir# tom##!*© wito whom to tolls- m
mhmn it #**# totoitolf to s##ure 00m# H#£$ t w m to#to#f #

#*rto Worte& wito girl© ©pouto tor to p£*imtog #iitor#**t toMs#
for Maro& of ftoo for ©to r#aXI&#& tori by nsrorktog tog#ttor
to#f oouia -got many tor# Xtoa#*

W t o frito to Iff# up to too pXtog© of to# citt##»#Mp OluO
for# tor rttoto proti&Xf

m & toto otoori Ito# op to toolri#

©to partioipatoO fr#«Xf to to# MoooiMoa#.at to# olto
wm%%M0$* RaaXiato toat to# o o u M #ork nftti other# witooto
&&ttorfetoo# tot too# oooo^iito tttoh torte*
e * tjip iM ^ « iiM S W w s f* O W iiW W S > W S W e ;N W e rtii* ^

Mar* HaS become well*iiked hgr others la the room because of
her friendly attitude toward them aad their actions, fitted
la well with group of Seaport News students, playing with then
at reeese ant during visit to Mariner*s Museum*

M $ m frito to h®%p pttora wito itoir AifftonXti## toi
©ppr#ei©t#& help f m m to#«* m h m to© n.##<lt€ %%* B m to# ©on*
toot© ©otiia be very toXpfmX tot at to# ©an# tim# interestlag
nitooot 4i©totoii*i; ito OX#### Eealiaed ttot ©mtoto© m#tot
eomething tor# tton Jp©i tt©rto§: a g##t time taX&tag tod
toutoihs*
May- H a d learned to conduct herself well, with others in a
most pleasing manner so that other children would want her to
work with them in groups on American parks end cities*

PARTICIPATING IN ACTION Of GROUP AS A UNIT

Sept* Worked by herself if she did any work at all* giving a®
thought to the work of the whole clase«

®et# Wanted her work for to# 'teroh of Timm to m well ton# a#
any one*© in to# m m m o m m ©matter mi form than a# an
effort to help to# ela## work a# a# individual metoer of toe
eiaee*
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Mar# &%&■ her ©hare to getting-to# food lint# for to# world
map| when ah# ©aw more lleia war# needed* offered to find
additional- information*

Apr#
Siti
aaid
well

forked hard to get tor tall# ready for trip to Siewpori
and tried to help other# to group prepare their#* for all#
they represented to# whole elaeo and the work, should he
don#*

dpr# fried to -make her broadcast a# interesting a# possible
for ah# waa Interested to to# work of’toe whole oiai# and
wanted to aee evewone do hi# share to toe heat of hi#
ability* ■

liiiWi ^ .B fihM iripWw-^ w w r i

i»» i

May# Bad a definite feeling for toe group and it# works wanted
the work to be good beeaue# ah# realised that everyone to toe
elan# wa# a member of the group and when m o fell down toe
whole group suffered*-

8etty***l©
EVALUATION OF ONE’S 0»K WORK

gspt'* Mats no offort to Jotg# her
work and efforts on
working on. the oo&l booklet* but followed whatoirer suggestion#
©h# might hew# rtostw##*

$ot«* attempte# to answer ail question# i#% op on reference
cards for March of f im## using references glirenj felt ah# ha#
•ion#- her work when ah# look## up all of the information
lift##*

f*#b* Was mot satisfi##- until she. hat res#- some m&m about
battoria in orAor to be shit to fartioipat# In #i@eo##ion b#
olao# a# wall as ah# knew ah# ©heel#*

Mar*" Eapt looking for refaranoas for food list# until ah# was
satisfied ah# had found all available for her countries* 'Mm
what ah# should do to gat a goo# list an# works# until ah#
ha# It ®mp let#*

Apt*** Began copying a song m m m as she cam# into, the room*
hut wait##, until ©h# was sure. it was- fh# right song an# than
eopie# it so ah# could us# it whan needed an# it would b#
helpful to her#

May- Said aha could find more material tor Hall of Fame and
Kept all of the Information until tt wae complete. Had
reallzed what ehe could do and wasn’t satisfied until she had
done all she was capable of doth®*

Betty##19
EVALUATION .OF CStOUB’S WORE

Sept# SatlBflea with conditions which prevailed, whether
helpful or not* letting them stand a# they were#

Q$%m Wanted to toys materials to certain p%m m
to found when needed for work m torch of time#

m they e o u M

feto Suggested some Job for each mmn®r of hey group wording
on poster showing byproduct# of food* Bald If each aid bis
part they would got the poet or completed and toe work would to
well donei would work totter when each tod some Job and used
materials when supposed if nee tom#

mm«* Suggested tost rest of class stay out of wot k m m toll#

to# world map wae being drawns said quiet would help all of
toe class get their work done* by towing places for different
kinds of work* they would toys tools and materials when
needed*

Apr* helped In sett,ing up broadcasting station and suggested
ways for making toe broadcasts seen more realistic and
interesting* by telling about different programs she tod heard
on the radio at t m #

lay# .Knew what the class could do and wanted toe results, of
the efforts to he toe tost possible* was not satisfied with
half-hearted attempts* hut kept urging class on to efforts of
which they were capahle#

Betty*~ao
EVALUATION OF CONDITIONS FOB WORK

Sept* fa# not interested to whether conditions tor t ^ t were
favorable*

Oct* Wanted to have book#- to b e .used as reference for March of
f to# placed where they could be found readily by any one
msedtog them 00 there would be mo long waiting for book# while

other# were using thin*

Feb* Suggested that class be divided Into Stomps to work dm
the various posters for the byproducts of food so they could
work together and exchange idea# and help oath other with the

tmforaatton and draw tog*

Mar* Suggested that the group, going to Newport How# take a
certain time each day for practice for their talks and help
each. Other with them; wanted other# to the class to hear the
talk# and tell %b m how they liked them .and. bring to toto.p*
mat ion'which they had missed*

Apr* Said the class would be able to do better work by using
the materials to the library and not asking the teacher# for
#0 much help as that was taking up time and they wanted to get'
the work on America finished, as m m m possible*

May* Wanted the class to have whatever conditions were most
favorable for accomplishing the best results* Had the feeling
as to what would bring about those results and urged- the
mtetsmamee of those condition# at all times*.

IM
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ANALYSIS OF DOROTHY’S STATUS W

SEPTEMBER

Dorothy habitually completed her particular individual
work promptly and felt It her duty to work hard os it*

She

usually planned her work is advance so as to see other jobs
when she had finished the one at hand*

Ber work was stronger

than that of stoat of the ohildren in the class, but-it seldom
showed as such because of her retiring nature*
She did not attempt to lead any class undertakings, but
followed all directions and tried to do her part#
She seldom caused the teacher or other children any
annoyance* At times "she had to be reminded to stop giving
V
her attention to others# Frequently her love of reading would
cause her to forget her work until reminded by the teacher#
Dorothy wanted her own work to be good#

She seldom made

suggestions to others for improving thsir work,

she judged

her work by results she had obtained in previous years*

She

kept her opinions to herself* for she seemed to fear that
suggestions and criticism which she made on class work would
cause others to dislike t o .

148
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Dorothy had learned to look for ways of altering her writ
so that It would he more in keeping with that of the class*

she

helped decide on farther elaes research and prepared to help
overcome difficulties which would he encountered iti the work*
She demonstrated her own knowledge more than she had done
previously for she was no longer shy about exhibiting her work#
She told others what she was doing and how she was doing it#
She saw her needs in advance more fully than she had in the
past#
Sim had become a leader in class undertakings*

then not

leading, she offered suggestions to the leaders and helped
them when they needed help*
could depend to complete m

She was the one upon whom others
undertaking*

She had learned to talk and to move around when necessary*
she kept her attention on her work when she had work to do*
and read for recreation only when she had finished her work
and had some spare time*
Her idea of good work was'higher than it had been#

She

would do her own work over until she felt it was satisfactory*
She had combined good judgment of other years with that
acquired in the sixth grade to produce worthwhile results for
her efforts*

the others felt that she knew how work should be

done* so they eagerly sought her opinion*

0o rothy**!

n m im mouim
Sept* Pi# work so it uso set up for Per, but made no effort to
find out for herself what she could do#

Oct* Off ere# to help run the "Gloth Pea igoing Corporation”*
but soon became more interested in a bools which she had found
interesting* Storked on questions for March of time and pre
sented her part very well when her time came f although she
sought no outside work to make it mors interesting#

Feb* 3aw what was needed to complete the fruit border and set
to work filling it in*

Feb-* Helped the class find some pronunciations they could not
mahe^^carbohydrates^i "originate” and others f suggesting
substitutions so they could be better understood; volunteered
first (|uestion on bacteria discussion* "Where did bacteria
first originated"

Mar* Offered further suggestions for world map after seeing
what else was needed to make it more complete* Offered
suggestions for group going to Newport News on subjects she
thought were necessary*

lay* Worked hard to develop a play which she thought would be
interesting about America and wanted to do it Just as well as
possible regardless of the effort involved*

Dorothy

Sept* Diil work 80% up for her umque et1onlngly*wi ih m
thought for anything except the work she was doing at the
time..

Oet- Made a few suggestions for carrying out **iiaroh of ?ime%
then stepped planning ahead* worked to carry out sag*
gestions as to what she was to do with her work in llaroh of
time* fried to use tools and materials only when she needed
them and when they would not hinder others in the class*

liar- Fitted in her work on study of foods with that of others
and tried to help others so that the whole work would he
uniform! on coming Into the room in the mornlngi she would
sign up for the various tasks she expected to do that day*

Mar- Came to the front of the class and showed the class how
she had studied the various trade routes for her work on the *
world map*
Apr- Made plans and suggestions for waking radio broadcasts
and wrote them on the hoard so others could follow*

Apr- Said she thought the work In earring soap was interest*
ing! was interested In it# and could use It for sows tests
in the scouts when another asked her why she did that work in
the shop* Offered suggestions and directlone to others for
carrying out their work on America according to standards for
the group*
.* . hw
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May* Planned her work on study of America * went over it to
pick up loose ends and then went to teacher for suggestions
so she could do the work as well as possible*
;

norobky**-*!

Sept-* lead well*- but only for her

Oct-* Head books set aside for work on March of time to obtain
the iriformotioo asked for on the question cards and worked
with the hooka as long as others did*

Feb* Asked teacher s ome questions on food* found the inform
motion and wrote Mi on boards would work hard getting answers
to the questions on hast aria and did a good job of it.
Followed the discussion on minerals with her book open and
made several worthwhile contributions to the class'die#
eussion*

liar* host her list of foods from Buesia, but.started in
searching for information to complete the Mist in -order not
to hold up the work of the class,
Showed the teacher the way eh# used IhdsE cards in handling
references on transportationj a voluntary bit of research On
her part,
Apr* said that the library was the place-to -go for ■inform
matlon when it could not first be found in the rdom# and
said she went there when she needed the information^ Found
references about America which could be used by others* so
she told them about them and placed books at thelr disposal.

May* Planned her work on America so she.-,could complete all of
it and catch up on any work necessary in arithmetic ■and '
spelling before the end of school,
'
'; •

Dorothy «"»4

Sept** Head books which She enjoyed with kittle thought as to
benefits eh© might reeetve from much reading if the proper
hocks were used•

Oat* Bead s-cveral stories about coal when teacher had
started her reading In that direction and looked for
additional books about coal and its various uses*

Oct** Head many boohs about Ilfs In Industrial Bug land and
used the information to help her In work on °fairs” in March
of time# fold teacher what she remembered about life in
grandpa*e day#

Mara “Browsed” through many boohs in seeding information
about food so as to get a wide range of stories to share with
the class*

Apr** Head widely stories on America for enjoyment and info?*
mat! on * thus helping the class during the sharing period and
herself in gathering much more Information*

May- Had learned to choose right reading at time needed--so
she could get much good out of wide reading which she did*

SUM
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Sept* looked over the rocks in ill# rods after teacher balked
about How rocks and coal are formed* carefully searching for
the te|frt in the strata#

Oct** fried to make some drawings of layers of coat as she saw
in pictures and in the rocks in the room. Heed book to get
%ii m trations for fairs in Maroh of fine*

tXom«* Made some drawings to Help explain the study of bao~
teria. worked on fruit for border* with idea of filling in
where the others Had stopped their drawings*
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Apr* Made a soap model which could be used in connection with
girl scout teste# Cleaned up Her own work and that of others
when laboratory work was over# saying they should try to Hasp
a clean room at all times and if they were going to use
materials* they should pub them back neatly and clean when
they finished with iHem#

Apr* Suggested that class study ploiafim of early American art
and make some drawings before wiefiitig IiUbw#XX*#Ara<tlee House*
saying if they painted with same point used in those drawings*
they would be able to understand them better*

May* Experimented with different ways of working before
picking one in particular for expressing, her findings on
America as she wanted her work to be as good as possible*

xm

Dorothy***#
XXTO8S&31& IDEAS

Sept* Appeared to be thinking along lines of class discussion,
but took little act lire part in it*

Dot* waited for suggestion from teacher about how to Ulustret© sirs11 in March of ftme* then went to work bringing out
the thought suggested* worked on illustrating fairs because
she saw others doing same**-g&ye little thought to getting good
results so long as she had the work in same form*

Hen** Came forward with suggestions as to how things were to
^grandpa1a Cay*1--after reading stories about life in that
time* Saw difficulty some were hawing in getting fruit drawn#
so she told them how' toe drew by following illustrations toe
had seen and they might to the same*

Feb* worked to find information about bacteria and tell It to
the class in her own words after becoming interested in study
of It* Head about the different types of bacteria known
to science in order to explain some drawings one of the
children had made*

Mar- Explained | voluntarily# toe meaning of a picture by
Millet I said it showed to her that the old man with his old*
fashioned tools was giving way to the young man with modern
ways of working the farm* Offered suggestions for making the
Illustrations on the map clearer for all who would see it*

Apr* worked hard to get her radio broadcast ready and had a
very interesting contribution when her turn came*
May- thought carefully before making nominations for Hail of
Fame, as toe wanted to have good reasons for making them and
wanted them to be worthwhile*

les
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Sept* Did what ah# wanted to as She came in~~ihe rest of the
room was of no concern to her#

Dot* Helped girt next to her clean out her hash whet* asked to
do 80*

dsn* Bearrangcd materials with which she had been working when
she realised she should do we after finishing her work /With them#
Signed up for tasks of day when she same in in the mornings
Brought some books from the library and placed then on the
shelf in the room*

fob* forked in groan.on poster for by^products of food*
placing desks together so group could work jointly; borrowed
typewriter so she could type a story on bacteria* Made
suggestions for group making the world map according to scale*

Mar* fold class they were not listing;all foods to be found
and thus the map would not be complete* Worked with another
girl in folding up the vestments and putting them away when
practice was over* then went back to work after room was in
order* Admitted she had been wasting time and thought thp
rest in the class had been doing the same and should try to
improve that condition*.
May- Hoarranged the furniture for the whole room after her
group had finished giving a play* for she felt that conditions
should be in order If the class was to get any work done* She
knew what conditions would bring about the best results a m
planned and worked to keep them in such order*

ooroihy**^
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%&$%*> Ha# little Interest in class activities, theyfore mad©
few suggestions*"

Oct- Grave sen# suggestions as to how class could Hal;# pre
liminary study of coal by browsing after teacher ha# tel# her
first t# read through hastily rather than thoroughly! piarm©#
ways her group octal# show the uses of -coal by illustrations in
booklet*

Feb- 'Felt she could get more out of Joint study of bacteria*
so sake# another to work with her In seeking information!
worked hard to finish study of bacteria on day planned.

Mar* Mad© another copy of her food list for she wanted the map
to he complete an# didn1! want to hold up the class | urged
illustrating foods on world map so all could see the relation
of food and world trad##

Apr** Wanted class to make a complete study of early American
Art In order to he prepared for all angles when they visited
the Lu#we 11 -Para#ise House j said Hall of Fame was work of
whole group and all should take part*

May* wanted everyone to take part in radio broadcasts an#
helped others practice parts so they would he as good as
possible*

Borothy-**9

HELPING THE CLASS PLAN THE USE GP HEFEfiEDCS
MATERIAL

Sept* Found some information about the formation of coal when
teacher pointed oat the pages to her and told her how she
should write it.

Gct~ Told class of suggestions which bad bsenmade by on# of
the teachers for using index of books In searching for Infer*
mat lorn for March of fimti feroo.itit book# from library for
others to use in wording on larch of time#

w u 'i .ri'din x w m o i i * ’*

Fob* Heiped class and teacher by tolling the story of £«Xla
Bobbie and bis art when class was planning a fruit border for
the room- and wanted to know about lb# art lot#

Mar* Looked in all available reference books in order to bare
her list of food# complete for the map* ,
Pub* Said vitamin A helped in preventing cold# and suggested
that others find out some other functions of vitamins*

Mar* wanted to leave food map for next! year*# class eo they
could see interesting and helpful ways of handling and pro*
editing much Information,
i\
A

■

A.
liar* Said putting information on library cards was the beet
way she knew of keeping and using information* and suggested
others handle their infenaction that way so it would be of
more use to them and they could see <|ust what information they
had*
!

Dorothy— 10
PARTICIPATIRQ IH GROUP DABORATORY WORK

Sept- Lacked feeling for experimenting or illustrating in her
work, hat tried to draw some pictures of coal after teaoher
had pointed oat the types in a hook.
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Oct* led her group in completing booklets on Goal after the
plan hail been outlined by the teachers worked on information
and illustrations for itafoh of time Oaring work periods*

Pei* .Worked out a H a t of' questions to help the class got into
the study of bacteria* saying study of bacteria would be
interesting*

Mar* Suggestedhow 4iffereat types of transportation could be
Illustrated on mapj found information deaired and worked to
show that on world map*
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Mar* fold teacher she understood new work planned In trans
portation and started working hard on various means of
transportation used In bringing foods to Williamsburg#
Apr- Said everyone should practice his radio speech before
giving It to the class*

May* Game to school early in the morning and started working
on her scrapbook so that it would bo completed on time#
liar* Asked for additional work after finishing her work on
transportation for the world map* so she could help make the
information on the map as complete as possible#
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SHARING IDEAS, OBJECTS* READINGS, ETC.# FOUND

Sept* Told something she ted read about the uses of coal after
being asked to do so by the teacher#

He?* Told G l a s s about weaving a© she ted seen it done by one
of her neighbor© In Williamsburg#
0ei* Planned and helped write a play about life on a southern
cotton plantation following, the reading of a booh on
plantation life#

peb* fried to find acre information on bacteria so- she could
share it with the class after seeing how they enjoyed bte
otter information ate ted given them# Showed the clan© some
fruit she had drawn for the border design and suggested ways
for others to do theirs#

Mar* Save suggestions to group going to Newport Mows about
acme facts ©he felt they should Include to make their talks
more interesting and helpful. Sought additional information
about foods to make the map presentation more effective#

Apr* Told story about life in Virginia in colonial days as she
had heard it told by her parents and grandparents* and found
other helpful material about Virginia by asking others who
knew something about It which would help m her work on
America# Helped others prepare radio broadcasts and offered
suggestions for improving their speeches#

May* Offered to tell some stories during spare time of the
class, and did this very well as she wanted to help teacher
and pupils make life in the room more interesting*

noroihy**ig
OEGANIZINa A W
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FINDINGS

Sept*, forked with otter gifIs in making booklet on coal after
group m m formed and ate m m part of It*,

Oct* Followed closely the questlone and reading© given on the
reference cards for March of time on *faira*j. worked target
her report organised ate given as wall as otter ted done* .

Oct- said she could help other girl with play about cotton
because she had read some stories about southern plantation*
liar* suggested that members of the class put information on
library cards as they found It ate organise it later when
they ted all the iteormatieh#

dan* went to hoard ate explained definition of vitamin which
she had told to class| said class could make out a list of
questions about food value ate by answering find out what
food was *

Mar* Said she thought strips of pictures at side of map
showing types of transportation would be a very effective way
of showing transportation of foods*

Apr* Suggested that map be left for next year1© class as it
would help anyone studying foods ate transportation because it
was very complete*

Dorothy— *13
HSLPINB INDIVIDUALS
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Sept* interests# only In her own work If ©he mm® doing any*
thing at all | work of other© did not appeal to her*

Sept* Helped another girl find out about ooal when teacher
told her aha knew she could help find out how coal was formed*
fold other© in group what they needed to find in order to
complete coal booklet and helped them find what they needed*

Got* Helped several girls Illustrate their March of time,
material by making suggest! one of a typical plotare for that
time*
Jan* Explained how all could draw to complete a pretty fruit
border*
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Mar* Helped hoys color different parte of world map and show
trade routes although this took up her time and they were the
ones getting credit for the work* $*©aked over food lists of
others to make sure they were correct and complete before
being placed on the map*

Apr* booked around when she came from the litraff and went to
the hack of the room to help a hoy find some information on
California when she saw that he needed some help which she
could give him* Suggested that those knowing about places
others were investigating for their reports help them by
telling or showing desire# information*
-

\

May- Asked teacher what she could ho to help her or, some of
the other children set their work completed! she had finished
her work and felt she could he of help to some others In the
room*

&crcthy**l4
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class Acfifitps

Sept- Suggested that her group put a design on the cctrcr of
the oonl- bccklcti* to whew what they oontainei after teacher
had caked- for suggestions for the booklet* and this m m
gomethihg she- had done the year before*

Oct-* started typing her atory for March of time and suggested
everyone do it so they weald ail hare stories On the same
sim' carOs which could be easily read#

Oct- worked with group In gathering information about the
various ways of making oioth| gathered others who wanted to
work on a play about cotton and began practicing the parts#

Jan* fold class about holla Bobbia and worked hard to make
many different kinds of fruit for border*
Feb* acid she thought a study of food and its values would he
interesting to the class and all could find the information
needed to wake their studies complete.

Mar* took c h a r g e of group which ^edited* food lists handed in
by other members of the class*
Mar* fold group going to Hewport hews what she felt they
should include in their talks to make them interesting and
instructire*

May- Listed her Job on board after first listing task— then
seeing "powder" misspelled, changed it to its correct form.
May- Offered suggestions for improving nominations for Hall of
fame saying some were not getting all the available infor
mation.
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ACTING AS AM U m t V l M A b

dept* Talked and mowed arounfl quite a bit* causing teacher
frequently to remind fear to behave herself*

Qet- Wanted to stop all unnecessary noise and talking around,
her* talked In low voice and- moved around quietly when she
noticed that noise was disturbing others in the room and pro-,
venting them from working on their March of time assignments#

Feb* Said she wanted to live up to ail the items in the
responsibility chart because. she wanted to be a good eitteen*

Mar* Appreciated another telling her to stop running up the
steps when she forgot* but Old not thank her at the time
because that would have made more noise#

Mar* Bead her behavior chart carefully and then said she
could check all the points on it for the week*
Apr* Admitted she had miabebat ed in the gym and wanted to do
betteri thought the whole class should Improve its conduct#

May* worked quietly when necessary and did as little to
disturb others as possible. Had learned what was expected of
her In ways of behaving and made every effort to live up to
those expectations#
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m m i m oom.cts fits ©the®

Sept- Helped other girls with their work shell: teacher asMsd
her to do so,* hat oared little for social contacts ♦

Oct* Had become friendly with girl next to her and helped her
with difficult tasks* enjoying the contacts * Checked herself
when she realised she was disturbing others*

Oat* worked hard on her part in March of Time to make a good
Impression on the rest of the class and have them feel she
was a part of the group* Complimented others on their work
and offered to help them get their reports completed for the
March of time*

Fob* joined the Citizenship Club and said she would try to
live up to its rules so as to make the school a better place
In which to live* took part In club discussions and offered
many suggestions for improving the work of the club after
admitting her own wrongs and saying they should make helpful
contacts* las one of leaders In the work on foods and
bacteria* and often went before the whole class to explain
some point of start some m m line of work*
liar* Said that all should work to help the group going to
Hewport Hews as they represented the whole group and should
make a good impression*

Apr- Put a drawing on teacher*© desk and labeled it "by an
unknown artist" ♦ She wanted to do something for the teacher
for some kindness shown her and yet didn*t want to take credit
for it* Her contacts with others# both children and adults*
w e r e very desirable and agreeable*

Corothy—
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Sept- took no interest in whether or not the class. finished
the work they had started on the Coal booklets*

Oct- worked on her part in March of time as that was set up
for her and teacher explained how the whole presentation
depended upon the work of each of the members of the class*

Feb* Urged the children to do good work on fruit border for
the room as it was the work of all of them and they should
have good result#* took an active part In the CltlBenstiip
alab planning and discussion periods* making helpful sug
gestions*

Mar- Suggested that various groups work in different parts of
the room on the phases of the world map so as not to disturb
others*

liar- offered to do her list of foods for the. world map over if
it wasnH correct as she felt it should he done as well as
possible as it was to he a part of the work of the whole
group*

May- Suggested practicing and timing "broadcast#,, so as to
have them done w«ll| said all should listen attentively to
others when they were "broadcasting11 so they would not be
bothered by imbtentiveneaa of the listeners.

i)orothy**«10
SVAWJATlOtf Of 0*«»0 0*8 OOWt

dept* Horked o b tbs Coal booklet to eonfern with standards set
up by the teacher» giving little thought for hereelf a* to
whether or not It was satisfactory.

Oct* started gathering material for March of time aocording to
questions an back of reference oard given her; tried to aake
her picture as illustrative of her phase of the study at
others were going with theirs*

Amked uteji %meh*r far s#»# t*#Ip *£$& a#&f> earving mhm

mlw
ill# oouia not g#t tin# likems* #rr<mgo&* A#k#a art
teacher for &#Ip in g#M»ii*g tlwi fruit armsu
F#t>* ^eemag piea»«a »bsn the art teach# r oo^pii«ent#U her on
m ® 6r*«$.itg« eh# «a# M&ing# fry easing oh# h#4 n m m
&#omo& frost*

..or- Saw that by working a little ahead of the claea, she
could lead then in discussions on foodsi tent over her list of
foods several tines and looked in all available reference
books for extra Material, not being satisfied until she had
found ail available Material and infernalion*
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Apr- Cane in, locked at board and signed up for the individual
tasks she would do for the day and signed up for Materials
Sim would need| then planned her work in order to conform with
her own standards of good work*

May- went over her work on America several tines, than went to
the teacher for suggestl^na, which she followed in order to
improve her own work, regardless of the extra work involved in
it for her*
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EVAW&TXQB Of GROUPS WORK

Sept- fold class they ware making booklets which were toe
difficult * but mat© no suggestions as to making them mors on
their level of aecompliatmenb*

Oct- fold how members coaia os© table of contents or Index of
books to find information without Hawing to look ail through
the book. Pointed oat to boys How they could learn about
boats and machines in which they were interested by using
information on the Industrial Bevolution#

liar- fold members how they could show food and transportation
and how to keep the information so it could be handled easily.*
Said that if the lists of foods and Illustrations were
attached to the map * the whole work could be used in later
years for Information*

liar** Said group going to Newport Mews should find out all they
could about Williamsburg as they should already know a certain
amount* and then could model talks along the eypes of
g.uestlons children had been asked by visitors* Worked with
group be offer what information she knew about Williamsburg
and ieekai up references ter them*.

Apr* looked at map when finished and said she thought it told
a very complete story and the work had been done very well*

May- pointed out how they could all work on America the
teautiful and if each should do as well as he could* there
would be no cause for complaint*

lea
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svawatxoh or conditions fob
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Sept* Accepted conditions aa they were and made no effort to
orange bbem or aonaider whether they ware favorable to work*.

Soft- Asked to toe allowed to go to library as there was too
much noise in the room* suggested that several work in a
group.to get the booklet ready so, they could exchange .ideas
and plans*
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Oct- Wanted to go to the workroom to type story for March of
Time so she could keep all materials together and would not
diet orb or be disturbed by others# fried be get ail infor
mation together before starting to write the actual report for
the- March of Time* "

fob- Came in and wrote places on board In which the children
could sign up for the work of the day and thus avoid con«*
fusion*
.
liar* Besrraitged furniture so that those working on each topic
could be together and have materials at hand as they needed
them,
at
Mer* Asked teacher how group could all work in completing the
map to have it ready and all be able to ©hare in the work ..
without interfering with others f said the way they were
working at that time made it hard to get any work done clearly
because many who were working at the same time*

Apr** Told class how they had made the map together ;and could
make just a© Interesting a study of America If each cooperated
and worked as he had on the world map*

CASE ¥11

* JANBT

X* statu© la September

a* status in June
3* Development According to Seal©
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Janet was highly nervous and found It difficult to keep at
a task for long periods*

Ska usually managed at length to get

her work done well because of previous school training and
encouragement from home#

Her difficulty in keeping at a task

often prevented her from seeking further work*
She was interested in work being done, but often made
disparaging remarks about it*
some of the children*

This made her unpopular with

She liked to tell others what to do

although she was working in a different group*
Because of her nervousness.# she often disturbed others*
She realised apparently when she was doing wrong# but felt It
was her privilege to act as she pleased*

She resented the

corrections by the teachers*
She knew how to do good work herself# but was unable to
get her ideas across to others*

the others reseated her

criticism because she could not make It constructive*
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Janet had overooffie ter nervousness to a large extent and
could work steadily for longer periods#

Because of her ability

to apply herself better to work at hand# she could complete it
faster and be ready for‘more work#
8te did her share In group undertakings and encouraged
others to do their part#

In the projects which she led# she

had a knack of doing ter work and getting cooperation from
those working with her#

She no longer made remarks which

caused others to dislike working with her#
She did not disturb others as much as she had previously*
When the teachers corrected ter# she realised she was wrong
and seemed to appreciate their corrections*

She directed her

own actions very well and cooperated with others in maintaining
good behavior at all times#
Janet was able to express’her ideas of good work- and the
other children appreciated her suggestions#

Janet»*l

PlBBJMS PROBLEM

Sept* Was more interested In talking with other girls than In
looking for something to do#

oet* Had assignment to work on crafts in March of Time and
started looking for books suggested and thinking of how she
could draw a picture to illustrate the topic, after she was
given the card with the work cat it*
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Cot* Saw the difficulty some of the girl* around her were
having in getting their information and pictures for March of
Times offered acme suggestion* as to how they might find the
Information and got some M e s s for the drawingsi liked work*
lug with other* and liked to read and drew* so this appealed
to her*
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Feb# helped carry on the discussions about foods ana looked
for question* which would help the elate further answer their
M
ubout fchiaft*
Mar* Worked to get her lists of foods from southern European
countries on the sap* there were net many foods from these
countries, but she looked in many books seeking all available#

Her* Apr# Wanted to get all she could for her talk in Newport
Mams* for she felt that sh« would b« representing th* class
from kstthsw Whaley and knew those in Newport News would want
to hear interesting .talks* Planned how to make her talk more
effective and interesting for those who would hear it and
seemed to feel the problem involved in putting the talk across*

May# Saw that the work she had on parks was not easy when she
was working on the America unit, but eh* wanted to make as
good a Job as possible, looking for ways to make it better
both for herself and others in the class*

lf3
m S K S H a WORK

Bept* look work assigaed to her for booklet on coal# but did
no further Claiming than that done by teacher*

Oct* Wanted to get her story on crafts shown by. the picture
which she intended to draw* tried to plan so each would fit
in with the other#

fob* Planned with another girl how to study the pictures which
were shown to the claes so they would he ahle to explain then
as they were shown* liked famous paintings and knew something
about them in advance* hut planned to study then more
thoroughly*
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M&f«* Said she would like to have her food list completed as
soon as possible so she could start working on her talk for
Newport Hews school* Bid her work each day so she could go
ahead with the other when she finished# fas able to do a good
job with each by carefully planning how to use her time#

Apr* lad been to'the station to get some information about a
trip to Yellowstone from Williamsburg and wanted to use that
in her story of the trip* Was concerned with haring the trip
as much like a real one as possible and had talked with some
people who had made the trip and then put the story and time
table together to make a good talk*

Hay* Helped the class plan any activities it had in mind* for
she had good ideas for various activities* Was careful in
thinking over plans for class picnic* etc** before going with
definite plans for she was practical' in her ideas*

W M &

BEFEEMIOSS

Sept* Complained about having to look up any information about
Coal* saying she already knew something about coal and bad
imther us# the tint for something else#

Out# booked up referencea suggested cm cards for crafts in
March of time v/ork and used study periods for getting her
story in order for the pressa&sbfoh*

fob# Would ask for an Idea instead of asking for a direct
reference! was looking for a word and asked, for an idea of
•how to spell 11balance, so she could look it up in the
dictionary*

liar# Kept a list of references used for foods so she could
find the information whenever desired#' Mad also made notes
for her talk in liewport ileus on cards out in two so she could
hold them while talking and not forget' her speech#
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Apr# looked for much Information about Yellowstone in room and
in school library and had found out much incidental infor#
motion which made her story more riwid* Would do her work by
hand While typewriter was in use and save that much time
instead of waiting 'tor it*

May* Worked hard on the national parks and kept reference©
she had used* Had learned how to use the different types of
references to find lust the information she needed and could
assemble the information as she needed it#

Janet~-*4
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■Sept** Would read during tits# eat aside for reading, but books
which she wanted to read for her own pleasure only and not
with the idea of helping anyone else* ,
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Oct** Head some other stories about Ilf# in England in addition
to- the reference# given for- work oh -erafbe so she could
describe her story better and could get some idea# for her
drawing of how ingland looked in those days*

Pee-* Suggested to class how she had read some stories about
colonial days and how people lived and ate then, and told them
it would help them la describing life la grandpa* a day for
the work on food and housing*
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Mar# Had read 'much about life, in Williamsburg, so she could
tell others where bo find more for their trip to Mswporb Hewsf
went over some of the stories of Williamsburg which told about
the buildings about which she was to talk*
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Apr* fold some of the Interesting stories she had rsad about
life in this country and how they fitted In with the work being
done by the class when studying America* aeread some of them
so she could find more about life in the West around yellow#
stone Hark and thus hair# her part for America better prepared*

May# Had learned to use her reading time to the best &&*►
vantage* Would read stories which fitted In with the class
work when that was necessary | then she had learned to read
books for pleasure and ©hare them with others by telling them
something about the stories*

INVESTIGATING OTHERWISE THAN IN BOOKS

Sept-* Looked at r m U brought in by teacher and other children*
but war, not interested enough to look for traces &f formation*
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Oct* W o n a picture for March of ftwe showing type# bf craft#
and the work they did#

Oct* Helped In sotting picture# arranged around bulletin
board in the order in which they were to- be presented, a# they
would halre a March of fluid similar to one# aeon in. rnmi&Bm

Feb* Wrote some- question# about bacteria on board to help
0there get into the study of- food and explained why aha
thought those questions were Important* Worked with group on
poster ©hewing by^producte of food and brought In some
picture# eh# had found in magazines at home#

Mar* Looked for picture# to take with her to Newport Mews #o
th#- children there could a## what the building# in William##
burg looked like#

Iffay# Would look for magazine picture# and stories; toM-what
she had seen in the movie# o r at other place#' in- order to
Illustrate talk# of class' m her contribution* for she had
been in other place# than children there and could tell of her
experience# there which were different to them*

EXPRESSING IDEAS

Sept- Made little effort bo illustrate her work on coal or to
write a sb©vp about the u b b b of coal*

Got** Wrote story asked for -on card given her for- March of time
and tried to draw a picture show ins work of the crafts using
ideas put forward by teacher rather than self# hut it was a
good Job*

J&n- fold the class about different types of buildings she had
seen while living in Mew York and brought in soue picture#. for
them to see when the class m m abbdylng housing*.

Feb* Said that ah© intended to keep m: notebook of class work
on Food so she would have something to go'hack to when
needed .end others could use it if they missed any of the
questions or discussions*

Mar*- Wanted to get her picture drawn for the side*strip of
the map for -transportation of food as she had t© work on other
material for her trip* hut teew that the map had to he
finished on time and her part' was necessary before it would be
completed*

May* G o u M tell or write vividly any story necessary for the
class and always had her work done well because she enjoyed
doing it and wanted the class to benefit by lb*

HELPING CLASS PLAN FOR CONDIPIONS
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Sept*6 fag nob -Interested in Improving conditions for wort in
the class, but took them as they wars w ithout any suggestions
for improvement*

Oct* Helped arrange books for reference use in March of fin#
after' teacher had brought them Into the room and then.helped
get picture# arranged around board for larch of time present
tail Oh*

Mar* Helped get the materials in the workroom for work on the
world map as she fee to help- color the different continent#
and they felt that the .Xm m walking bank and., forth there- wa#f
the better It w o u M he for the- map -and mXX of them*

Mar* Know there were gome m&gaslmes at home* hut when she
looked for them* they- had been given i# the hospital i she was
eeriy she had let the class down* for she knew they needed the
picture# for the wort being dons' on foods and apologised for
It*

d$r* ■f-erted with another to get the states arrs&gttl in
alphabetical order on the beard so the different members of
the class could shook*their states and see that they were all
on the- map* Was good at spelling, and knew a lot about
geography* so she* could do the wort v e r y well*

May# Suggested that the member# of ther m m double up in
listening to the radio-broadcasts as there were not enough
nradios** to go around and they could pretend they were si
home or the house of a friend' in listening* Helped In
planning then ort of the announcer * iteertaeper and other
members of the station* Was very much Interested in m m y#
thing done in the room and wanted conditions for wort or play
to be the best possible#
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HEPIHQ CLA3S PLAH M f X W X t t m
&epb# Was interested most of all-in tier own activities and let
the iclass 4o as it was led or as it felt with mo planning*

Oct~ Made some euggeetioM for planning and carrying oat 'the
March of fim#> such m showing the picture and telling the
story about it after she found out that was to he the general
idea of the w ork*

dan«r Wanted to talk about Mm fork m she knew much about it#
having lived there at one time ami'she felt she could help
the class if it took up a study of housing in that city*

Mar# Suggested how they might-Plwn their talks ahout Williams#
burg in eider to have them fit in with each other and save
unnecessary explanation by visiting- the places about which
they were to talk and have a recent firsthand knowledge of

them*
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Apr* Said she had a folder ahout Silver Springs and its glass#
bottomed heats when class was talking about it* hut one of the
other girls had visited there and could tell ahout it better*
Considered possibilities in the room and helped get other
children do their part In class activities and wanted to use
activities which others could manage to take part in*

lay# .helped the elsss plan its different phases of the study
of America* saying they should use all the books ami'kinds Of
information they could find and make the best reports
possible for the whole class knew how to do good work and
would w ork hard*

*r«n*t#«9
HELPING fBB CLASS PLAN THE USE Of REJTkRENCfc. MAflftXAl.

Sept* Would wee the hooks provided for work on Coal} hut i>re*
ferred atory hooks to reference book*#

Oct** fete the claws how i m -was using the history bombs to
fin® the first part ©f information f*r kaneh of time ana then
»*» ueing other hook© to carry out the w ork found in the
historic*.
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Fetr» ©onld suggest that the class have a work period to get
additional information for the program which they wore to
present on bacteria, saying they hadn't had (sufficient time to
use the reference books in the library and needed some inform
nation from them before the material for the program would be
complete.
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ter* Showed tb# elft## h m #te tea, mete c#r&# for tb«t#Xk
Bmptovt B m & m d m M itefc tiising the® m m U be * help to
of the el*8*f ted eerefullp kept the reference# oe food#
were to go cm the ®#p* ##ytisg if eh# kept reference# she
go beck to the information ehen needed#
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Apr* Had fernd
re information tten she bad dividing page# In
her booklet on America and said she had to put' in more page#
to keep the Information straight? told the teacher and other '
children they night look ossdef felloweton# for additional
information about Wyoming in the geography»
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Apr* Wasted each child to share a page of information each
day and then the class would see what others were doing and
could seek information to make their reports as effective a#
the best presented} liked to read and could find mac#
references in various books and offered to help anyone when*
ever they felt the need for such help*

d te a i# # l§
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Sept# Waited until teacher told her to go ahead and tr y t o
mate a coyer for booklet on uses of coals then she took hut
little interest in making it good#

Oct** Worked with others during work period# to- get her
Illustration drawn for March of■time on craft# in Middle age©
in keeping with idea of illustrating talk#*

Bee-* Wanted to draw some fruit for the herder as it m m to
mate- the room prettier and aha liked to use colors in drawing*

Mar# fook tier group 'aside to plan for the Oliisenehip 0 1 uh
meeting# as she was in charge of the program committee and
wanted to use c o n f e r e n c e period for planning newt day1 e work*

Apr* Worked practicing for her speech In Hewpert Mew# during
all'available conference and work periods after she had
finished her regular work? used the work period# for her heat
advantage# either for elas# work or for w ork for herself# hut
did not waste m f of the time*

May** Was in with a group working to produce a play and
practiced and got the parte in order so it would he goodj haft
dome most of the work during- her- spare time? knew how to use
all of her time to the heat advantage now ted never needed to
he reminded to stop talking or wasting time*

SHARING IDEAS, OBJECTS, READINGS, ETC., FOUND

sept* Would toil her experiences if teacher reminded hoy #h#
had been to a. certain piae# or read a certain book ulo»§ the
lino® being discussed*

Oct* fold of the life of craftsman in the Middle Ago# a® ah#
had read about % n m and brought in some pictures to show the
ole## about It## at that timi#

'May* Helped interpret some pictures which the class had found
on differentw ay# of producing food# and showed the contrasts
between old and new methods* 'fold about a- scrapbook she'had
been keeping of fatuous painting#' and told of son# of the
pictures in it* one was ^Bong of the Lark** ■

Apr# Started reading aloud a story by Louisa M, Aleoti and
the class would request her to continue reading each day
because she put m much expression into .what she m s reading*

Apr- fold about a book which she read in the Meriweather dirls
series and gave a good, idea of the characters, found in it and
read different parts to bring out her summary m r# vividly*

May* Helped in class discussions by telling about different
place# she had been and experiences she had had* Commented
and helped explain poems and stories contributed by others and
tried to make valuable contributions to the class work*
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Sept- Wanted to tell and write her own ideas, bat could see no
need in trying t© organise all the ©las* work* feeling her sen
was sufficient*

Cot* Wanted her pert in March of fita# to- fit in with the
general pattern set u p for the class b o it would form a
definite link In the story#

im& lojoycd telling what she had reed about colonial day#

and helped ..in getting the story woven into a whole about life
in grandpa* s day when the class was studying Housing and
Clothing#
'
'

Mar* Helped get the food stripe organised and placed correctly
on the world m&P* then worked to get the materials brought in
by different members of the class organised Into speeches
which could be given before the group at Newport Mew**

Apr* Worked with others in America and tried to get her story
of Xellowstone don# as well as possible * helped in planning
the broadcasts about America ao they would be interesting by
voluntarily telling others what she had read about the places
they had for their reports#

May- Looked for additional information to make the class
finding* really valuable? wanted to help the class as much a*
possible and Increase her own Knowledge.

HELPING INDIVIDUALS IN S H O W

Sept* bid not ©ee that aka could kelp the girls around her
when they wore looking for information on coal or trying to
got picture© to ilinalrato their stories*

■dot# Suggested to one- of the ©lower girl© where- ©he could find,
reference© desired for work on. March of fto#- and told her how
©he could write the storyientouraged other© to keep taring
with their drawing© and hot give up with the first efforts*

Hm*# Helped patiently one of the beye who could not find hie
llet of foods tor the map and seemed lost trying to read the
trade routes in hie book until he located.the countries and
found the products and got the list in shape for the map#
Enjoyed helping him and wanted to see him- do a 'good Job with
lt»

Apr* 8mm that com# cf to# toildrsti were having difficulty to
ll ©ting to# ©tot©© to this country* m she a©S#d if ©b© might
kelp H a t ©cm# toe* eh# get © book and helped thee© having
trouble get their lists mot# out*

Apr# thought © while when another girla eked for seme infor#
motion which ah© could tell- her and ©aid she mi#*t look to the
encyclopedia cm heath yaiiey^tou© ©he was helping the- other
girl and ©till encouraging her to do something for herself*

May-* Would offer to help another girl who wa© having ©cm©
difficulty to reading to the claw©- and was ©tumbling over
word©! offered a© suggestion© rather than loud totemipbion#*
for many of the other© could net hear her kelp the other girl*,
thus she was helping the girl, and the clat# at the same time*

Janet "**14
LEADERSHIP

IN

CLASS

ACTIVITIES

Sept* sat took aikl:waited for suggestions from teacher for
-work on coal*

Oct*- Worked hard with a group of girl© helping them arrange
material for March of time and offered many suggestions for
getting ready for the presentation#

Fob* Helped make out a list of question© to'help the class In
studying bacteria and food© and' led her group in making a •
poster -on the byproducts of foods* using magazine pictures
which she had found*

Mar* Was on# of toe group going to wmp®p% -lm m and worked
hard to get all available information assembled and put Into
use for their speeches and urged others to work hard m their
talks would be worths bile#

Apr**- gave much information about different part© of toit
country and made suggestions for planning the radio talks and
running toe broadcasting station! most of which was based on

actual teowiedgs*

May* Worked to keep the Hall of fame nominations In order and
helped others plan their nomination: speeches* Wanted -the
class to list as many famous person# of this country as could
be found and urged them to make good talks In nominating them*

ACTING AS

m

INDIVIDUAL

Sept** Was talkative and found if hard to keep her Bind eh her
work with others around her* and had to he reminded -to get ■
quiet % teacher frequently*

Oof* fried to keep at work before her and get her atopy- and
picture'-on crafts completed by the-time eat .up for it*

fete Took

an active part ..'to the Citizenship Club discussion

and helped others’in making plane for improving the conduct of
the class b y tiyihg to offer solutions for the misbehavior
which had taken' piece- between their elate and. another in & m
and suggested i hat ell agree to no more fighting, in an effort
to stop the oonfutlon#
Mar*. Said she needed to keep her desk if she was to get a
high rating on her chart and helped further in joint club
meeting to emooth out difficulties*
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dpte Was undecided about checking m 'keeping her desk cleani
said she ted tried#- but ted not' done- -a good job- of it* or at
least whether the improvement should be shown on the chart*

M®y*> E&m how- she should act and how she should keep her work
and desk going* and sought to- keep things as -they should he
without hairing to be reminded*

rnmim contacts

with others

Septe Was more or le-ae solfseentefed and was not interested in
others except me they would./help her in tier own interests*

Oct* worked with others in making pirns- for March of Time and.
how they wore to illustrate their parts and tell the story on
the cards* Began to- make some helpful contacts and realize
that- she could work with others* •
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dan* Worked well in making plans for grandpa* 0 day In story
about Housing and Foods andwantcd to work with others* Bid so
quietly ana efficiently* for she wanted them to help- her with
her own work and wanted" to help them with their work*

Mar* fold one of the girls* who thought her desk was not clean
enough for her to check the chart* teat her desk Was always
one of cleanest In room and complimented her on such a clean
OttSm-

Apr* dsked a hoy in a very nice manner to move so she could
see the hoard while she was copying a song*
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May# Enjoyed the contacts she had with others in the class and
out of school and thought of others in making her plans*
helping them in difficulty and swing to teem for help when eh#
was having some trouble of her own*-’

IBS
p a r t i c i p a t i n g in a c t i o n o p group a s a u n i t

Sept- Found it hard to get- into the work of the group and-was
interested in. reading for hereeif #r. talking to- other girl##
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Bet# Became interested, in getting to work on March of Time
after m t m m m cards had been distributed and others began
their work on earn#*
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Feb* Was interested in play given on- -chemistry and took an
active part in getting the play written and her part- learned*.
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Mar# Was interested in getting her part for the world map
completed and worked hard on her tail for- Newport News trip
W e n though -she was siok moat of the time the .others were
practicing*

Apr# fried to encourage others’to read the stories about
America which .were available -and t old the -class many -of the
stories which she had- read and .found interesting .and which
they might want to read*
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May# Had a definite feeling for the group and wanted its
efforts to be a a good as possible m the work they had done
on America would be worthwhile and something they could be
proud of when others saw it#

Janet,--IS

IBS
EVALUATION OF OHE'S OTO WORK

Bmpt** heft her w^rl as -she did it*, without o M n t
to improve on it#
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Oct* fried to answer^ the wuSattons. set up on card for March of
f to# on crafts and wanted to tali and illustrate inf atomy
ade#tt#t©ly for the ’pfesenimCion#

dan* Said she had not done very well with her atterspte at
drawing fruit* hut would -keep trying until aha had some which
ionised hotter; asked the teacher' for her criticism* for eh#
imew her drawing was to go m the fruit border on which the
rest #f the # late was wsgt&tog*

Mar* Wanted to get all the foods of her southern European
countries listed on the m m and kept working until she had
carefully checked the lists several ttos# and had all the
fcede named for those countries#

Apr* Asked t ©aeher and class to help criticise her talk for
Newport How# after It Was ready* saying she thought it was
all right* hut would rather have the opinion of the class mm
eh# had to talk to a class stoiiar to this m m ther#*

May* worked hard to get her story of America* especially
yellowotone* done well for she knew what she could do and
wanted all of her work to he the host eh© could ts*

190

mmimtm or mmm*® worn
Sept#. Was willing 'to let group work according to what the
teacher thought they should to ant did not offer any eng#
geebionst for it o' betterment*

Oct* Bait eh© thought "all akouXd have their report#- In for
March of fime \&n& 'they, should .conform if they were'to hare
anything resembling a real March of time* to to this* all
should get the teacher to help them get the ■inferaeiien and
check their work*

Feb~ Was Interested' in studying about foods and working on the
play'on chemicals*■e h she' told' the other# in the play;what. #h#
thought they should do to hay# a .better play ^practice and
learn-their parts and get the. materials to school ahead of
time so; they would'be aiire to have them*
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kar# Remarked that she thought decimals were easier than she

thought they would be after class -hat been shown' easier ways
of handling them^iriis was to show- that she could-do % h m and
she saw others dotm§ them also with greater case than before*

Apr# Said She -guessed they kept going oyer arithmetic they did
to form habit^rthat was about the only -drill subject they had
and they did not- especially care' for itf: was trying to give a
reason and make it clearer' for the others* being quick to
grasp t&& significance of hidden meanings*

May** approved of another* s idea for making the radio talks*,
saying' she thought It :s good -Idea* Know what'the class should
do by now and 'Would not fail to talk against a thing she
thought Was not satisfactory and urging activities which She
thought would bring out the best in' the class*

Janet “*•20
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cohditiows for work

■Sept#' Was not interested la tee conditions under which tee
class worked for the coal booklets.
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Oct** 3a Id sli# thought it would ho hotter If the reference
books were brought into the room and placed at the disposal of
the ola,as as- it would save mu oh time and .they needed the® for
the information for which they war# looking on March of flaw#

Feb~ Suggeated e orklng in groups to make the pestort for the

by-product# of food ## they could exchange 'idea# and there
were not enough different types to go around the entire oiag#*.

Mar#' Wanted to haw# the workroom for the world map# saying it
was too large to -spread on the floor of the classroom and
others could he working on the food lists while those were
working on the map# thus sawing time and presenting inter#
ferenc# on the part of either group#
'- ]’
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Apr* Brought In magazine pictures and stories for oteera to
use In their work on America ana t o M her experiences and
readings so others could use her knowledge in their work and
there would be better work on tee part, of a n .

May# 0 o u M ® m how th# group could help each other and #w.§*
geeted further way# of working together and getting tofor*matlon assembled for the broadcasts and nomination©# ouch m
discussion## writing##, etc# Wee quick to say something about
unfavorable conditions when there was a disturbance for those
trying to work and to urge favorable condition#*

CASE VIII

- tUBXE

1* Status In September
2. status in June
3» Development Ago or ding to Scale

ANALYSIS

OF

m m m * & STATUS
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Maria found it difficult to do any other than routine
school work*

file teacher had formerly planned and directed all

work for her*

aha did- her assignments wall*

Marla did not

think ahead for a ©lass project#
aha could not participate with the class unless directed
in detail*

She could not understand why other children would

tell her what to do or why they led the-class at times*., Marie
did not wish to stand out before the rest of the class* hut
wished to remain to herself#
She talked and laughed about silly matters whenever she
felt like it*

Ear previous training had bean that- of strict

obedience and. silence during -class- hours* and., die did not
conceive of talking purposefully with others about her work*
She did not mind corrections from the teachers and would talk
again when the teacher was not looking*
She went to the. teacher constantly asking whether some
thing was "all right” or not*

She made no effort to decide

for herself whether it served any purpose of her own or any
set up by the class#

ANALYSIS 07 HABIB’S STATUS m JUNE

Marie had greatly Improved her way of working at school
In the oourae of the year.
plan some work for herself*
minutely directed*

Besides- the assignments* the could
She could go on without being

she had learned to use hook# to meet needs

and to find something more than the Isolated facte when reading*
She often saw what could be her part In something
undertaken by the class*
as a leader she was weak*

She even attempted leadership* though
She did not mind getting up before

the class to advance her opinions*
Marie had learned the time for talking*

She could share

Information and not Interfere with others la the olase*

She

sought to avoid necessity for corrections from the teachers*
She no longer ran continually to the teacher for her
opinion of the work she was doing.

She directed her efforts

toward accomplishing her own beet work*

Marie*#!.
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Sept* Shoe©4 Interest in seeing what- everyone else was doing*,
hot- was not interested in looking for iniybhing to do* hot was
willing to lost wait to he told what and how to do something*

Cot* fried to make her work on Pastoral England come op to
that being done by others for the March of times looked for
way® of drawing illustration which fitted in with the other
drawings being mad#*

Feb* Saw how she cetiM help another girl with her arithmetic
and looked for way® to help her get her card® up to date*
helping her to see her mistake® and working to overcome ■them*

Mar* Was probably the best typist in the room and typed the
lists to go on the ®id#**sbnip® of the map m they would be
neater and weald be completed in time*
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Apr* Saw how she could help the class type it® stories about
America ant volunteered to help other® when they needed it*
saying she would be glad to help all she could and also
showed other® how to use the typewriter to the best advantage*

May* Had become capable of finding what she was to do on her
work on America and no longer waited for directions a® to how
to work* but went to work on the method she thought best* no
longer sitting idle for long period® of time until someone
reminded her to get to work*

im

Sept* Made no plane im advance fan hen work on Coal * but
waited until someone else pointed out to her what should be
done and how to do it*

0#t# Wanted to get her work done f or March of Time when others
had completed theirs and tried to have a picture which showed
England in the Pastoral stage# this required much effort
because she had no pictures available and had to draw It as
she thought it looked in those days*

Feb* Planned her work on bacteria so she would have time to
type the information and could help others get theirs typed if
they so desired? liked typing and planned her work to get
opportunity to do that as much as she could# but did not take
possession of the typewriter to the exclusion of others*

Mar* Planned how the foods could be typed neatly and arranged
around the map with the illustrations to tell a complete
story of food and its transportation* ' Knew how such space the
typed lists would take and measured and laid off the space
around the map to take care of it*
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Apr* Worked on different ways of making her trip to fexes
interesting for the broadcast by trying to get some first 1
hand Information and make it appear as though she were broad*
casting news flashes about places visited or mentioned in her*
speech* Added much information to the booklet she was making
to get it as life*llk# as possible*

May* Had learned how to plan her work so as to get it com*
pieted on time and get as much out of the possibilities as she
could* Thought carefully about her activities before
starting to work*

0SIN<1 REFERENCES

Sept# Gould see no need in using references for information on
Goal and reseated “being told to use the books pot at her die#
pos&l*

Oct# lleod reference© given on back© of card© -for March of
Time and found ail the information asked for on Pastoral
Bngland#

Map** Helped others look for information needed for food© on
world map and suggested where they might find all they needed#
Had looked In many sources for her own information and knew
how to use cross-references* which fact she passed on to those
around her#
A

Mar# Would get the teacher to check on her lists of foods
after she had made them up and go hack to them when she needed
more information, ■Kept accurate reference© and could turn
right to the pages for the Information when she needed it#
Kept looking for information until she found all she needed*
saying she wanted to get all she could#

Apr# Had some difficulty with the biographies as she eouldnH
find desired information about bee# but kept looking until she
found all she needed# which was in some books in the library*
did not give up easily when looking for something for she felt
it was.somewhere in the school and was willing to keep looking
until she found it#

May# Wanted some information to make her report on Tennessee
more interesting and teacher suggested she look in atlas under
Memphis and tell about that elty##eh© had to use crossreferences# but &©pt on until she found all she could on that
city and others so as to have an Interesting report* Kept a
list of references so she could go back for the information
whenever that was necessary*

Marie— 4
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READING

Sept- Was not interested in reading and did m only when book
was placed before her and she m m told what to read# then she
did a# rather grudgingly#

Oct# Head in several books while looking for •information about
England in Pastoral days*:/hut did little reading for pleasure#
saying the only time she lilted to read m m when she needed the
Information* hut she had rather 'work arithmetic than read*

Feb- Mar* Bead one or two stories in lower, grade readers* hut
did little desired reading which would give her any benefits**

Apr* Said she1liked'to read foots* hut did not like ^stories14*
so she was given more stories of biography, history* and other
factual material* there was concerted action on the part of
all teachers oonneoted with'teaching her-to instill some; desire
to read for pleasure! she'needed good reading matter* hut it
did not appeal to her as the last school she attended had not
stressed reading*
May* Asked if she m u Id- have the book! to read* when, one of the
other children told a western story he had read# Said shemight like it and it, would give-her a Chance to do some
reading*
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May*- Became Interested la: reading different types of hooks-and
really wanted be read more* f o o k part- in the reading periods
by being timekeeper first*' and. then began reading to th# class
when she felt she had a good story ■and -had practiced the
reading until she could do a good' lob of the reading*
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INVESTIGATING OTHERS? ISE THAN IN BOOKS

Bep%*> Was not interests In finding: any more information about
Coal than she had to find and did not look anywhere .for extra

Oet* Looked for pictures of pastures to try to show taeieral
England for her larch of Tto#| m non# of England at that time
im m available* she was told to no# her imaglsmblen .and do the
best ah# eooM#

Feb- Looked at adve rt 1sement s in magamtoes for information
about the- byproduct# of food# for poster which her group mm®
siaklng and for -which she was typing the stories explaining the
pLotere# and information*
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Mar# Used map# showing trad# rout## and product# of different
section# of the world to seeking information for her food# for
the world map# Sought picture# of different type# of trana#
portailon which, could he 'followed to. draw tog the different
phases of the transportation of food##

Apr* Looked in railroad time-tables for information about
Texas and found out about interesting place# from braird
literature which she had. found so she could, work out an
interesting trip to Texas for her report to the class on
toeriea* asked teacher and other children if they had been
to Texas#, say tog she wanted some first hand Information for
her booklet as that would be more interesting#
May# Had learned to use many different sources of information
to writing stories or preparing material for report# or Just
to satisfy her own curiosity# Had always been interested in
reading about fact# and used these many different sources to
make them more interesting to her as well a# to others#

Marle--6
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EXPRESSING IDEAS
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Bept- Had com© from -another school where--teacher told her
everything to write; ‘therefore* she waited to he -told Just
what to do In wording, on- 0oaX*

$eto* Wrote her etory ana drew the picture suggested for-her '■'■■
part in March of fime* following the;-directlone ant reference#
given on the card# and placet on her d##k#

Feb# Wanted to type her information about foods* say ing that
would he- neater and she could work faster that way* Diked
writing ©torlee about fact# and wanted % o typ# a# much ae ah#
could#

Mar^' fold the eXaae how aha would do the typing for the food
H at e after she had finished- her own list* as the lists should
he typed and she felt aha could'do good work m them; wanted
to do this worn, as her part In making tht world map:* which
m m supposed to repretent the work of •‘the whole class*

&pr~ Decided In writing about fe m e for her work on Americathat it would be interesting to keep a diary of the trip a boy
and girl would take and Want to send to their mother to let
her knew what they had been doing* .Bald the diary would not
be a# emoting as a trip on a train and she thought if would
fee much more tnterecting*

May# Decided to tell about an airplane trip to her national
park as that would be a dlffereat type of work and would give
a different point of view than a train trip# yet It would
include the place# deaired in her report*

Marie#*7

HELPIHG CLASS PLAK FOR CSMDXTXONS

Bapt* Had no idea of conditions under which a class should
work except those Imposed by teacher*

oet* Wanted a place to keep the material# which she was using
in her work on March of fine and said it would b® good if
everyone to the class had a place to keep ,his material# so
they would not get misplaced" or lost#

Jan* Suggested that everyone sign up for w&rk* especially
typing* as she wanted to-type and often had to wait for the
typewriter while others argued and wasted time using It#.

Mar* Suggested that group working on transportation for world
map work in one place* those making up the food lists to .
another place and those making the drawing# have another place
to which to work In order not to interfere with each other
and to hay® a place to keep materials from time to time as
used and not have to spend much time looking for them when
needed*
&pr* Made a radio set for the broadcast# and suggested that each
pupil have one for self or listen with another as it Would
seem like a real broadcast then and each would be by a radio add
not Just listening to the person to the front of the room like
any other oral report*

May* Helped Plan for condMon# which she felt would be con*
duclve for best work on tne part of all the class and urged
that they be kept up at all times so the group could get the
bast result# from its work#

HELPIMG CLASS PLAN ACTIVITIES

Sept* Was not Interested in any class activities*

Oct- 014 the work other© were doing-on -March of fime a©-they
were suggested to her#' hut mad© no effort .to plan anything
which the class could" to on its- ewit* „

Feb- Wanted some activities which would Include typing at
that was her strong point and wanted to write some siorlee
about bacteria ant foot# after others hat written them*

Mar* Was in favor of making the H a t a of foots, for the -aide*
strips of the world map and salt they should fee typed* and
that If. others- made up' their lists correctly# she would attend
to the typing*

Apr# Wanted to make cards for the Hall of -Fame nominations for
each person nominated fey a member of-.the class and wanted them
to fee placed on the bulletin board so all could m m them.- and
become familiar with .them? the cards were to obtain brief
biographies of each person nominated as a famous teeriean*

■Bald natural beauty was one thing you -would look for in
studying national parke**auggested trying to get number of
products ■from ■each ••state*'
May* Said that in the broadcasts each person should try to
describe a trip to his place In America and when everyone had
finished hie reports* the class would have a good Idea of -what
America was like* Impressed on the class the number of facts
available- about different places In this country*

HELPIH& m ass Plan USE op REFERENCE MATERIAL

Sept* s m no need In using reference material for work on
Coal* but did look at some book© placed before her by teacher
although ©he obtained no help from them*

Oct* Used references place# an# recommended, by teacher for
March of time and told others they should do the same as they
could find all the Information needed that ifay without having
to do any other reference work*

Feb* fold how the class could look at advertisement© for
Information about fCe# by-products and get picture© in
magazine© tor whatever was needed for the posters and that
Information would be as helpful as any because they were not
listed in many reference©*

Mar* fold the class how they could use the geographies and
encyclopedia for information they needed for the world map
project on food© and transportation and told them they should
keep a list of reference© used so they could go back to the
source to check on any information they had used or for
additional Information*

Apr*, fold how she had written stories about a trip to fexas
for her work on America and how she had used the histories and
alia see to secure her background* Said that keeping
reference© had helped her gather the material©*

May* Helped class ©elect material which would be used for
reference© and told them how to search for the material and
combine the different information Into one complete story*

Marie»*10
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PARTICIPATING IN GROUP LABORAfOKf WORK

Sept* bid not work on Coal, except when teacher told her aha
should get the information herself* as It was Just as much a
part of her school work a# arithmetic#

Oct* worked on March of f ime when she saw what;others were
-doing* and when the work was set op- before her on the cards
containing the definite references and suggestions on Fas*torsi England*

Feb* Helped in making the-posters .showing the byproducts of
foods which different groups were making and did the taping
for the explanations*

Mar# Worked well on the map* finishing her own country*St list
of foods -and then helped with taping the lists of. foods for
the sides of the world map#
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Apr# Would come in and look at hoard for directions or sign tip
for her individual tasks for the d&jr and then get to work with#
oat interfering with others* and with a willingness to do good
work because she knew that Was the aim of the class#

May.- Would work during time set aside for it* sotting her
materials at her desk to avoid wasting time searching for
them later; kept right at her tasks without interruptions ,.
until finished unless she needed some particular help or could,
help another; there was none of the wasting of time evidenced
earlier in th# f ear*

SHARING

IDEAS,

OBJECTS,

READIWQS,

ETC.,

FOUND

Sept- Brought nothing of any value to claae to share as she
was not interested in helping and getting along with others#

Oct-* Prepared a- picture far the class m Pastoral England far
her work on Marsh of time and asked teacher f or many sug»
geetiona as to how she could make it Illustrate her' talk and
he clear*

Feb# Typed out some facts for the elass^ on food as it gave her
a chance to type and look up some fact#* both of which she
liked to do* ‘

Mar# Worked on a play on Foods* hot it did not turn out very
well because of lack of direction; however* she had the idea
and presented it to the class and it was not her fault it did
not go over*

Apr# Had m m m Interesting material she had found on Texas
which she brought to class to help strengthen her talk on
America; told others they could use it if it would help them
with their talks*

May# Tried to think of ways she could help the class by
bringing different materials and idea# to Share and really
seemed to want to share them after her work on America* which
Showed her that other# would be helped and benefited by her
contributions*

Marie**l£
ORGANIZING AND EXPRESSING GLASS FINDINGS

Sept- Was not Interested in class finding© and A M not try to
help organise or ©spree© them*

Oct* Said she wanted to do her work as well as the others when
she saw what they were doing on March of Time so she could have
a part in the presentation# however she caused the teacner
worry 'toy constantly asking her for advise and suggestion©
for her story and picture*

mmh

Feb- Decided she could type the story to go on the poster
showing the by-products of f ood and a© ©he liked to type* told
the other© in her group to let her do that*

Mar# fook charge of group organising the list© of foods and
their countries and got the list© in shape so she could ty$i
them for the slde-etrlps on the map* this took considerable
organising and much typing on her part to get the work done#

Apr# Worked right hard to get her information on fexas so she
could tell about her trip there and have a presentable broad*
cast# Saw what she would have to do to have a good talk and
looked up enough information to get the material for one*

May* fried to find how she could help the class gather or
assemble facts as she knew much about looking for them# Wotold
offer to do the typing as she was the best typist in the
class# Looked for other ways in which she could help the
class get its Information written and expressed*

S#pt«s- Offered no help to individuals in room, but sought help
sal advice for herself*

Oct* Showed other# how she was Illustrating her atopy for
March of time when teacher told her she was doing a good job
and should let other# knew how the had done it so they could
get their# done*
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Feb* Helped another with her arithmetic a# she had done ..,
nearly all her work for the year and knew how to work' the
problem# and felt she could help the other child* ■

Feb* Saw how she could help another get a story typed for the
poster# on food; helped her rewrite her story and then
helped her get the" typewriter ready for typing# cautioning
her to be neat in her work* the group was waiting for the
story and she wanted the other girl to -get- it finished In
time*

Apr*" Copied a song from the board and also another copy for a,
boy a# he had some w ork to do and she could help* Offered
advice to girl beside her about a story she was writing and
asked if she might help with some printing a# one of the
student teachers had shown her something about it*

May* Looked for way# in which she could help others*
especially In writing stories or arithmetic* her strong points
and things in which she could be of much help; offered to help
willingly when others were haring dlffioulty or not doing
their work as easily a# they should*

Marle»-14
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LEADERSHIP

IS C L A S S A C T I V I T I E S

Sept* Was mot- interested enough to class activities to attempt
them* much less lead- to them*

Oct# took h e r p ari' to March of time after I t was made clear to
her what she should do#, hut fear- part was more participation
than Iwa&eri&ipir

feb* look an act toe part to getting the story organised for
the poster her group was making on the by-products of- food#
getting, the Information together and writing the, story for the
poster#

Mar*
take
each
hard
them

Bad written a play on food and selected the children to
the parts; -had written the parts out .and explained to
of the children, what the part he had was .shout and how
he would hate to work to get if learned, then encouraged
to do the- host they •could to presenting the play#

Apr* Was leader of the group which gathered the information
for the lists of foods for the &i&e**strips for the map and
cheeked on the Information before writing ib| had already
urged the class to get as accurate Information as they could#

May** dot up another play# this time on America and worked with
the children to get their parts selected and to shape# this
time she was much more emphatic and a real leader to taking
charge of the practices and getting the children have their
parte to order.# Had a radio for listening to-the broadcasts
and invited others to listen to tltb her so the talks would
seem, more realistic# looked for ways to which she could use
her leadership to improve the work of the group and encourage
them to do better work#

Marle— 15
ACTING AS AH IKDIVISUAt,

Sept* Was a very nervous efeill who constantly annoyed ethers
In the class and spent meet of her time in talking# She m m
not concerned with her actions or work#

Oct~ fried to control her actions during the work periods for
March of time so eh© could get the work done# hut Often had to
be reminded by the teacher to get to work and stop annoying
others in the elass#

Feb** took an active part In planning for the Citizenship Club
and agreed to Its rules# offering suggestions as to how the
class could keep at its work more#

Mar* Wanted to check her charts so her rating on them would be
high and she would help the level of the group by getting
better marks each time the charts were checked# She would
remind others when she thought they were doing too much talk**
lag or neglecting their work#

dpr* Had learned to control herself and get over some of the
nervousness which interfered with her own work and that of
othersi although sometimes she slipped back to her old ways# „
she realized what she- should do- and worked, hard to do'just
that#

May* Controlled her actions so that she became a helpful
member of the group and also a desirable class member herself#
Ihew that the conduct of each individual had much to do with
keeping the whole class in older and was determined to do her
part#

Marie-— 16
MAKING CONTACTS WIfH OTHERS

Sept- Was interested in making only those contacts with others
which would enable her to talk and enjoy herself, with no
regard to Job at hand#

Oat** Worked with others some In planning the pictures for the
March of Time when she saw they could hlep her get her own
pictures drawn and write her story#
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Feb** Worked rather well in a group making a poster# tiding to
help them and engage in an exchange of ideas which was helpful
to her and others#

Mar** Worked well in a group listing the foods for the world
map# talking only when necessary and getting good work from
those handing in the lists*

Jkpx** Typed a story which one of the children had written and
which she had destroyed by mistake rather than cause any dis%
turbance* Told the boy she would write it over for him and
was sorry the accident happened# but she thought that It was
some trash on her desk#
*

Apr* Shook her head when one of the other children told a
rather fanciful story# but did not offer any oral criticism#
Bid not want to cause a disturbance# but still wanted to show
that she knew the story was a little far~fetched# Felt that
such criticism would not help her with the other members of
the class*
May* Played well In a game called "Famous People" guessing
several names and enjoying It very much; showed she had the
feeling of the group and enjoyed being In it and wanted to
enjoy it to the fullest.

Maple**!.?
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PARTICIPATING IN ACTION OF GROUP AS A UNIT

sept* Took no Interest and showed no desire to take part In
group activities*

Oct# Old tier work on March of time after the cards of sug#
gestlone were given her and the teacher had carefully
explained -each step to her#

my#*.

Feb* Worked rather well in the .group which was making a poster
showing the byproducts of foods# doing the typing of the

Mar** Bid the typing of the food list# for the world map*
spending much time In getting them compiled and then typed
them so they would be neater and more presentable#

Apr*- helped the children going to lewport Mews get- their talk#
written and Information checked* Offered to help when one of
the children was absent by taking her part* Volunteered to
write anything they needed or help them rewrite their stories*

May# Took part in the broadcasts by having a very fine talk on
Texas and then made a .radio so She ■could listen- to the ■other
broadcasts made In the room about national parks in thiscountry,! the talk was -quits an accomplishment for her as she
had seldom talked to the class* but had written her infer*
mation*

Marie»-l8
EVALUATION OP ONE’S CRN WORK

Sept’4* Had ao idem of the kind of work alio could do and1-eon#
stantly tea to 00 miming to the teacher for advice On how ah#
was doing; wont op for advice on every -litiX# hit of work She
did#-

Qcte- fried to do her work-on March of time as well as other#
were doing* hot still went to the teacher for criticism on
each thing she did*.

Fete asked the teacher for advise on work she was doing on
Food, hot' she did not need as m m h explanation as before,
catching what the teacher said at first#

Mate Seemed to know what she was'to do In looking op the
information for the world map and kept at the work until she
had finished# then she would come to the teacher to as# If it
was all right*.

Apr- Sensed what she should do in her work on America and
kept at it, suing over the story again and again until she
thought ah# ted it done pretty well and complete#

Mate' Be&ii&ed that she could judge the worth of her work as'
well as anyone else and worked with the- idea in mind of doing
a good piece of work, not being satisfied until her work on
America suited her*

of m x m * 3 m m

Sept* Waited for teacher to Oaf what was wrong or righft about
the gronpfs work* tint did iitti# wcrk with the group*

Oct- Said she thought the work on March of ftine would he
helpful for they would he able to toll.how clothes were made*
hut she was satisfied with the teacher*# criticism of the work
done hr the group#*

feb* fried to make her part of the. work on food by-products as
good as she could so that much would he all right* anyway,
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Mar** Cautioned thsoothers to get -correct lists of foods for
the world map If the work of the whole group was to be worth*
while# Had children make thtir lists over when she thought
the information which they brought to her to be typed was not
sufficient#

Apr** worked with a group on play and tried to get them to see
Just how much they had to work if they play was to be a sue*
m m and told them it would not b# worth hairing at all if they
were not going to work on it* for they would be wasting their
own time and that of others#
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as?* tried to get her own broadcast given well and urged
others to overcome weaknesses In their own talks s® the?
would all toe interesting and the ©there oould learn more
about this country*

Marie**2!®
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SVAUIA9X0H OF CQMBlflOMS FOE WORE

Sept* Indicated no thought about conditions under which the
class was wooing*
v
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Oat# fhought she ©#uM do bettor if she worked with another
girl, as they could help each ether get better ideas of h m ,
the stories should .be- written and the pictures drawn for March
of time*

Feb** Wanted each group working on byproducts of food to hairs
a separate comer of the room'and a place where- they could
keep their material# until needed#

Mar* Bald the map should remain in the workroom until com*
pletedj suggested that only member# of the various committees*
such as her typing committee* work alone and not be bothered
by other# talking be them or misplacing materials# as the work
was to be done within a certain time and Interference would
prevent its completion*.

Apr* Assembled Information and materials for the work on
America so the members of the class could find them when
needed and would not lose time from their work looking for
them*

May* Helped arrange the radio sets and microphone for the
broadcasting station* Was one of those in charge of keeping
the Hall of Fame notices in place and calling attention to the
new ones| did mostsof the printing on them and was proud of
her work* fold class how the information, on 'the notices would
help them* ■
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GROWTH XH RESPONSIBILITY DETERMINED SY BATING
CHARTS AND EDUCATIONAL TESTS

The rating charts ant educational tests gave further
evidence of growth of responsibility*

The results frost these

measures included mastery of shills* the need of which had heen
revealed to the pupils through the application of these tests
at the beginning of the year and at the beginning of the second
semester.

Much of the improvement in shills was the result of

the teacher’s success In having the pupils accept the
responsibility for self-directed praetioe*
The following summaries give the significant results from
these measures**
Rating Chart on Responsibility. In checking the fifty items
listed in this chart, the children were muoh more severe on
themselves in their cheeking than were the writer and the super
vising teacher*

Only one child, however, Charles, cheeked

himself aa falling to show some improvement during the semester*
The other children all showed improvement at the end of the term.
The ratings by the teacher, the writer, and the pupils tend to
show improvement in responsibility, although to varying degrees.
The supervising teacher, Who was with the children the
entire time, rated the children higher then did either the
children themselves or the writer.
*Eor "f^ther 'reeults,' see' Appendix A, fe, and C.

The only ease la which improvement was not shown la all
.threwcheckings was

that of Charlee*

The checkings by the writer

and the supervising teacher showed that he mad© as much or more
improvement than did some of the ©there#

In ail other oases

there was improvement#
ta b u la tio n

The following **&&& shows the total number of items in which
the children showed improvement * the number of Items In which the
children failed to improve* and the number of items in which the
children stayed the same* as checked by the writer* the teacher*
and the child#
Humber of items Humber items child
showing improve** failed to improve
ment

Charles

Jack

Richard
Tom
Betty
Dorothy
Janet
llari©

w

T

0

W

T

6
e

10

4

0
O

&

18

1

t
0

34 11
a - 331 11
0
@
t
10
0
m
n m 13
3
IB 4
0
10 17

0
0
1

0
1
0

0
1
0

1
4
4

Humber items in
which child
stayed same

0

W

T

0

3

3
3
3
3

3
4

a
a
1
12
I
0
0

0
Z

3
0
7

(W~ writer| T~ supervising teachers

q*

a
i

10 4
a
4
3
a
3
1

child}

Bating Chart on Study and Work Habits, This chart was checked ^
in both February and June by the three teachers who taught in
the room the whole year#

In February it was checked also by two

other teachers who worked in the room the first term* and fa
June It was checked by four other teachers who had taught the
second term#
The checking during the second semester showed a marked
Increase la the number of desirable traits#

For example* at

si?
til© end of the first semester two of the five cheeked Charles
for Item 1, Section II* wHls attention stays on his work most of
the time*-* driving to finish itj* and at the end of the second
semester mil seven of the observers checked that item#
M l of'the'charts showed definite improvement on 'the -part
of the children In using hot ter study and work habits*
Because of the limited number of persons checking and of
the difficulty involved in checking such relatively intangible
things as study and work habits* the comparisons may seem
involved, but the trend noted in each instance Is toward the
Improvement of the children in their ability to assume
responsibility for furthering their work*

IM

jy^fflga Behavior Batins Schedule, Soheaula B.

.Improvement on this test* which .measured four aspects of child
behavior* is indicated by a decreasing score*

the standard

medians on this test are ©8*6 points for boys and 62*8 points
for girls*
the individual scores for the eight pupils.are as followsi

Hi chard
torn
least
Charles
Dorothy
Betty
yack
Marie

February

June

se

54

51
?0

as
©5
?s
to
tl

m
m
59
0?
n

?t

81

Scores for the eight children showed a total improvement
of SI points* or an average improvement per child of 0*8 points*
Individual improvement ranged from a score of 24 points to a
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minus score#

Average improvement per item per child ranged from

§ point© to a minus score* with an average Improvement ■in each
item of 12*8. points*
the boy who showed a poorer -score in J m m than m

had In

February was still better than the standard median for *Tune*
the girl whose soar# was lower in J\me than in February had a
difference of only two points*

The child who showed the

greatest improvement went from a score of as in February to one
of 09 in yuae*

This was the same boy who had shown, so much

improvement on his other teste*
The results of this test showed that the children had
Improved in. the behaviors measured by the test* and had assumed
responsibility along bhe;lines of self-direction and respect
and consideration for others*

SM mm 2&s& Mise sasM is* MsMasiMma*.

***■<>teat*

which measured nine traits of behavior development for each
child, there was only one item for one child in which there was
lack of" growth*
In February*

The scores In $m m were higher than they were

The boy who had made the greatest improvement in

the other tests also made the greatest improvement on this test#
Improvement per child 'ranged from 2 points to 51 points#
Average Improvement for each child per item ranged from 0*2
points to 5*4 points*

There was a total improvement shown by

all of the children of 118 points*

The average improvement for

all of the children ranged from 1*2 points to 3*0 points*
There was very definite improvement on the part of all children*
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The P m & z m & k m Battery ^eMevsment feat# Farm B*

The remits

of this test showed, in the skills measured hr it, that every
one of the eight pupils had raised M s total grade placement*
The improvement ranged from 0*2 grade to 1*5 grade#

The total

grade placement at'the beginning of the year ranged from 5*4
grade to 7*5 grade, while at the sad of the year it ranged from
6*4 grade to 7.9 grade* .The class average at thebegfrming of
the year was 5*5. grade and at the end of the year it was 6*6
grade*
The improvement of these children on the elements measured
by these tests and oharta tend# to confirm the growth of
responsibility as indicated from the evidence gathered from
observation*

CHAPTER VI

mmmsmm
At$A¥ f O f e AH* tp&W tPTKffkTidies

to analysis or th# given incidents* from. the school life
of the eight children* gives evidence of the growth of
responsibility along the six steps sot up in the scale of ,
BesponsibiII ty •
At the first ©top of .the seals most of the incident# are
negative*

In those that are positive* the action was performed

in such a haphazard manner as to be of little value to the
child*

The second* third* fourthi and fifth steps in the scale

are ,where taosi Of'the eignifioant incidents fell#

fhe^sisth

and m a t difficult step wee seldom reached by the children
until the last few weeks of school*
ft*# change from one step to another did not take place with
regularity* hut cam© as the child engaged in some activity which
had a particular meaning to him*

Janet, in the phase* "Finding

Problem" * mad# the sir steps during the following month©!

step

one* September; step two* October! Step three* Ootoberj step
four* February~Maroh; Step five* March-*April* and Step six* May*
It is thus seen that she toot: two steps in the month of October*
but Hovember* December* and January passed before she took any
further step*
fhe difference in the rat# of movement between two phases
on the part of the a m © child* Janet, is shown in comparing
"Expressing Ideas"* and "Helping Class Flan for Conditions"!
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"Sxpressing Ideas"
Step
Step
Step
Step
step
Step

"Helping Class Flan
for Conditions''

one
September too
October
three January
four February
fits March
six May

October
October
March
Maroh
April
May

In the above comparison it is possible to see that the
child vent through the ease steps of responsibility in different
phases at a different rate*
The difference in rate of growth hetveen two children on
the seme phase of responsibility is brought out by comparing the
incidents for two children on the same phase*

Xn comparing the

scale for Charles and Richard on the phase, "Planning Work?;
it is seen that there is a difference in rate* although both are
moving on the came steps of responsibility.
Charles
Step
Step
step
step
Step
Step

one
two
three
four
five
six

Richard

September
September
October
October
May
May

September
October
February
March
April
May

Bach child made his next higher etep while engaging in
3

1

-

some activity which had a particular meaning for him*
'

,

The

i

;

"March of Time"was the first big

3

*

undertaking which brought out

’

initiative On the part of the children and led them to the
?

higher steps of the scale.
Rio hard began hie Improvement when he was chosen as one ..of
those in the Citizenship Club to remind the others when they were
slipping from their pledges.

This not only gave him confidence

in himself but also brought out the quality of fair play, which

he had developed on the playgrounds, hut to whioh he had not
lived up in the classroom*
The results from the rating charts and educational teats
showed higher scores as the year ended* signifying increasing
desire and effort on the part of the children to increase their
shills and behavior* ''On the elements measured by these charts
and tests* the children showed improvement*

Those results

strengthen the conclusions concerning growth of responsibility
based on the evidence obtained from observation with the aid
of anecdotal records *
'The evidence showed the difference in the status of the
children in September and in June in the twenty phases of
responsibility with which .they came into contact during their
daily school lives*

Each of eight children showed growth of

responsibility, but this growth was more pronounced at certain
periods than at others*

It became a moving force when the

children had the opportunity to engage in activities which
enabled them to exercise their own Judgment and actions*

The

more meaningful the opportunity .was to the child* the .more
strongly did he stow signs of increasing responsibility*

Every

child showed that he had the ability to grow in responsibility
«hen he was given the chance*
The method of collecting evidence and the steps in growth,
of responsibility may be used by school workers*

COHCUJSIGN
from the evidence la $3x10 study* too conclusions seem to
be warranted*

first* growth of responsibility In these eight

children wee evident*
noted*

Second, in. this growth*' steps can be

mm mTtm ttmm m mmmmmsm
A chart m m devised by which various acts involving
y ©sensibility w ® ■to b© cheeked*

fit© cheeking #©0 don© by

the supervising teacher* the writer* and the children themselves*
the fifty items of the shaft are grouped .under the folio**
lag. main headingsi

Quiet* Fromptn©##* Materials, Planning*

Study* Helping on Class Hour* end- Citizenships

these involved

most of the nativities in which the children engaged during
their school life*
Oheehifige were made In February and In Jhae*
concerning the item# were ■■stated in the affirmative*

Questions
Persons

checking war© to mark *jr* if the child feat generally followed
the Item* and n%* If. the child, had disregarded the item*
In fables l^vill* the February and #u»e checkings are.
given*#

the person checking is designated by the name at the

top of the column* where the date of the checking Is also
indicated*
By reading the columns from left to right It is possible
to .see a comparison of the rating, given by each person on-an
item, or to compare the ratings:,of February and June*

By reading

the columns vertically* it Is?possible to see the total number
of checks each child receivedfrom the different persons
cheeking#

TABLE 1
RATING

C H A R T OH RESPO N S I B I L I T Y O F CHARLES A S CHECKED B Y WRITER,
SUPERVISING TEACHER, AND CHARLES
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i
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i
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i
............ M ' 1 "’ T 1 '
Qjj'mi1
1* M i I keep auiet in the halls?
g* Bid i use low m i c e Ih^alff'pafl© :of ^uIxffiimY
3* M i I keen auiet" in the iunohroeiaf'
ff. Biff 1 1keep from interfering1
1with the work or
others in the o.lass?
¥. M i I. listen while oilers ^SSceff fh ffffasi?
0m M 3 f sneak only when no one™"©!©© ms", falhlnff
Y* M 3 I remember not to attraot1attention of
other children from their work?
8# M 3 X lift furniture in©teal of dragging'Tt
into place?
9 m 613 I get started in jib other© were ffoffhg
without interrupting anyone?
10,Bid I manage to keep Brderly all tBrotiSS"
the toy?
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\ ?
IP

1

I

t !

'

PROMPTNESS
lI,'Biff f&et to classroom on time?
.12* Did I 6tart.,Sr worls on' tlie? ,"l',“,'ul,,rnn"r
is* Did I finish mr work; on tn£¥
.IS* Did i answer cue©tIons promptly?
15* BIS 1'handle my materials with .ISeei? *
IS* M S i. .respond, to class ©all© promptly?
1?* Did I go to another joS' ©©'soon is "I BaS”
.. . finished, one?
..
. . . .
MATERIALS
I@, Did 1 keep thing© in locker which belonged
there?
19, Did I keep carefully materials on which I
was working?
BO# Did I keep m y ‘Seek In orSefWlInside, top,
underneath?
S1-, BIS I use my materials 'cai&fuily while T
was working with them?
kz* Diff I put the fools aSS inalefials' hacFIh
their right places when I finished working
with them?
S3* Diff 1 give others ah effual ©fiance to use
materials?
PLANNING
13, Biff I think about the work I was going to do
until it was .clear before I started on it?
B&," Biff I plan my. school work "at home?1 I
C
’
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£6* Dll I iooS; for material at lorn© Si* My
X X, ,X #U* «&# X ,
school work?
I?* 'bid T sea' for itself..bow‘to -S'.the work?"
X X-,’X X X X
38 *• Bid I try fiarS to think of new J&eaa to
make my work more valuable to met
X X X X, „X X „
sivm
’
nMm... 1
" ' ' 111 "'n 1
ISI Std I follow suggestions and directions
ir ■X x ,x,,
while I was working?
¥ rj8b*'DiS X us© the books I sKeulS wfiiSe studying?, ” X ¥ X X X X
31* Did i listen to contributions of others?
¥ ¥ X X X, ¥
32* ‘Did I ask Questions which would he In me?
¥ ¥ X X X X
33* Did i select from mucfi! reading IBs imporfian^
. . ‘facts?
J, ¥ V X X X,,
3 d * 'Did I find what thougfiis fitted toother?
X ¥ uX X X X
35# Did I ask only necessary Questions and help"
while 1 was studying?
x ¥ X X ,X X
36# 'Did I make definii© progress on my particular
.-...'.Job....today?...^... .......... „.r.,.f.......... ,
.,... ,x ¥ X, x . X y
37* Did I really work hard oh rnr work today?
X ¥ X X V X
38#' Did i Make only necessary remarks lb others
while w© were studying?
X ¥ X X ,X ¥
H M & X m m CLASS HOUB ' ■ ,J',,T' “
1 1■ ' ,Ji
89* "bib I arrange desks, chairs* windows* and
materials so as to make the room a better
place in which to live?
X X X X X V
So* bid 1 offer Information to IKS class which
would help others?
¥ ¥ x; X X X ,
41* 15X1 I bring clippings* aftlclie,aof Material! 7
to ^bow the class to make the work more an*
**4^
r-.._..lovable?......... ,... ,....... ................ X X ? A X X
42* 01dll ask any good Questions to help make
something clearer for the class as well as
for myself?
¥ X
,X, ¥ X.
13* bid I hid anything to the'planning of" the
‘olaeswork?
X X X, X X X
y X X X X X
IS* bid X do whaf ,tfie leader"ailed Me iof .
45* Did I help others get "thelf'work done when
such help would be «ood?
I X X X . X, X
46* bid i stick to the subject' in the remarks I '‘ "
made?
y x; x X X S
blfi&NSHib.....
'r'1 J. 1
1 1 '1
¥?* bid I'accept responsibility for the conse
quences of my own acts when X failed to
observe the rules of my club?
X X X X X ,
48# bid X contribute to the cftizenship club
discussion?
J X . V X ,.x V
49* Did I respect the cWalfmah,s difeotiohs la
the club meeting?
¥ X ,y X ,x X
50* Did I follow the rules of the citizenship
club?
XX, .s.x L X X

T A B L E II
RATING CHART ON RESPONSIBILITY OF JACK AS C H E C K ®
SUPERVISING TEACHER, AND JACK

B Y WRITER,
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1. Bid I keep quiet in the halls?
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X y
¥
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other children from their work?
X X
X y X y
8* Bid I"XIft furniture inileaS o? 'dragging"11
•
4g
* yX
m
m
X X
into place?
y
H BI4 i gel started bn Job bISerS'were being
..without interrupting anyone?.....
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.the day?
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^iiffe?'l’
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T S + Bid l' finisl my .woric .ori^timeT
X
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y XX
14* Bid f answer questions promptly? .,’
¥ ¥ ,
r¥ y ,y,„y
fe* Bid I 'hanSfe my materials witfi speed'? ‘ 1
y ¥ ¥ y y y
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’is I''had
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Is* Bid I keep things in locker which belonged
there?
X I
X y J ,y
19 * Sid X "keep carefully mateHISs bn wiich £
was working?
X ¥ X y ¥ y
BO * Sid X keep my Seek in order-^tnaiSe$'top,
*
underneath?
«A
» X X , mmmb X
X •
Bl* S l i X use my malariala carefully SSil© I
was working with than?
¥
si* Sid X pul the' fools SnS malerlali &a5k' In'
their right places when X finished working
with them?
W ¥
§3* Bid I gibe others an equal chance to use
materials?
PLANNING
. M«,r -r ,r ,r¥ ¥
B4* SIX I think about the work I was going to
do until it was clear before I started on it? y ,JL
21*01SIX f/plaii my abSbof.'1wor£’
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fJkBUS I I {continued)
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B8* BIS ’I try Hard to tEink ST new Ideas to make
ms work more valuable to me?
j y X y
y
S’TUDY r'
§§**©id I follow suggestions and direct ions while
n6r
»y
I was working?
■' ... 7 ,y X y *
ioTBId S, .is© Ifie fiooifi. .1 SioiTi 9K££* StuSflnS?.. 7 y k y ny y ,
SI* ©id i listen to oontriSutionS1of others?
7 y y•
1 .y
ST* Did t ask aueetioni •.wKioB wSiiS Self me?
1,
y j„ y y
BS* Did i select from mucB’Tealing 'the important
.facts?
.
y y y y y y,
8CS*..*Bia. 1 fini-what, thought a fiffSI .ioRet.Hef?...
j y ,y y tr Y
85* BIS '11asic'only neeesaary quesllons'anS SSIp
while Z was studying? (
..........
y y y yj
S6* Did 1 isaSe definite progress on my paflicular
Job today?
y z X ,y „z X
&f * Did 1 really woiK. .fiarff'on" mr work tio¥ay?'r
1y y X y X X
Sa* Bid I make only"necessary .'remarks fo'otfieri*’’•
x X .X y X 3Cv
while we were studying?
SSLFiSa o h oliai b o t b
"1 1''" 11,111 11 1 "n11
39'* Did" I'arrange desks* chairs* windows* and
materials so as to make the room a better
nlaoe in which to lire?
k Wf* a ,y, y
IB * BIS *f offer Information IS IHe olae.s'wiilcS!
v y y ,,y ,y
.* would heln others? .........
.......
H i Bid I Bring clippings* afffclali or maleflaid
to show the class to make the work more en
joyable?
X y ,Y X X y
42 i Did" I ask any good •Questions To help male©
something clearer for the class as well as
. *r for myself,? ...............
y ,y„ y 7 y y
ISTBid" X a M Mi^hing T o the ‘pSShiilng of the1,
classwork?
y y y y ,y y
33F* 'M1
iw'i "Si whal the iealef rasIceS riaS lo? '...'
»r y X y , y X
IB* Bid i help others' get the If work lone when
«»- y
such halo would be good?
y, y, X, y *
SB*1Bid 1 stick to tie subject In the remarks
X ,y
. ' I. made?.......... ..... ......... r...... ..Jk_ ,?Sv ■
O-IfiZEHSllF
' 1 1 '■ ' ' ni 1"' 1
1
4?; Bid I accept responsibility for the eons©quenoes of my own acts when I failed to
.observe the rules of my club?
yy , y y yy
48# Bi¥ I contribute lo tBe oliigehsKip -club
...discussion?..........
........
y y y y y y„
'IB* BII X respect fhe o l Km c i ^e directions in
the club meeting?
y y y y y y
SO# Bid I follow the rules of the citizenship
club?
.....
.. , , ... n.... «3» X, X X. ,i X

TABLE III
RATING

CHART ON RESPONSIBILITY O F RICHARD AS CHECKED B Y WRITER,
SUPERVISING TEACHER, AND RICHARD
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other children from their work?
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§-♦ Sid I lift furniture instead of dragging it
, .-into, place?
.
¥ y
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without Interrupting anyone?
¥ X,
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*%r y
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0n s ? ............... ..
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. there?
X y
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'
was working?
¥ ¥
lo# Bid I keep my desk in orSerl-In'sISe.t top*
underneath?
X y
Bl* 613 I use my materials careBSISy wEIle I
.... was working with, them? ...
.y,
IgB* BIS I pul" tfie tools and. iciateriais hacSfe In ** 1
their right places when I finished working
with them?
¥ y
23* BIS 1 give, others an equal chance id use
materials?
I y,
24TT)icHI think about the work i was going to
do until it was clear before I started on
it?
I y
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¥
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work?
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Bf* Did ’i’see' 'J&r myself'how to do the work?... dm y fft V y, JL
1ST Bid i fry Sard to think of new''ideas 8b
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y y, J
W
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make my work more valuable to me?
STUDY 1,n
S9*trBid 1 follow suggestions and directions
while I was working?
Y y tr y y y
M * Bid' I use the books X sfiSuSl 'While Studvlhgl y ¥ X y y y
8X* Bid i listen 'fo obnfriSulions of olherb?n.. W ¥ X y y y„
3E* Bid i' ask questions wHcff would "hein met
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25* Did I plan ray school work at home?.
j y y X y y
aeV'fiid I' look" for material at Some on my sclool
work?
X X. y i*. X

TABLE VII (continued)
* !

$i ! $
■i i

* i
1 i ii i
27* Did 1 see for mvself how .to do t'Ke work? . ,X tr y i y i,
28* Bid T try hard to IKiSk' of now 'iSeae. to1maMern
%f tf tr „x tf
mr work more valuable to me?
^14 1 follow suggestions and directions
while I was working?
I y y tr y ,y
30'*"old I use ISe books I s l m E S M i l e Ja M S i b k ? y X y y y, y
31*# BIS X listen to eontrlhutloris of otESref- • j x •tr y y y
32* Old I .asSc Questions M i c h wouIS'Eelp me?
y y y y, y y
Si* BIS 1 slleet from mucK reading the |m|»ortant
V y y y - tr X,
......
*. facts? ...............
t
mr
34* Bid i SEES what tEougSta'S fled together? .■ 'X y y y y X,
3&* BiS'l aeS'only necessary questions anS help
■tr
while X was studying?
y x y x
y
'SB* Did I make definite progress on m y ’particular
iob today?
T"IT ;y y x y tr
37* Bid 1 really work Elrl o n 'my'woriT toSaif .
x fy, tr tr y
Si* pil i make oily fiiceilary ' p m m M i to'otiors'
*while we were studying?
y X x X X
ffiaSSrS pu ollss h o o t 1 r ..... r " 11 r - ... 1’ in
39* Sid I.arrange desks* chairs, windows# and
materials ao as to mike the room a better
•place In which to live?
Jf* y X y v y
10*'Did 1 offer information to the class'which
would help others?
y y ...y y y y
4l* •Did 1 SrEnig'clippings*' articles* or materials
to show th© class to make the work more en~
lovable?
% X f X y y„
42* Did I -ask any good questions to help make....
something clearer for the class as well as
Iff
f
'for myself?
.Aii X y y
■n
ni■•
'I
IS* Bid i Sii anything io ’IIS' planning'oF IES '
olaeswork?
y y y, y y y
4|i* BIB llI do. wEBt M e leaSSr a s S e u m e to? .
y y . X y ,y X,
4S**Bid X help others g e t ’tHeir work'done when
.. such help would be Rood? .
y, y,, X x jr.,x<
la* -Did X Stick, to M e "eubjaoi'Tn IBS rSSarkS '!" "
ty y y ar„
b m S made?
&S&S?
......... - .r .
T-. r. . , ,y, y
¥?* BIS 1 accept responsibility for the con*
sequences of my own acts when X failed to
observe the rules of my club?
y y y fY„* y y
la* BIS 1 contribute to the' clfiSensHp' eiuS
...............
discussion?.
y tr y X ■ v y,
49* -BIS I respect the claimants directions 'in*1** ‘
the club meeting?
y JfM y, x y y

BO* Did I follow the rules of the oitiaensEIp
club?

x tr y.

tr

X

T A B L E 'VIII
RATIMG

CHART

O N R ESPONSIBILITY O F MARIE AS CHECKED B Y WRITER,

SUPERVISING TEACHER, AND MARIE

1

! *
$ *
1 I
i:
i 1 £ £ $ 1
*»

1i

Q.UXET
X x X 7 X y
1* Did X keep auiet in th© halls?
2* Did i use low voice .In all' parts of building X 7 X y, y x
3. Did I Keep quiet In tile lunchroom#
. ... X ,STu X 7 x X.
4* Did I Keep from interfering with the work
X y X 7 X y.
of others in the class?
5. Did X listen while others. lalkeb In class5#.....
6* Did x'speak only'when, ho one else' was" talking? X X X 7 ,7 X
7. "hid i remember no't to attract attention of
■*> X X
other children from their work?
.«%
X
7 ,y, X
8. Di'lS I lift furniture' instead of dragging II
y 7 7 7 y X
into place?
9 * Did X get started oh Job other swore doing’
without Interrupting anyone?
X X ,X y y y
lo*Did X manage to keep orderly aTI Ihrougfi the
.. day?.. ........ _....r..... _..,
._..rr_....rn....... X X X X y y
PROMPTNESS
11* Did I get to classroom on time?
y 7 .7 y X X
w
12* Did '! staff my work on time?
*7-j
iriWiiiix . 7n,y, y v
13* Did X finish my work on time?
*
y 7 7 7 y X,
14* Did X answer quest ions promptly? ,
x, 1 x 7 y X
11* Did X .handle my materials with speed?
X, 7 y 7 x y„„
Id* Did X respond to class calls promptly?
x, x 7 7 X X.
17. Did 1 go to another Job as soon as 1 had.
finished one?
7,7 I y, y x
MATERIALS
la* Did I keep things in locker which belonged
there?
7 y ,y y y X
IS* Did I keep dafefully materials on which i
was working?
7 7 ,7 7 ,y X
SO* Did I keep my desk In order~~'insidef top#
X X , 7 7 x X.
underneath?
21. Did X use my #aterials "oarefuliy while X r
was working with .them?
y y y,j , y ,x
23* hid I put the tools’and materials back in
their right places when I finished working
with them?
nX, 7 7 7 y X
S * bid I give others an equal chance to use
materials?
X 7 7 7 y X
PLANNING
24. bid I think about the work X was going to do
until it was clear before X started on it?
7 7 X y . .V 7
25* bid I plan my school work at home?
26* Did X look for material at home bn my
X X X v JEX
school work?
,.,

,

T A B L E 7 1 II

(continued)

*i 1 1
i

1

*i $
j
‘c

1
i-S;
1 'I
tr
X y,.
X V X

"see for.. myselF Bovlirlo. ifie wori:?
's©♦ Bil 'X ‘try hairl tie t E I K oF new' Fleas W i & e
.... ....... y y ¥ ¥ ,x JL
my work.more, valuable to me?
STUDY....
....... :
29* 'Did X follow suggestions and directions while
I was working?
y Y ¥ ¥ ¥ y,
50 * Did I use the books I should while studying?
y ¥ ¥ X ¥ x
31# Bil I lisFen io c.biatFIBuHoris of others?1 .. • y ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ y
y ,1, ¥ y, ¥ Y.n,
32# Blf I ask Questions which would fieln.me?
33# Did I "select from miioh reading the impbftant
facts?
¥ ¥ X X x
Did I find what tSou&tvfcs fiftel toilether?'
'x X ¥ ,y
¥J .
Did
j
ask"
only
necessary
questions
all
help
r
33#
while 1 was studying?
X. X X ¥ ¥ y
36# H I I make definite progress bn my particular
Job today?
x y ¥ y, y y
3?# Did I really work hard-onISy'work today? '.. x, ¥ ¥ ¥ ,y„ yu
38# Bid I make only 'aeoeesaiy remarks !o others
H#a
&# X X X x y
«
while we were studying?
HSLFBrO OH CLASS HOOT
39# Sid I arrange Sesks* chairs* windows * and
materials so as to make the room a better
nlaee in which to live?
X X ¥ J,,X
Did
1
offer
information
to'the
class"
which
‘
$>t
*y.
would heln others?
¥ ¥ Y ,y
x
41 * Did nJ bring clippings, articles, of ™maiefials'r
to show, the class to make the work more on*
ioyable?
X I v X V X
42* Did i ask any good questions to help make
something clearer for the class as well as
for myself?
I ¥ ¥ X yy
43* BIS I aid Si'yfiing to She pjfifiiilag of iim
X ¥ ¥ ¥ y y
elasswerk?
44 # Bid ..I So what1the lealer asfiel lie to? .
¥ y ¥ X ¥ y
43* Bid i help others get their work lone when
such help would be &ood?
¥ y y ¥ ¥ y
46, Dll I stick id ihe subject I n ‘IB© remarks I
made?
,ac X XT ¥ ,¥ y
oiTizmmw
4?* DiS I accept responsibility for the con*
sequences of my own acts when I failed to
observe the rules of my club?
y ,X ¥ ¥ ¥ y
48* Did I contribute' to the citizenship club
x X J, x X X
....
discussion?
49* Bid X respect the chairman*e directions In
the club meeting?
¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥,
50# Did I follow, the rules of the citizenship
X
X ¥ - X .X.
club?

APPENDIX B

THE BATING CHART ON STUNT ANN WORK HABITS

A chart showing the efcaywrteriftld study ant work hahits
of the children was devised with the cooperation of, and suggestions
from, the student teachers*

The chart had eight major divisions

in whioh the teachers were tasked to cheok the following;

reasons

pupil studies; maimer in which pupil works; where pupil gets
information; where pupil studies; when pupil studies; how pupil
organizes ideas; way pupil handles the gathering and using of
Information; and the amount of information he gathers*
Oh this chart, different characteristics, hoth desirable
and undeelrehle, were listed; the checkings were to he made only
on those items which described the ways that pupil worked and
studied*

An item not checked meant that the characteristic was

missing so for as that observer had noticed*

An item cheeked

meant that the characteristic wee present in the ehlldts habits
of work and study#

The chart..wee designed to show the phases of

work and study*
The chart was cheeked by the supervising teacher, by-the
_ writer, end by one of the student teachers who was with the class
in both February and June*

It was also checked in February by

two student teachers who had been with the class for the first
semester, and in June by four different student teachers who had
been with the class for the second semester*
Table XX shows the total number of checks each child received

On each item by the threepsreone working with the children in
both February and June*

A comparison of the numbers beside each

item shows the change in the opinion of the three who were with
the children both semesters.
Table X dhows the total number of checks each child
received on each item by the five persona working with them in
February and by the seven persons working with them in Jdhe.
5

1

.

i

The

main comparison is in noting the total'checks received ;e»' an item
when five people checked in February as compared with the total
cheeks received when seven persons checked the items in June*

T A B L E IX

NUMBER TIMES ITEMS ON RATING CHARTS OF STUDY AND WORK HABITS
WERE CHECKED BY THRKB TEACHERS WITH THE CHILDREN BOTH SEflESTERS

Cheek rea^nipup^
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IV* Check where pupil studies;
1# In the claaeroi
B* In the
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V# Check when pupil studies;
orced to

VI* Does pupil organise
anise ideas?
Ideas?
ideas;
Iheck w»ys'T!ce organ!sec
_
.......
1* Firat fatting it clearly fixed in hie mind
whet he is to look for
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0

£ Xs* 0
£

m

table

X X ( continued)

and coailng back later for what be la to
uee~~.
3 Beadtng and geSiiSg 13Si^^
mind m he comm across It

0

VXX#Cheek way bo handle© the gathering and using of
information!
1# Making mre it la about the thing ho Iss study1M.
'Mai&ng®^
about it or from books which war# written by
someone who know# a lot about It^authoritative
sources
.
..
r
'&'. '.vhan' ho gives informatioB fwilten W'oral'S
Baking surs all who coma across it can andsr0
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.......... .,... .
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5* seeing bow inforaatlon is related to
—

5* Seeing how it might be related to something
he comes aereas in everyday Xlfe~~practleal

YlXXtCbeefc amount of information he gathers!
1* Mon# which will be of m w
making
effort
at
working
MmL enotngitto
g» 1just
the
■to cover
QOTar W
C ynie
‘
¥# i# Suoh'a# he c a n g a t h e r W
learn more about the thinn ha Is studying
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TABUS X

NUMBER TIMES ITEMS ON RATING CHARTS OR STUDY AND EORK HABITS VOTE
CHECKED BY FIVE TEACHERS IN FEBRUARY AND SEVEN TEACHERS IN JUNE
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I# Check reasons pupil .studies* V
X# His parents want M m to end be .wants to
Mease them-— no force used..............
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a
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,
x
2
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¥
$* He Wants to. keen tin.wi'tE...otBVra'.ii*."tKie Mass * 4 b ..',0 S,
0
0 P
6* He seems to show some Steeling tBaFIi Wifi.*"1 ”
4 3 3 0 x
a. e 3 4 [ 4
.. , .better himself by studylnj^liu&r feeling... a 0
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4
,
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4
. 7* lie wants, .to lirtlfer. ...SIa’tooiie<i^^-*inter^£tT
JL
*JLJl.^JL M.
■A ,1,''A, ,4
II* Cheek manner in which pupil works*
1* His attention stays' on M b work most of the.
3 ,0 8 , 6 3 i
......,
. .•$' t.,A 8 a. 8 3 ,.8,*
■time-— driving to .finish .it. ... ..
,0
I
.
2* His attention FrequentXy lets on other mlngs
a a0 1 1 5 S 0 0 1 X 1 4
while he is workia£~~takln& away drive
10
3* He does his work with little help from
0- 1 3 8 4 8 X 0
others
4 8 .4,6 a. 1 3 4 ,g
"&*nn,!e “ g-- foi* 'iiuoS' 'liXV-FrS’oS’Bers w "'’’r,w*'.,r
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IlliCheck where pupil gets informat!on:
7 .8 4
1# Books which he has at home
,0 0 ’5
g
7
7 5 7
...f1J..1^!....::.::..... 5
^ .2* look©.at: school.
.whin!*
3# Magazines which he'may use "('home or school]' . ■3 A "A b 3 4
14* BemanberlnS i'ha.I .others five tolS. him. .
/ .."3 b .'0 6 3 ■B
5*‘Asking' quastibns' of otfiers who know more'1
3 i a3 3 4
than he does
8^ Beading newsnaners at'home "'.."• .
'0 i "S 5 a 8
■7* Remembering: what he has seen..In rfhe. mSyles 1 . .a14 13 A 1"3 3
'
TWi'
”8* Remembering things he haa done**~exT>eriences
4 4 !'.s 4 ■4 3
IV* Check where pupil studies*
1* .In the classroom
. .I.. ,.
!* in the school library.
...
3* It home r ' 'l "u' .. 1 J. . ...... ,, .
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Check when pupil studiesi
*st 3 4. 6 1 3 , ^ 7 4 8 4 0
1# At certain times every .day**habit*, voluntarily 3 8 3 4 M
2* Only when 'lie feels" like it**^InSir
Seren%iy ... '3‘1.' a A1
'11" 3 i1'3 4 0 a 0 X X 0 0
“r 3. When he is forced to do so by others'
& I' -,A 0 1 0 6 'X “2 0 ‘* 0 0 " a 1 a a
VI* Does nupil organize ideas?
a 1 na X 0 1 2 1 1 i - a 1 a 1 o X
"Chedk ways &e orgahlzes ideas*
1 * first getting It clearly fixed la his mind
what he is to look for. . .... ...r t ..^1T T... - 3 4 3 6 0 A 2 3 0 3 4 5 a 4 .0 3

4

t a b u :X

(continued)

ft* •Going over the wfiol© holy of iafofSatilSii snS
coming back later for what he Is to use**
.-.... .
......... ........;.. .T..
r.r.r..
...T.r._ ft, 5 ■A 5, B 3 2 4 2 0 A 2
3* Heading and getting information clearly in
mind as. .he comes .across, it..
..... r. .,. . . 1.X ‘3 ,3, 0 2 1. 3. .f.1 3 3 5
.ft.A ■8 0 X £ ft"I 1 V 1 0
ft* InQuIrin* of otlers m .IS .heal 'Sr ""Tj ...
¥11* Check way he handles the gathering and using
of information!
!
1* Making sure it is about the thing he Is
.. ... ,
.studying.... .... ........,
....... .. •.... .. . ..I-3 ,,A: I ,A ft 3 I 1 .3
8* Making sure it comes fr&m m n who know a lot
about it or from books which were written by
someone who knows a lot about it**~authori»
..... ....tat lye.sources. ........
...._n__.1rr. A, I X ■ft, ,,2 ,1, ,2 A ,1 1
3* when he gives information {written or oral)
making sure all who come across it can under*
stand it
•I e ft 4 2 3 2 ft .1 S
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8 „ft,' 2 4 0 Z ft, 2 ,ft 5.
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VIII*Check amount of information he gathers?
1* Hone which will be of any value**just making
..... '
...
an effort at working
l 0 0 .0 0 1 0 .1 lo 1 0 0 0 0 0 .2
1 2 A ft ■X 4 .1 ft!',"1
:i ft ■X .1 2 3
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This test was administered by the writer in February and again
in l m t It considers the four main phase* of child behavior?
the intellectual, the physical, the emotional, and the social*
the item© under the main heading© are divided into five
sections, and the point on the scale at which the person
checking felt the child *a action© moat normally fell was mailed*
The following table ©hows the result© of the test for the
eight children studied#

The better the behavior of the child

along the line© being checked, the lower is the score indicated*
In the table, score© for each child for February are given in
the left column and those for Fun© are given in the rl^bt
column*

The two column© at the right of the table ©how the

total and average improvement per its® for ail the children*
The two lower .horizontal columns indicate the total improvement
for each child, and the average improvement for each child per
item*
By reading the table horizontally, one may see how each
child changed in ©core, how hi© scores compare with those of
the other seven children, what part he had in the total
improvement, and how far his score was from the average
improvement per item#

By reading the columns vertically, one

M y get a picture of the child* a ©core on the entire test,

may see bow muoh be improved in total score, and may see bow
m o b be improved per item*

TABLE

XI

SCOPES OH THE HA.OaEBTY-OLSOH-lICKI»lAH BEHAVIOB BATXHO SCHEDULE,
SCHEDULE B

Lower scores la&ieate bettor rating*
Class Averages: February, 72*4f June, 66*
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.~7 , 1
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APPENDIX C

(Continue^}

The tium York Hating Soale for School Habits. This test was also
administered by the writer in February and in June*

It contains

w

the following nine traits which involve responsittitty on the
port of the childrens

attention* neatness* honesty* interest*

initiative# ambition* persistence* reliability* ant stability#
The items are m

arranged that a profile tow each child

can he t r a m where the child is felt to show responsibility*
To make the comparison© more vivid* the writer divided the
line Into eight parts and. the part at which.the child is
marked is designated by the section number in which the mark
falls*

In this instance* the higher the score, the higher is

the rating the child received on that item*
In the following table* scores tow each child on each of
the nine items are shown*

The left column shows the child*©

rating in February and the right column shows the child*s
rating in June*

The second column, from the right shows the

total improvement per Item made by all of the children* while
the right column shows the average improvement per item for
all of the children#

The two lower horizontal columns show

the total improvement made by each child and the average
improvement per item made by each child*
By reading the columns vertically* one may see the child*©
rating on the entire test for February or for June*

By reading

horizontally, one may see his rating In comparison with other
children9© rating on any Item#

Thus* one may see how one child

compares with other ofcll&ren in an* one Item, and shat part
each played In the total improvement.
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APPENDIX

The

0

(mmi a o e d )

Battery ^hievemsat Test*, yor^ ]BU. This teat

was atoiniatereO in June, 1936, and June, 1937, to all of the
o M i d m in Matthew Whaley School*

The teat gives a comparison

of' the improvement and general level of accomplisbmenta along
certain fundamentals during a year*s time*

The- fun&amsntale

measured Include the following skills | reading vocabulary,
reading comprehension, arithmetic reasoning, arithmetic
fundamentals, end language*
The following table shows the grade placement for each
child in June# 1936, and June, 1907, with the improvement made
during* the year*

The grad# norms and class averages for June,

1906, and June, 1937, are given, at the top of the table*
The child*s improvement in these skills is shown, by a.
comparison of the scores made,* Vertical readings of the
columns will show a comparison of the scores made by the
different children and horizontal readings will indicate a
child* s improvement in one subject over another*

A comparison

of the child *8 scores* with the averages and norms- indifates
how far his score varies from the average of the group, or
from that norm set up by the maker of this test as the norm for
the test*
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APPENDIX B

OBXOIHAL SCALE ON BESFONSIBILITT
X*

The individual acts or neglects acting with heedlessness
to consequences for self end others*

a*

The individual acts In the fi^bt direction only by
chance or outside pressure*

3*

The Individual formally accepts responsibility hut fails
to maintain action*

4*

The individual performs small formal actions which are
made clear to him and specific by another*

5*

The individual does in routine manner what others are
doing at the moment *

6*

The individual acting on M s own interests causes him to
give little consideration to others*

?*

The individual unconsciously through hie broadening
interests acts with some thought'for others*

8*

The individual consciously directs his actions toward
meeting Immediate and relatively obvious responsibilities*

9*

The individual sees his individual part in projected
group action*

10*

The Individual makes attempts to see more mesMhg**more
cause and effect relationship— with regard to his own
actions*

11*

The individual habitually seeks to find his
responsibilities*

IS*

The individual sees and accepts his responsibility for
actions when group acts as a unit*

13#

The individual sees and accepts his responsibility for
the kind of person into which he is developing*
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